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1
ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

The Cypriot Rude Style is derived from W(yoeanaen Pictorial 

Pottery with which it shares similar shapes# Its pictorial decoration, 

however, differs appreciably from the Mycenaean originals and it is 

clear that the two groups were painted by different artists.

Studies have been undertaken to group together the work of some 

of these sLctists, and attempts made to discover their chronological 

sequence.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of Rude Style pottery comes from 

tombs which are, moreover, inadequately published* Consequently the 

reconstruction of their chronological sequence could only be attempted 

on the basis of their estimated stylistic development.

The recent publication of a series of stratified vases from Enkomi 

now furnishes an external chronological criterion. This, and the 

availability of new material from the French excavations at the same 

site, and also from Kouklia, provide the basis for a re-assessment of 

the Rude Style's development, and for its affinities with other 

pictorial pottery from Cyprus.

In this paper. Chapter I begins with an introductory survey of 

previous literature on the Rude Style, and then briefly discusses 

its relationshp with the pictorial decoration, shape and fabric of 

Mycenaean pictorial pottery.

In Chapter II, and attempt is made to group together related Rude 

Style compositions*



Chapter III begins with a comparative study of Rude Style and 

Mycenaean pictorial bell krater shapes, and then goes on to subdivide 

the Rude Style shapes in accordance with their peculiarities.

Chapter IV describes a project undertaken in conjunction with 

the Oxford Laboratory for Archaeology and History of Art# Here, the 

fabric of eighty ei^t Rude Style and Pictorial Class vases were 

sampled spectroraphioally# The objects were; first, compare the two 

wares, and second, determine whether Rude Style fabric might show 

complexities which would permit its subdivision into groups of similar 

composition.

Finally, Chapter V undertakes to correlate the evidence from the 

preoeeding studies of style, shape and fabric. Vases wherein peculiarities 

of style, shape or fabric are concurrent were then compared with the 

chronological framework, arising from new excavations# A tentative 

proposal for the Rude Style's development is then suggested, and 

historical conclusions are drawn.
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INTRODUCTION

The earliest evidence of extensive Cypriot foreign contacte dates 

from the closing stages of the early bronze age, when, for the first 

time, Syrian and Palestinian imports appear in large quantities, in the 
Cypriot tomba of Lapithos and Vannons. These commercial contacts 

continue and are largely increased daring the middle bronze age, in the 
peace and stability achieved in the east mediterranean, after the expulsion 

of the Byksos from Egypt, at the end of the seventeenth century B.C..

Middle Cypriot painted pottery and later Base Sing and IThite Slip wares 

are recorded from many sites in Syria and Palestine, while Levantine and 

Egyptian goods are found deep within Cyprus.

It is thought that much of this material was exchanged for Cypriot 

copper. ' .Whatever its origins, trade with the orient brought important 

changes. The island became more prosperous, while the distribution of 

settlements began to change. Settlements in the north lost their 

importance to those in the eastern and southern coasts. Here, from as early 

as the late M.C. period, arose the commercial, urban centres of Enkomi,

Kition, and Bala Sultan Tekke, which'were destined to play an important 

role in the development of the island, during the late bronze age.

(l) See H, Catling in CAE, Fascicle 43 "Cyprus in the Neolithic and 
Bronze Age Periods", 32.
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With the exception of a very few objects from the west, found in

M.C. contexts, the eastward trading interests of Cyprus were to remain

until the late bronze age, when the Mycenaeans began to participate

increasingly in the trade of the eastern thdi t e r m e  an.

The lucrative east Mediterranean trade, which was enriching Cyprus,

attracted the Mycenae ans who by L.II. II were trading with east and Egyrpt

through colonies in Miletus and Rhodes, where the Minoans had proceeded

them. Rich in copper and geographically well placed to participate in

the affairs of the east liedi toirca-.;̂ n., Cyyr.n ;.no occasionally visited by
(o)the Mycenae ans prior tu the fall of linos s os while Cypriot pottery is 

found in Crete and other Aegean islands.

By the fourteenth century, following the destruction of the Cretans 

as a power and their rapid replacement in the Dodecanese by the Mycenaeans, 

vast quantities of Mycenaean pottery are found in the east and in particular 

in Cy-prus, It becomes not uncommon to find more Aegean than local pottery, 

in tombs in and around Enlconi and Bala Sultan Telcke. The Quantity of 

Mycenaean pottery found in Cyprus is so great,that it becomes possible to 

speak of a re-orientation in Cypriot urade from its traditional eastern 

involvement to an ever-increasing involvement with the west. Mycenaean 

pottery continues to be found in equally large quantities and, by Myc. Ill 3, 

a large proportion of all the loiown Mycenaean pottery from this period, 

comes from Cyprus.

(2) Ibid. 56
(3) Ibid. 54; Cadogan and Tzedakis in Nicosia 

(1972); Popham 33A 58 (1963) 88-93 PI. 26-27.
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This Aegean pottery, which is not only found in Cyprus but also on 

sites in Syria and Palestine, lifters subtly when looked at as a whole,

Crom what is usually found in Greece. The individuality of this eastern 

Troup has long been recognised by experts in the field and the names 

levanto-Mycenaean and Cypro-Helladic have been coined for it. It differs 

from the norms of the mainland both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Some jlycenaean shapes such as the Pilgrim Flask, appear to be more 

tavoured in Cyprus, on the other ’land, the Eylix which is common on the 
mainland is rare in the east.

Quantitatively, some shapes are more largely represented in the east 

than in the west. The stirrup jar is one such shape. Others are the large 

amphoroid and bell kraters. These large vases are decorated with chariot 

scenes, which are seemingly inspired by similar compositions in palace 
frescoes. Later, when the bell krater becomes the more popular krater 

shape in Mycenaean III B, the most common subjects of the pictorial 

compositions are bulls, birds, goats and deer.

These large vases have also been found in the Peloponnese (P1.33/l) 

and notably at Serbati where a potbers work shop which produced pictorial 

wares was recently discovered. The vast majority of them, however, 
comes to us from Ĉ nprus. Indeed for the period L.H. Ill A:1 - A:2 the site 

of Enkomi alone has produced more decorated kraters and amphorae, than 

Mycenaean Greece taken together.

(4) Catling Op. Git. 57
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The peculiarities and also the large numbers ol this levauto-Mycenaean 

potbery has led some experts in Cypriot archaeology to visualise a 

Mycenaean colonisation cl the island from as early as L.H. Ill A:1 - A:2. 

This interpretation, as Catlww aptly points out, fails to explain an 

absence of many other indeces that one would expect to find in a Mycenaean 

colony.

Even in areas where Mycenaean pottery is most abundant, the design of 
bombs and the burial customs are Cypriot. With the exception of a very few 

luxury silver vases, all metal objects found in Cyprus at tnis period are 

of Cypriot design. Jewellery is different, while stone vases and seal 

stones of Mycenaean kype are also missing.  ̂ '

Another explanation put forward for the presence of such numbers of 

Mycenaean pottery in Cyprus is that they are the product of migrant 
Mycenaean craftsmen working in Cyprus. Aspectrographio analysis of■

the fabric of ^lycenaean pictorial wares from Cĵ rprug undertaken by the 

Research Laboratory of Archaeology in Oxford, has shown that these wares
(j)are of the same composition as Mycenaean wares from the Peloponnese.

This has settled the question of their provenance to the satisfaction of 

the majority of scholars.

(5) Ibid. 55-58
(6) I'ouv. Doc.201
(7) Catling and Millett in PSA 60 (1965) 212-224.
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Amongst the large quantities of decorated Mycenaean pottery unearthed 

from. Cypriot tombs in Enkomi, Maroni and Klavdia by the Turner Trust 

excavations in 1895-1893, there appeared a small group of bell Icraters 

with horizontal handles, vhich did not confirm with the norms of other 

pictorial pottery of Mycenaean type. Despite a close similarity in shape 

and overall decoration, differences in technique were discernible in the 

less glossy slip and the dark brown-black paint, which was frequently used 

in their decoration.
Although the general disposition of horizontal fill-in lines were the 

Same in both groups, the actual style used to depict the animal motifs of 

goats, bulls, deer and birds used to decorate each type, differed. The 

animal drawings of the non conforming group, which were frequently depicted 

in connection with plant motifs, were seemingly drawn more spontaneously 

than on the other pictorial bell kraters.

The spontaneity of these compositions frequently degenerates into 

carelessness. K.B. alters, who catalogued the Cymrict pottery from the 

Turner Trust excavations kept by the 'British Museum, recognised their 

stylistic uniformity and classed them separately, in a category reserved 

for Mycenaean vases of debased and inferior quality.

A. Furumark was the first to publish a study of these vases which he 

called t:i'3 Rude Style. The dullness of their paint was noted as were

certain subtle differences in the shape of the RS Krater, whose profile he 

frequently found to be more biconical than that of other bell kraters*
(8) EXCAV.

85-98 
(10) M.P. 465-470
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The distinctive decorative elements were also studied, Furuinark noted 

here a preponderance of oriental motifs and these led him to conclude that 

the RS was not a Mycenaean or even a Levanto-Mycenaean ware but, that it 

was a levant: (11)ine derivation of Mycenaean pottery.

Another contribution to the study of these vases has been made by 
(12)T. II. Stuhbings. He disagrees with Furumark’s conclusion that the

RS is a crude derivative that can easily be distinguished from other 

Mycenaean or Levæito-Mycenaean pictorial pottery and notes that oriental 

motifs are also present on levanto-Mycenaean wares.

Stuhbings, who believes that Mycenaean pictorial pottery was made in 

Cyprus, sees the R3 as only one of many stylistic groupings, into which 

the pictorial Mycenaean pottery of Cyprus, can be subdivided. Ee holds 

that the individuality of wares such as the RS, is attributable either to 

particular pottery producing localities, or to the work of individual 
craftsmen.

Stuhbings has isolated seven such groups. Two of these styliste groups
f 1 a')consist of RS vases. ^

J. L. Benson, who has been working on the same hjq)othesis (namely that 

the recognition of distinct personalities in the style of vase decoration,
is possible in the late bronze age and can lead to useful archaeological 

conclusions), has recognised yet a third RS vase painter.

(11) Ibid. 4 7 0.
(12) Stuhbings in BSA 46 (1951) 168-17 6 .
(13) Ibid. 171-1 7 3 .
(14) Benson in AJA (1961) 342 ,
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In a moT€ recent uork, which devotes a whole chapter to the ztudy of

f 15)the R3, ' Earagecrghis draws up a catalogue of RS vases which more than

doubles the list Irav/n up by Furujnark. This enlarged list draws most of

its new examples of the RS from more recent excavations. The increase in

numbers is also due, in part, to the inclusion in the RS of a group of

finely lyorked and decorated vases (Pls.4/1, 26/5 Fig.3/l), bearing RS

iecoration, which had hitherto not been included in the RS, eventhough
( 1 7)their kinship with the RS had long been recognised. '

Karageorghis who holds that Mycenaean pictorial potteigr i,7as made in 

Cyprus, rightly situates the beginnings of the RS late in Mycenaean 111 B, 

when those finely worked RS vases are said to auuear. Their finesse is
!

presented as evidence for a reaction, by a new group of Cypriot artists, r

against the decadence, which conventional pictorial pottery is Icnovn to j

undergo in late Mycenaean III R,

Eventually, the R3 itself is said to undergo a period of decline, 

similar to that of the earlier pictorial pottery which it had replaced.

From stylistic studios, similar to those of clubbings, Karageorghis groups 

the vases of the RS into three separate stylistic entities. The first group 

contains the finest RS compositions mentioned above. The second group 

consists of vases whose decoration is less fine, and the third, groups 

together the crudest specimens of the RS. These two last groups are said to be 

progressively later, on the assumption that the RS was becoming increasingly 

cruder and more decadent with the passage of time.
(15) I'Touv. Doc.
(16) IMd. 234-236 PI. 23/1-2 .
(17) M.P. 246, 470 n.1.
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The scarcity of securely dated samples of Ro composition, detracts 

from the chronological significance of such groupings. This procedure, 

however, raises very interesting questions which will be discussed in a
later section. Questions of even greater importance, are raised by 

Karageorghis inclusion of finely worked and decorated vases in the RS 

category.

If one yields to the stylistic evidence and accepts these as members of

the RS, it becomes difficult to uphold the qualitative distinction which 

has frequently been made between the RS and other Mycenaean Pictorial 

kraters. Indeed, the validity of crudeness as a criterion in this instance, 

has already been brought into question by Stubbings, vho notes that it is 

not exclusively a property of the RS and that it frequently appears on

other Kyconaean types. Moreover, Stuhbings, notes that the quality and

finish of both the RS and other Mycenaean potter^^ may range from fine to 

crude, in a way that makes their separation impossible.

No major work has been done on the RS since that of Karageorghis, and 

there are still fundamental questions about its origins which remain 
un-answered. The Electro-spectrographic analysis of Mycenaean necked 

craters from Cyprus, decorated with chariot, bird and bull compositions of
( 19)111 A-llI 3 type, have shown that these vases were made in Greece. '

Compositions with bull motifs are not however restricted to the necked

krater. They appear on the bell krater as well. If, all fineÿictorial 

pottery is indeed made in Greece, one might then argue that the finest of 

the RS is made there also. Moreover, if as it is claimed, these vases are

the precurssons of the RS,
(18) Stuhbings Op. Git. 173»
(19) Catling and Millett. Op. Git.
(20) Nouv. Doc. 231-234.
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the Gypriob origin of the RS tradition could come under question, in Ihiz 

regard it is interesting to note that there exists Pictorial vuees in Greec 

decorated in, a man .-r ah' ;h i strongly reminiscent of the RS 

PI. 33/2-3).
A re-examination of decorative style and in particular shape and 

fabric prevalent in each group; might therefore throw further light on 

their interelatlonship. A study might also be made of variations in style, 

shun? and fabric, taken together, within the RS itself. It could then be 

possible to determine whether the RS is subdivisible into groups, 

representing, perhaps the product of different workshops or individuals. 
This would certainly appear to be the case of some of the vases from 

Kara.georghis ' phase A, as well as some of the RS pictorial pottery from 

the wells of Evreti in Ilouk.'i ia ^^^\pis. 26/3-4)0
Stylistic and technical differences 7/ithin the RS can however be 

due to Chronological as well as Geographical differences. The discovery 

of RS motifs on Myc 111 C;1 shapes (Pls. 4/4, 28/1-2, 29/I and Fig. 8/II) 

certainly speak for the longevity of the RS Group. An attempt could 

therefore be made to establish the chronological order of changes in 
style, shape and perhaps fabric.

(21) Benson ̂  (1967) 316-317 see also Vermeule 59 (1964) 193, 
FlG.1-2; Nouv. Doc. 258-259-

(22) Maier in RDAC. (Nicosia 1969) 40, 42 PI. IT.
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Décoration

ÏÏOtr DIGIJRATIY5 DLlD'iEDTS

Many parallels may "be Iravni between the decoration of the R3 and that 

of the Myc III: B Pictorial Class. The Differences existing between them 

are relative rather than exclusive.
To begin with the horizontal lines which cover most of the outer 

surfaces of Mycenaean pottery, it is interesting to note that their disposit

ion is similar both on the ES and Pictorial Glass bell kraters,

These horizontal lines were seemingly an economical way of filling-in 
and decorating the surfaces of the vase, but they also serve to underline 

the kraters width, by breaking down its verticality. They also act as a 

frame to the]pictorial compositions, which are painted on the upper half of 
the krater, left vacant for this purpose.

Nearly all of these lines are therefore situated on the lower half of 

the krater, under the pictorial composition. However, the paint which is 

generally applied to the upper side of the rim, may extend to cover its 

underside and then invade the outer surface of the vase for about a 

centimeter. The horizontal band so formed, acts as a frame for the top of 

the composition (Pl. 9/l).

This arrangement is most common in the ES. However, on the Pictorial 

Glass bell kraters, the under side of the rim is nearly always unpainted, 
a separate horizontal line being drawn on the face of the vase above the 
composition.(Pl. 38/1),

The horizontal lines below the comnositions are not situated
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haphazardly, but are drawn fn groups at specific points.

The most usual locations of these lines is first; at the shoulder of 

the krater and imneliately below the painted composition, where usually 

three and sometimes two thick lines may be drawn; and second, immediately 
above the base, where there may be up to three thin lines, of approximately 

half a centimetre thickness. More usually however, there is only one line 

here, which is reality, is the continuation of the paint covering the base,
on to the lower face of the vase. (Pl. 6/l),

At approximately midway between these two groups, there is often but
nob always, another ,group of lines. In the RS, there may be as many as

three lines (Pl. 22/l) but there are examples with only two, or even one

bhicic j iue. (Pl. 23/1-2), In large vases, the 'distance between bhis last

group and the base, may be halved again by yet more horizontal lines.

In the Pictorial Class, the area between the shoulder and the base line 

:':ay carry one thick stripe although generally, no line whatsoever is drawn.

On the other hand, the Pictorial Class bell kraters may have one or more 
lii\Gs tainted on their inner face which may even be slipped, while in the 

H3, the inside is generally left undecorated (Pl. 36/2),

The treatment of the handles is, however, the same in both types.

Paint is generally applied around the roots of the horizontal handles. ■

The top and sometimes the inner and outer side of the handle, may also 

be painted with a thick line, extending from one root to the other (?1.6/l). 

Examples wherein the whole handles is painted are rare on both types (Pl.l/2) 

The p'ictorial panels in the handles zone are not only framed 

horizontally but also vertically at their sides. In the RS, the horizontal
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extension of most, but not all the pictorial panels, is delimited by 

vertical lines. These are drawn near the horizontal loop handles, and 

join the horizontal line under the rim, to the interspaced linos at the 

waist of the krater.

The most simple of these partitions is made by two, three and 

sometimes four vertical lines. On some kraters, there are dots filling-in 

these lines, or oblique strokes cutting across them. 'On others some of the 

inner parallel lines may undulate and zig-zag (P1.6/l).

On some vases, these vertical lines may even serve as a support for 
other fill-in motifs, consisting of leaves or spirals, thus creating 

stylized trees. (PI.3/1). Alternatively, tree drawings at the edge of a 

composition, may fulfil the function of the border line (P1.2l/2).

Border lines may appear on only one side of a composition, while the 

use of different variants on each side of a painted panel, is not unknown.

3ini?.ar parallel lined motifs do exist in the Pictorial Class, 
lowever, almost alwaj's they act only as partitions witliin the decorative 

panel, and are seldom found in the vieini by of the horizontal handles

(pi.36/2).

It is also interestiu.g that the RS border lines are frequently more 

closely comparable with the Palestinian, rather than the Mycenaean Trigliph 
motif. (23)

PldlRATTVZ DECORATION

Then we turn to the pictorial compositions decorating the vases of each 

group, it is again possible to draw many parallels between the RS and the

(23) M.P. 467.
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'Tr ès.

"'i-'TJ.s, 'lied ,-; s t i .g c , jo e ls  and h y b rid s  ricdie ro  th e  m a jo r i ty  :o7 tbo  

compositions, as m y  as one third in each case, consisting cf bulls. Throe 
arc generally driwr in profile outline ord almost always face to the right.

In profile, and also facing to the right arc drawings of bu?1 prctoree 
wherein only the head and shoulders of bhe animal arc drern. full protean" 

in pr'Cereien, and sonetinee confronted are ceraenly fouri dram in the 

niccerial flacj aanner. In the RS on the other hand, bull pretemos are 
practically non existent.

^ofore entering into a discussion of the obvious stylistic differences 

separating these two groups, mention chould be made of the subsidiary 
decoration of the hyc.IIT 1, ^ictorial Class composition.

fith the exception of a very few vases decorated with bulls 

accompanied by men, little effort is expended on composition. Subsidiary 
Mycenaean motifs which include plants ore drawn in the background, but have 

little or no relationship with the bull. The same is true of other animals, 

birds and notably fish,which nay be dram on the same panel as the 
Pictorial Class bull.

f 2 '0nixed compositions are practically inexistent in the E8^ ^'and though

subsidiary motifs (chiefly spirals), unconnected with the bull are not

u.ncommon, plants are generally associated with the bull, v.ino is depicted

(I'T) Snkomi Pl.i/I shows a goat and bull together, houklia Pl.23/1-2 shows 
bulls end birds. Yet, despite their obvious relationship with the hh 
they can hardly bo considered to be typical examples. The first is not 
stylistically assimilable with any of our vases ( P . 65 ) The second 
is a typically Myc III 0:1 side spouted jug shape. On khe other hand, 
H3 kraters may have a different composition on each panel, unlike Tie 
Pick)rial Class vases which generally repeat the some composition on 
each nanel.
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feeding on them or while reaching down to do so. This rudimentary and 

often repeated composition is totally absent in all Pictorial Class vases. 

BfllS
'.Then the actual bulls of the Pictorial Class are examined, we noticed 

that although they are accurately drawn in outline, which faithfully 

renders the physical proportions, their contours are often indiscriminately 

filled in with small crosses, circles and dots. (Pl. 38/1). Their 

appearance is reminiscent of embroidery crafts by which they were probably 

inspired, and they loch rather too dimensional and lifeless. At times they 

are not unlike other àeg*&Mmotifs, which have lost their meaning with 

repetition.

PC bulls are themselves stylised and may be filled in with spirals 

and vertical strokes (?1. 2l/l). Indeed, much of the stylisation in the 

RS seems to stem from a shorthand reduction of the bull to its essential 

elements. It is not the result of a pre-occupation to produce pleasing 

ornamental decorotion.
Elements of this shorthand manner of drawing are the thick dorsal line, 

sometimes curving up to emphasise the powerful shoulders, a large and 

surprisingly expressive eye and large reproductive organs.

The spontaneity of expression brought by simplification, sometimes 

leads to sketchiness and complete negle^of proportions which may reduce the 

dvaw-lngs to little better than koriblus (Pl, 7/2 Pig, 3/5). Yet, sometime; 
this same disproportion may achieve the expressivness of a caricature which 

captures admirably the movement and liveliness of the animal (Pl 2/l).
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Such rvdlmentry drawings are however, in tie minority. More usually, 

the bull is Iraun faitlifully in outline, and unlike the bulls of the 

Pictorial Class, tie inner lines are used to represent anatomical detail, 

and to suggesb the third dimension. The underside and legs receive much 

attention, unlike the back,^shape is predetermined by the traditionaly 

heavy dorsal line, apparently drawn with one swift brush stroke. This line, 

which holds the drawing together, defines to a largo extent the shape of 
the bull's head, and limits the possibilities of drawing eyes, mouths, etc. 
with any finesse.

In connection with the inner lines of RS drawings, Karageorghis has 
pointed out that the RS uses lines of varying thickness to express relief

(25)in a manner reminiscent of contemporary Syrian ivory carving.

COATS, PEER ilh) TRIE OF LITE

The embroidery effect, fotally absent in the Ra, is also found on the 
majority of stags, birds and hybrids, of the Pictorial Class. The two 

groups are therefore quite distinct.

Only in the representation of goats and deer may some parallels be 

drawn between them. Svenxthough most of the R8 goat drawings are constructed 
like the bulls, around a heavy dorsal line of 5^ 6/4, there exist RS goats 
which like those on other Pictorial Class vases, are uniformly filled in 
with the red-brown paint.

The animal plant eating theme so typical of the RS, is moreover shared 

by Pictorial Class vases decorated with goats. Here, as in the RS, goats may

(25) Nouv. Doc. 239 n. 1, 2, and 3, 235 n. 3, 242.
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be depicted with their head turned back over their shoulder, reaching for a 

plroib. It is difficult to give an explanation for their obvious 

relationship with the RS, however, it seems quite certain that the two 
groups cannot be t'lo product of the same centre or school.

Before moving on to the bird cravings, mention should be made of the 

"Tree of Life" theme which in Aegean Pictorial pottery, is frequently 
as s o c i c..t e u. wi t h t h e go at.

This oriental theme, and the associated scheme of Heraldic 

Confrontation, is common in the decorative arts of the orient, from the 
earliest of times. It is tnerefore interesting that plants flanlced by 

confronted goats and other animals are freguent in the RS (Pls. 2/2, 6/2,

8/1, 10/1, 14/3).
( 27')These plants are moreover closely comparable with Palestinian models ' ^  

and it is possible that the "Tree of Life" scheme in the RS, may be taken

directly from.oriental prototypes. The same may be true of other oriental

themes, such as the Palmettea which are also frequent in the RS (Pl. If/l,

2,4h). However, as some of these eastern elements are also present, if less
frequently, on Myc III A:2 and III: B (Pl, 38/2) as well as on earlier

foo)L.M. Ill Pictorial potkerq", it is possible that many may reach the RS

second hand, from Mycenaean Pictorial pottery.

(25) M^P. 454.
(27) Ibid.
(28) See also BMG PIG. 135a, b.
(29) M.P. 194.
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As with tie drawings of mammals, RS and Pictorial Class bird drawings 
are likely to be the product of separate artists. Pictorial Class birds 

with point filled contours in Myc IIT;A and an embroidered fill in Myc IPT:P, 

stand out shrrnly from the RS bird drawings.
RC birds are drawn in profile end face towards the loft as 3 rule.

The concave bec^ and convex breast of these birds are formed by two 

curved lines, drawn side by side and intersecting each ether to 

cmate a shape at times comparable to that of a new moon.

At the front, these carves generally join and continue vertically to 

form a more or less elongated neck. This" line then curves again, 
horizontaly to form the characteristic curved long beak. The lower half of 
the head is then added separately.

At the back, the two curved lines forming the body open out after 
coming together to form a fan shaped tail.

One outspread wing is drawn in profile by.two lines curving upwards 

and back from the birds back to the tip. Body and wings are generally 
filled in with curved lines and straight strokes.

Parallels have been drawn between these birds and those of late Minoan 

Pottery and it appears that these drawings owe more to Cretan than to

Mycenaean vase painting. It should however, be mentioned that the R3 birds 

have the distinctive up-turned beales of the Avocet, a wadding bird, and are 

thus assimilable with the majority of other Pictorial Class birds, which 

resemble Heron, Cormorants, Swans and Geese.

(30) Rouv. Doc. 247; Ob. cit. Benson (1961) 343.



TIio contents of RS .pictorial drawings would therefore appear bo 
parallel that of the Pictorial Class, with which it shares in a similar 

tradition of pictorial vase painting. The two groups are moreover certain 

to serve for the same purpose, and are likely to he catering for a similar 
market.
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The shapes encc-ujitered in the RS include, the bell krater; some rcro 

e:-: am pies of three handled j ojr (fig.5/7) ; the amplioroid krater (Pls. 16/2, 

24/1, 13/1); and the deep krater with vertical handles (Pl. 3/2, Pig. 2/A.) «
A false necked jar (?1, 32/ 1-2) ana cylindrical cup have also haon

(fl') f^ejclaimed bub these vases are stylistically unlikely candi 1 ates.

Other shares bearing RS decoration.and which should be mentioned here;are

the bowls and jugs of Mycenaean 111:1 . which are decorated with RS

motifs (Pis. 4/4, 28/1-2, 29/1 and Fij. 9/ll).
Purjm ark ymho makes a. distinction between the Mycenae an wares of Ĉ rprus

and the RS which he considers to be a derivative, categorised the RS shapes
as having the "general shape" or as "practically identical" or "similar"

with ordinarp^ Mycenaean shapes.
Such distinctions are only demonstrable in the case of the bell krater

of which there are enough samples, both with RS and with other pictorial

decoration, to permit meaninyCul1 comparisons to be made between the two.

The RS bell krater,as Purumark rightly points out, has generally a
more biconical profile than form 281 with which it is comparable, ^^4)

Although Pictorial Class luraters, with a. biconical profile and conversly

RS kraters with a rounded profile are not imkriovm (see below p, 82,)«
In the British Museum’s catalogue where many R3 kraters were first

(31) khP. 465-466
(32) Pouv. Doc, 256 n. 4.
(33) Op. C i t o 465-466,
(34) Ibid,
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lirùinction between their shape and that of other Mycenaean bell
I

the baseness of bhrsu es is certainly not borne out by their shape. 

Badly shrpel, ao/y lehr.c J. vases Reem to be equally/" frequent in the 

R3 as in other Mycenaean kraters.
If Marageorghis admits that not all E3 kraters have a biconical

f 36'̂profile,  ̂ '' he indirectly makes another distinction between the krater

of eac.li type. In the CVA catologues of Ĝ qcnis which include many of the 

Mycenaean Pictorial kraters, he labels nearly all of the R3 kraters as 

(PS 282). whereas most other bell -craters are labelled (?S 28l)* This,

as in the case of a RS krater from Snkomi, is prcbRbly because the
upper sides of many RS kraters appear to be more vertical than with 

(PS 281). As (FS 282] is a late form of the bell Icrater thought to belong 
to the late Mycenaean III C;1 period, it appears ko express the lateness 

of the RS. The possibilities of comparisons between the RS and the 
Pictorial Class kraters, have not been exhausted, and .an attempt will be 

made to extend these further.

(35) M l  85.
(36) ÏÏOUV. Doa. 256
(37) OTA g-i 10-17 Pis. 13-15

(33) Touv. Doc. 234 EL. XXIII/1-2 .



It is dif 'tcult to the ot'ior shape used by the 13,

el so diverge from those of more ordinary Mycenaean Pictorial vases, 
Shapes other than the hell ’orator are relatively scarce both in the 
RS and in ccntcvjioraiy Riotcrial C  ass pottery. The RS cnipheroii 
l.reter, does however follow the a are ievolopinent as other such 
'"raters frcr the Pictorial Slass, having the long straight nech

luce.r o :
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It seers then, with the exception of the rather (atypical Myc III 0:1 

bearing RS laotiis, h'lat the RS utilises similar shapes as the 

majority of Myc IIS 1:1 pictorial pottery.
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The RS is iistinguishablG from most other Mycenae or Pictorial ware s, 
by the pec-iiliarities of its '{rater shape and its distinctive decoration. 

The frequent coarsenass of its finish, which is due to a dull beige slip, 
darîc brown "paint and a coarser labric, does not suffice to distinguish it 
clearly from all other Mycenaean pottery.

It is reasonable to suppose that the coarse ware not made by the same 
people as the malcers of ordinary/" Mycenaean pottery. It is therefore not 

surprising that in Cyprus, where most of the Mycenaean pottery found is 
probably imported, not only the itS but also other coarse wares are often

( 39)held to be Ĉ niriot imitations of Mycenaean pottery.
The presence of coarse Mycenaean wares in Greece as well as in 

Cyprus, and the recognition of fine RS wares however, warns that
to draw far-reaching conclusions from visual distinctions between fine and 
coarse wares, may be an over simplification.

The importance of subdivisions made from experience and kno?/ledge of 
a ware’s external properties must not however, be ignored, even if they 
serve only as the starting point for a more profound examination.

The texture of fabrics is determined by the ĝrain size of the clay 
used. It is also determined by the firing- temperature which controls the 
porosity of the fabric. It is however, the non-plastic inclusion, bheir 
quality size and shape used as tempering, which are the primary determinants 

of a fabric’s texture.

(39) Bikaios 249-250.
(40) Problems 69-70.
(41) TTouv. Doc. 232-239 Op. Cit. AJA (19&7) 316-317.
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In wares whore there are big diffferences in clay composition, 

tempering and firing conditions, the expert who can understand the 

technical factors Involved in making pottery, may often distinguish with 
accurac^r between two different fabrics. The standardisation :aid luiiformit; 
of Mycenae on pottery throughout the Mycenaen world, mekes the subdivision 

of Mycenaean pottery .groups more difficult to attain.
Special ista with an intimate experience of Mycenaean pottery may 

frequently distinguish with accuracy between any two or more groups having 
different provenances. Unfortunately, the personal nature cf the sensory 
criteria for these subdivisions, makes them unsuitable for widespread use, 
because they are difficult to communicate and standardise scientifically.

The more easily standardised methods which, the layman may use to 

compare the external properties of fabrics, are particularly
disappointing when applied to Mycenaean pottery. Comparisons of fabric 
colour with the use of standardised soil chart colour values between wares 
as diverse as fine Mycenaean III A - III B Pictorial pottery held to be 
made in Greece, and course examples of the E3, whose Cypriot origins have 
never been questioned,show that similar colour values are present in both 
groups. Overlaps in the range of hardness or resistance to penetrate also 
seem to appear in both, types. Comparisons of the type of fracture
(ie whether sharp or jagged at the brealo) also seem fruitless nere, as all 
Mycenaean pottery seems to be of medium hardness which leaves similar 

edges on fracturing,

(42) Shepard. 244.
(43) See next page.
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If the systematic study of Mycenaean fabrics with the naked eye is 

unrewarding, the use of scientific techniques which can permit the 
recognition of clay /dhes, the type and quantity of non-plastic inclusions 
and the firing temperature, increase infinately the importance of fabric 
studies for all students of Iiycenaean ceramics.

Hot all analytic methods require the skills of the specialised 
scientist. Valid classifications can be made by the trained non specialist 
of thin sections of fabric, through the use of the binocular microscope,^ ^
In this way may be recognised the principal classes of tempering. For 
this reason the binocular microscope is always used to establish the broad 
fabric classification which proceed other more complex analyses of fabric.

(4 3) In the course of this study of the RS fabric, recourse has been taken
to _ spectre,graphic tests to determine the quantity of certain
minerals present in both the RS and other Mycenaean III B Pictorial 
wares and thus establish a wider basis for the comparison of the two
wares (see Chapter IV page 120)»
Powder samples of botn fabrics were obtained through the use of an 
electric drill. It was observed during the drilling that the hardness 
of individual examples varied greatly. Some RS fragments were vergr 
soft, while others proved very resistant to drilling, more so than 
many of the finely worked necked,chariot craters.
As no accurate method of measuring and comparing hardness could be 
used here, it is not possible bo make any inferences from such 
observations. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the one fragment 
from Karageorghis’s finely worked group A, which it was possible to 
sample, was extremely resistant to penetration.

(44) On. Cit. 141.
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Some of these analytical methods, which include the use of optical 

and electronic microscopes and Xray diffraction, to determine the 
crystaline arrangement of the paste in thin sections, as well as 

differential thermal analyses and microchemical analysis, have been
applied to Mycenaean pottery with the aim of characterising %'nro-Myoenaean
products by analogy with ether Mycenaean ceramics.

The examination of a thin section of fabric under a polarised non-
chromatic light, with a pétrographie microscope can say much about its

( A 7)molecular crystal structure. Irystals too small to examine under a
conventional microscope can be examined further with an electronic 
microscope and their image recorded on a cathode tube. The recognition
of the crystals present in fine clay will indicate the extent of its
crystal!section, and therefore the range of the firing temperature, and

(4 9)-
provide useful information for the recognition of the fabric’s composition.

Identification of crystals can also be achieved by the process of X ray 
diffraction, ^^2) ^iheTeln a powdered sample of the fabric is bombarded with 

X rays of a known wavelength and the angle of its diffraction measured.

(45) Ibid. 138-147.
(46) Courtois. 149•
(47) Ibid. 19-38. Shepard. 139-140.
(48) Courtois. 41.
(49) Ibid. 41-49, Shepard. 19-20.
(50) Ibid. 146-147.
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These angles are then compared with the laiovm. diffraction standards of pure
elements. By comparison it is possible to recognise the composition of the
mineral crystals present in the samples. Unfortunately, the frequent
destruction of a fabric's crystal structure during firing, as well as the
ver:/ mixed composition of ancient pottery, limit the usefulness of this

(51 )method in Archaeology.
( '̂2)Differential Thermal Analysis is / used to identify clays, 

particularly when they are too fine .grained for petro,graphic analysis, A 
powdered sample is refined tlirough a imiforinly increasing temperature in 
the company of an inert material which is used as a reference. Increases ' 
in temperature produce characteristic reactions in most substances. These 
may absorb or emit heat as they undergo a change of structure. If the 
resultant fluctuations of the sample's temperature at any one point of the 
firing, are plotted .graphically against the temperature the sample of 
reference, they will characterise many of the fabric's componant elements.

Difficulties arise however when dealing with complex mixtures of clays, 
wherein two elements have a similar reaction at the same firing temperature 
and pose problems of interpretation. Also, as most well fired pottery is 
taken throu,gh temperatures exceeding those of tne most diagnostic changes,

{ 50)differential analysis is more often used for the examination of raw clays.'

(51) Ibid.
(52) Ibid.145-146.
(53) Ibid.
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michrocliemioal æial2'"si8 which is normally used for the

identification of paints and glazes can also be used for the recognition 
of elements in the fabric.

The simultaneous use of so large a variety of anal^^tical techniques 
to the study of Mycenaean pottery, provided much information about the 
composition of the clay and also about its preparation and treatment. On 
the basis of such îaïowledpe it was possible to compare and distinguish 

between archaeologically different Mycenaean pottery -groups end sometimes
( 55)even to subdivide these further.

The examination of thirteenth and fourteenth century Mycenaean pottery 
shows these fabrics to be homogeneous in their composition and execution. 
The chemical elements present in the majority of these vases, suggest that 
they were not made in Cyprr.s ‘ but in the Argelid. This accords

well the results obtained earlier from 5pectrograph!c analysis of
( 50 jMycenaean pottery, both from Greece and elsewhere in the Aegean world. ' 

111 Mycenaean III ^ however, Myceanean fabrics cease to be homogeneous 
as many different types of paste are used tc m.aîœ Mycenaean pottery in the 

many of Mycenaean centres of civilisation. Every effort is made to emulate 
the Mycenaean prototype. Clays may be mired so that they will resemble the 
Arjolid fabric and firing temperatures may be accordingly modified.

(54) Ibid.141-113.
(5g) Courtois. 179.
(55) Ibid. 158.
(57) Ibid.'59) Ibid. 173.
(59) On.Cit. BSA 60 (1965) also; Catling, "dchards an.d llin-Gtoyle in

TSA 58 (1953) 104.
(60) Courtois. 153, 178.
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Howovor, it not possible from these tests to determine which of 

these later Mycenaean III B:2 wares was male in Cyprus, prior be
:-yconaeer III C: i. 1, when most Mycenaean pottery appears to he local.'
A large enough homogeneous late III 3 sample was not tested. It was,

(524however, possible to ascertain that the RS, was likely to be local.
( f I.')Spectropraphy ' is another anal̂ .'tical process which has teen used. 

This method which can identify the elements present in clays, is a faster 
and more economic method than microchemical analysis, and may record the 
presence of elements present in smaller proportions than is possible with 
chemical a na ly si s . A l s o ,  as it requires only a small quantity of 
fabric, this method is particularly suited to studies dealing with 

Pictorial vases of museum collection quality.

The recognition of the elements present in pottery is usually not 
sufficient to achieve the separation of any two or more different fabrics. 
Such a subdivision is only possible when there are trace elements present 

in one categoî '̂  which are absent in all others. Only then would it be 
reasonable to suppose that the former ware came from a different source. 
Generally, the recognition of a fabric's physical properties, Diineralogical 
content and its reaction to increases of heat is necessary, so that they 
may form as wide a basis as possible for any subsequent subdivision.

(61) Ibid.178.
(62) Ibid.158. 179.
(63) Shepard. 143-145.
(64) Ibid. 144.
(6 5) Ibid. 145.
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Spootrography can however; give quaiititative as well as qualitab U/e 

"Huu.lts. It is therefore possible to estimate with satisfactory accuracy 
the percentage in which metallic elements are represented, particularly 
when these are only in low concentrations.  ̂ ' it then becomes possible
to distinguish between ?/ares which show consistent quantitative differences 

over the same chosen range of characteristic elements. In this way, it was 
possible to characterise the fabrics of ITycenaean and Tiincan wares into 
different homogeneous groups, each representing the centre of Aegean

fb?)civilisation in which it was found and supposedly made, '
It should however be stressed that while this method may permit us to

distinguish between groups of pottery, it tells us very little about the
technical aspects of wares or their production.

As we have seen above, this method, when applied to the Mycenaean
III A 2 - early III E Mycenaean Pictorial pottery of Cyprus, showed that for

the elements tested, its fabric was indis tinguisliable from that of wares
(534from the Pelopormese. ' Distinct patterns were obtained however from crude

(69)Mycenaean wares from two Cypriot sites.^ No RS or later pictorial wares
from Cyprus were examined in the Research Laboratory of Archaeology and 
history of Art in Oxford, where these spectographic tests were carried out,

(66) Ibid.
(67) Op.Cit. B8A 53 (1963)
(68) Op.Git. BSA 60 (1965)
(69) Ibid.III. PLS.32(3), 33 (A).
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With the permission of Dr. 11.T. Hall, the laboratory director, it 

has now been possible to examine the fabrics of later Mycenaean III D 
Pictorial pottery shapes and also that of the flS from site throughout 

Cyprus and from Cj^ia. The object of this exercise is first, to determine 
if the RS wares, both fine and coarse can be shcvai tc foni either one or 
more homogeneous group and second, to compare the results obtained from 
the ?l3 and other later Mycenaean III I pictorial pottery from C;;,rpruŝ 
with the results obtained in the past from other Mycenaean pottery 
found in Greece and Cypru.s. The results of this study ore presented 

below in Chapter IV Page
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CHAPTER II

THE STYLISTIC SUBDIVTSIOH
OF RUDE STYLE VASE PAINTINGS
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Similarities in the conception of many of the RS figurative drawings 

make it likely that it is the work of a small number of artists. This 
has prompted stylistic studies of the RS to be undertaken, with the aim 
of grouping together drawings likely to represent the work of individual 
painters. '

It has also been claimed (in a study carried out by Benson on the
C 2)RS birds), '  ̂ that it is possible to trace the chronological sequence 

of a painter*s works, through the study of his technique and style.

Karageorghis has gone further in this direction by proposing a 
scheme, in three phases, for the evolution of the RS*s decorative style, 

based on the assumption that the paintings became progressively cruder 
with the passage of time.

Much of the RS to date comes from Ehkomi and other neighbouring sites 
in south-eastern, Cyprus and if the RS was developed in this small area, 

it would indeed be logical to suppose that the cruder drawings in 
Karageorghis* phase C are later imitations of the fine compositions in 
phase A. It would also be possible, as Karageorghis' proposal would
imply, that ceramic decorative fashions were followed uniformly by all 

of the RS vase painters.

'1} Stubbings BSA 46 (1950 171-173* Benson m  65 (I96I) 342-345. 
]2) Ibid. 343.
3) Nouv. Doc. 231-259,
.4) Ibid.
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However, the presence of the RS, or pottery analogous to the RS, in 

western Cyprus, Syria and even Greece, raises the possibility that it 
was not produced by only one centre. Some of the differences of style 
discernable might, therefore, be due to regional rather than chronological 
differences.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that the seven vases 

representing Karageorghis* phase A, were^discovered at five different sites.

Iî bre importantly, the three categories' drawn up by Karageorghis are excessively 
wide. The vases which they contain/may be subdivided further.

Many newly discovered RS vases have since been published. Also, it 
has been our good fortune to be given access to hitherto unpublished RS 

pottery, from the French excavations in Enkomi. It was therefore decided 

to undertake a new subdivision of the RS*s decoration.

Our object at the outset will be limited to grouping together paintings 
which are very similar to each other in style. Questions regarding the origins, 
and chronological order of these groupings will be raised briefly, A 

discussion of their historical significance will be reserved, however, 

until the RS*s shape and fabric have also been examined.

See above p. 23 n. 21
(6) Nouv. Doc. 232-239.
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STYLE GROUPS:

GROUP 1

Amongst the finest of the RS drawings we have;
Kition Fig. 3/l
Kouklia Pl. 26/5
Kouklia Pl. 26/l (possible)

These vases are distinguished by;

i. Triangular dotted lines, topped by a horizontal eye brow,

ii. The open mouth and snout carefully drawn with short curved lines,
iii. A fill-in of curved lines along the neck. These lines vary in 

thickness and are probably meant to suggest volume, 
iv. The distinctive way of drawing leaved branches wherein the outermost 

leaf on the branch is evidently drawn first.

Karageorghis, who was the first to publish Kition Fig. 3/l and 

Kouklia Pl. 26/5 is convinced that they were painted by the same man.
Kouklia Pl. 25/l; though not as finely drawn as the former twoyhas 

similar fill-in at the neck and, as far as can be seen, sojne care was taken 

in the drawing of the lions mouth.

(7) Ibid. 236.
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GROUP 2
Lamaka PI, 17/1
Enkomi PI. 17/2, Pig. 2/9
Klavdia PI* 18/1
Kition PI* 18/2
Arpera PI. 19/3, Pig, 2/10
Pyla-Verghi PI. 20/1
Pyla-Ver^hi PI* 21/1
Aradippo " PI* 22/2, Fig, 3/6
Byblos Pig.■ 2/5 7/1ICaroni PI, 13/1, Pig*
Enkomi PI, 14/1
Hala Sultan Tekke PI. 19/2

fpossible) 
(possible)

Group 2 is distinguished byj
i. An exceptionaly thick dorsal line*
ii. The neck and foreleg which are drawn by a curved line,

extending down from the muzzle to the hoof,  ̂ '
iii. The second foreleg drawn somewhat bent at the knee,

sometimes in a right-angled articulation,
iv. The underside, which is described by a long, horizontal,

curved line beginning as a thick, inturned curve behind the
second foreleg, and extending back either to the bull's genitals,
or to the hind legs*

V, The comparatively more carefully drawn hind legs. The hindmost
drawn as an extension of the down-curving dorsal line, and
separated from the proceeding leg, by a looped curve,

vi. The dew claw which is added to the hind legs, and sometimes
the forelegs, as a separately drawn triangle,

vii. The comma-like curves, small dots, vertical lines at the

(8) Ibid. 240,
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waist and spirals, which, are used to fill in the drawing, 

viiifi A clump of small leaves at the end of a branch, under the bull's 
head and mouth.

iz. The use of thin vertical wavy lines, between the border lines,
(9)near the horizontal handles.  ̂ Such a motif is common in 

Group 2 whereas most other groups use oblique strokes or widely 
aig sagging lines, to fill in the border lines.

Aradippo PI. 22/2, Elavdia PI. 18/1 and the Byblos Erater Pig. 2/5 
have been grouped together by Sfcubbings, and Karageorghis has suggested that 
Klavdia PI® 18/1 and Larnaka PI. 17/I were painted by one man. It is
interesting to note however, that Larnaka PI. I7/I bears an even closer 
resemblance to Enkomi PI. 17/2. Karageor^is included all of the then

(12)known vases from this group in phase B,  ̂ ' with drawings as diverse in
appearance as the bull on Has Shamra PI. 25/2 (see below group 4 ) and the 
lions of Maroni PI. 7/I • Despite the fact that many of group 2*s
characteristics are peculiar to itself alone.

To the bulls of group 2, may also be added some vases decorated with 
goats. Two of the goats decorating the amphoroid krater Mar,^oni PI. I3/1,

(9) Puruinark 4&7) has remarked that these wavy-line border lines 
are closely comparable with Palestinian Trigliphs.

(10) Stubbings Op. Cit.171-172.
(11) Nouv. Doc. 239-240.
(12) Ibid.
(13) Ibid. 241-242, 244-245, Pis. 24/4-5, 25/2.
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which, share many of group 2*8 characteristics (in particular no iv), 
unmistakably belong here.

The remaining two goats on this vase which are completely filled in 
with red-brown paint. It seems logical to suppose that both types of goat 
were painted by the same man, as the amphoroid krater has a continuous 

painted panel and the composition is unified.

Similar goats filled in with paint can be seen on a bell krater from 

Enkomi, PI. 14/I, depicting a lion attacking goats. The similarity is strong
(1 4)and both vases have been attributed to the same artist  ̂ ' the vase might

therefore be included in group 2, as mi^t a bell krater fragnent from 

Hala Sultan Tekke ie PI. 19/2 decorated with a goat, of which only the 

hind quarters are preserved.

With the exception of Hala Sultan Tekke PI. I9/2, which Karageorghis 

attributes to phase these goats have all been put into the early

phase A group.
In this regard it is interesting to note the presence of goat drawings 

filled with paint, on the vases of the earlier Pictorial Class 

(See above P» 29).

14) Stubbings Op. Git. 174. 
.15) Nouv. Doc. 245.
(16) Ibid, 238-239.
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GROUP 3

Of the remaining known drawings of goats and deer, there are seven
which may he tentatively grouped together.

Enkomi PI. I2/I, Pig. 6/6
Enkomi PI. 12/2, Pig. 6/8
Enkomi PI. 12/3, Pig. 6/9
Enkomi Pig. 6/1O
Has Shamra (l?) Pig. 7/3 
Enkomi &
Kalopsida PI. I4/2 (possible)
Maroni PI. I9/I, Pig. 6/7 (possible)

Although these drawings are definitely different from goat drawings 

in group 2, their fragmentary nature makes it difficult to match them closely

Enkomi PI. 12/l, ikikomi 12/2 and Ras Shamra Pig. 7/3, all have a 

similar shaped head which curves slightly downwards from the forehead to 

the muzzle. Also, they all have the same large oval eyes and open mouth.

Maroni PI. 19/1 differs from these vases in having horns and a muzzle 

of different shape. The;»» eyes and oval ears are the same, however, and it 

is possible that it stands out only because it represents another animal type.

To these vases mi^t be added Enkomi PI. 12/3. The small vertical 

fill-in lines, across the back of the animal depicted here, being the same 

as on Has Shamra Pig. 7/3*
Similar althou^ more rectilinear stripes may be seen on Bakomi and 

Ealopsida PI. 14/2 (it has not been possible to examine and compare the 

two fragments which constitute Enkomi and Ealopsida PI. 14/2. However, 
it is clear from photographs that these two pieces belong to the sane vase), 

and aifcomi Pig. 6/1O.
It is difficult to match these two animals with the rest of the group.= “ ’w "  - W
are placed in Group 2,
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It should Hoæver be noted that the drawing of the hind legs on Enkomi 

and Kalopsida PI. 14/2, is similar to that of Ras Shamra Pig. 7/3 

GROUP 4

Another group of paintings showing some homogeneity consists of;
Enkomi PI. 1/2, Big. 2/I
Enkomi Pis 5/1-2, 6/I
Ras Shamra PI. 25/2, %  3//̂ .
ikikomi Pig. 2/8
Bkikomi Pig.
Ehkomi Pig. 3/3
Enkomi Pig. 3/9 (possible)

It is distinguished by;

i. Thinner, more elongated, waisted bulls.
ii. A dorsal line which curves upwards from the waist to the

rear, where it forms a triangular root for the tail, and forward 

to the comparatively high shoulder area. The line then slopes 

down from the shoulder to the head, to form a rather long neck,

iii. The detail of the hind legs, which are finely drawn, and in which

an attempt is made to render the inside of the left leg, throu^

the use of fine horizontal brush strokes.

The astonishing similarity of the bulls on Ras Shamra PI. 25/2 and 

Enkomi PI. I/2, makes it likely that they were painted by the same man, and 

thus, perhaps, the confronted Spi^nxes Pig. 3/lO and birds PI. 9/l (See 

below Group 7), which are painted on their respective second sides.

To Group 4 must also be added a goat, the other side of Bikomi PI. 5/l""2 

being decorated with a goat, reaching up to an unusually thick tree-like 

plant motif, not unlike that on Enkomi Pig. 3/? from this same group.
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Indeed, it is not impossible that these two vases were painted by one man.

Another sherd decorated with a spbyhx, Enkomi Pig. 3/9, may also 

belong here, if we judge from the lines used as a fill-in, and the shape 

of the torso and legs, which are comparable with those of las Shamra Pig. 3/1O 

Moreover, both sphynxes are part of compositions of heraldic confrontation.

It should however, be remarked that the two sphynxes have wings of different 

shape and fill-in.

ŒOUP 5
Bikomi PI. 2/1
Enkomi PI. 3/1
Enkomi P&g 3/4
Enkomi PI • 4/2
Enkomi PI. 6/2, Pig. 2/14 (possible)
Kouklia Pis 28/1-2, 29/l (possible)
Kbuklia Pig. 2/4 (possible)

The bulls of group 5 are distinguished from those of group 4 chiefly by;
i. The thicker stripes across the neck,
ii* Thicker contour and fill-in lines.

iii. Less detail in the drawing of the legs (particularly the hind legs). 

On the other hand, there also exist certain similarities in these two 

groups they share 1

i. A similar triangular shaped tail root,

ii. An elongated muzzle and open mouth,

iii. Large oval eyes.
iv. The used of a similar mottle body fill-in.
Similarities in the shape of the head, horns, ears, eyes and nostrils 

of the bulls on Enkomi El. 4/2 and Kbuklia PI. 28/$-2 and 29/1
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(and perhaps Kbuklia Pig. 2/4) are so striking, that these vases were almost 
certainly painted by the same man.

Enkomi PI. 6/2, decorated with a crudely drawn bull may also belong 

here. This vase, like Enkomi PI. 2/l, presents us with an open mouthed 

bull drawn in profile, but whose horns are drawn full face. As may be seen 

on PI. 6/2, the smaller sherd from the French excavations in Enkomi, 

decorated with leaves and the trunk of a palm tree, filled with oblique 

strokes joins on to this krater fragment.

The three Mycenaean III 0;1 jugs appear to be after the same model.

The protomes of Enkomi PI. 4/2 are decorated with the same heavy curved 

lines across the neck and have eyes similar to the bulls of Enkomi PI. 2/l, 

which are themselves rather curtailed.

KoukLia Pis. 28/1-2, 29/l is decorated with % c  III Cs1 birds a 

typically in the company of bulls. The heads of these bulls are identical, 

however, with those of Enkomi PI. 4/2. The massive humped back of the KoukLia 

PI. 28, 29/1, bulls is also very similar to the backs of bulls on Enkomi Fig. 

3/4* The same is true of the upper forelegs, which in both vases are formed 

by inverted eliptical curves. Moreover, in both these vases, the bulls ears 

are filled in with oblique strokes. On the other hand, the manner of 

suggestions the third dimension with short horizontal strokes, on the 

inside, hind, upper leg of the Kbuklia PI 28, 29/1 bulls is reminiscent of 
group 4.
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Mary of the characteristics of Enkomi PI. 4/2 and Koukiia Pis 28/1-2 

29/1 > apply also to Koukiia Pig. 2/4 . Traces of a sharply sloping neck, 

scored hy heavy vertical stripes and a striped ear suggest that it too 
may he related with group 5 .

The apparent relationship of these late vases with group 5, and even 

group 4, is of considerable interest, for it suggest . that a late date 
should also be ascribed to them.

GROUP 6

Hot altbgether unlike the bulls of group 4, are those of group 6,

which like group 4, includes a composition of heraldioaly confronted sphynxes.
It consists of;

Enkomi PI. I/1, Pig. 2/3
ihakomi PI. 2/2
Enkomi PI. 4/3
Enkomi PI. 8/l-2
Ehkomi Pig. 2/â

Perhaps the most noticeable criterion for separating out these vases is;

i. The attention which is given to the drawing of the bull's dewlap.'

Others are;

ii. A square-ended muzzle.
iii. The thin curving lines on the neck and face,

iv. The long neck and accentuated shoulder zone, described ty the 

down curving dorsal line.

(18) In only one other drawing of a bull ie Bikomi PI. 3/l, of group 5> bad
a dewlap been included. This, however, is unlike the zig zagging
lines used to drawn dewlaps in group 6.
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V. The rounded hind quarters described by the continuation of the 

dorsal line, which merges, with the foremost of the hind legs, 

the rear-most hind leg being added on separately, 

vi. The finely drawn legs and hooves.

vii. The heavy mottle fill-in of the animals which actually shows up 
the shape of the brush.

Many of these criteria are applicable to the other side of PI. 8/2 

which shows two sphynxes in heraldic confrontation PI. 8/l. Indeed, 

heraldic confrontation is not infrequent in the whole of this group, where 

it is also not uncommon to find sin^e animals atypioally facing towards the 

left, rather than towards the right. This certainly seems to be the case 

of Enkomi PI. 4/3. If we judge from the large size of this sherd, the bull 

shown must have occupied the whole panel, evgnthough the accompanying plant 

motif is identical to that of Enkomi PI. 2/2, which depicts confronted bulls. 

The bulls and plants decorating Enkomi PI. l/l Pig. 2/3, f̂ om the Ppench 

excavations in Enkomi, and Enkomi PI. 2/2, now in the British Museum, are 

identical. These fragments must almost certainly have belonged to the same 

vase.

The fine quality of the group 6 paintings, as well as the treatment 

of similar subject matter ie sphynxes and heraldic confrontation, totally 

absent in group 2, makes group 6 comparable with group 4.
It should however be mentioned that the slightly wavy vertical lines 

making up the border lines of Ehkomi PI. 8/1-2 from group 6 are of a type 

which is generally featured of group 2.
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BIRDS

'Drawings of RS birds have been closely studied by Benson and some
(19 )of them have been attributed to a single painter, ' The attribution of 

Bird drawings to individual artists does pose however, greater problems 

than the drawings of the RS Quadrupeds,

To begin with, all of the birds are similarly executed (see above 

CH l), and have the same general appearance. On the other hand, no two 

birds look exactly alike and and as a rule display a wide variety in the 

shape of the body, the wings, the tail, and in the fill-in decoration.

Thus, it becomes difficult to draw a line at the point where might end 

the work or one artist and begin that of another. Understandably 

Karageorghis has been rather critical of Benson's "long beak painter" 

list and has "himself been careful to attribute bird drawings to 

individuals only when their resemblance is particularly marked.

Yet, instances where birds on the same panel of a vase are unidentical, 

warn that we cannot exclude the possibility that a painter, little 

concerned with uniformity, is responsible for the drawing of many of these 

vases. The confident sweeping brush strokes used in their execution tend to 

support this arguement.

19) Benson Op. Cit. 342,
20) Nouv, Doc. 246-247,
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In our study; however^we will limit ourselves to subdividing the 

RS birds into wider categories of drawings, which appear to share in a 

family likeness*

GROUP 7

Enkomi PI. 9/1 ;
Enkomi PI. 10/1
Enkomi PI, 10/4
Enkomi (21) PI. 11/1
Enkomi (21 ) Pig. 4/2
Ras Shamra Fig. 4/3
Enkomi (21) Fig. 4/4
Enkomi Fig. 4/6
Enkomi Fig. 5/2
Enkomi Fig. 5/3
Pierides 36 Fig. 5/4
%rtou-Pigades Fig. 5/6

This group is chiefly distinguished from other RS birds, by a 

narrow and more or less long neck.

It is also interesting that aside from Enkomi PI. 9/I, whose 

second side is decorated with a style 4 bull (see above PI, I/2), the

only four other group 7 vases wherein a different second side survives.

Pis, PI. 10/1, Figs. 4/2, 4/4 and 5/6, are also painted

with antithetic spirals or spiral triangles.

(21) These vases were originally classed amongst the earlier works of 
the long beak painter (Benson OP, CIT).

(22) This vase also bears a drawing of a deer ie PI. I4/2 Group 3,
(23) In the description of this vase in AJA (65), 342, face B is 

incorrectly stated to be decorated with "the tip of a wing of 
a bird", this is nothing other than a portion of a palmette or 
spiral triangle.
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Group 7 moreover includes the only three known compositions of

heraldicaly confronted birds PI

GROUP 8

Enkomi (24) PI, 11/2
Enkomi (24) PI. 11/3
Enkomi
Enkomi
Enkomi

(24) Pig. 5/1
Fig. 5/5 
Pig. 5/7

These drawings stand out from those of the preceeding group for 

the following reasons;

i. The two curves forming the dorsal line the underside

and breast, come less close to touching at the root of the 

tail, which in consequence is thicker,

ii. The birds are rather thicker at the neck,

iii. The wings are comparatively smaller and thinner,

iv. The fill-in consists of more regular but thicker brush

strokes.

GROUP 9

Enkomi
Enkomi
Enkomi
Enkomi

PI. 9/2, Pig. 6/2 
PI. 10/2, Pig. 4/7 
PI. 10/3, Pig. 6/3 
Pig. 6/1

(24) These three vases were originally classed amongst the later 
vases of the long beak painter (Benson OPt CITj
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This group if distinguished by;

i. The use of straighter, thicker lines for the drawing of body,

tail and wing contours, 

ii. The rather large, less rounded heads with a straight beak,

iii. The more frequent use of mottle as a fill-in.

On a closer examination of these bird drawings in Groups 7> 8, and 9, 

it becomes tempting to visualize a progression in their style. The 

flowing curves used in the execution of group 7> appearing to give way 

to the more stilted representations of group 8 and then group 9#

This however, is difficult to maintain without first undertaking a study 

of the krater shapes concerned. Indeed, without the evidence of vase 

shape and fabric,it seems pretty difficult to gauge the significance of 

any of the nine groups outlined here. It does however, seem pretty clear, 

with the possible exception of some near identical drawings, that we 

cannot claim any of our groups to represent the output of one man.

Each group is likely to contain the work of several individuals.

Indeed, these nine style groups are unlikely to represent distinct 

entities, for there exist considerable overlaps in their style. The 

similarities existing between groups 4 and 5 has already been mentioned, 

and as we have seen, the lines separating groups 7> 8 and 9 are by 

no means dêfinate or absolute. It is therefore possible that one painter 

may have contributed to two or more groups.

This certainly appears to be the case, when we examine vaseé with
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a different subject on each of their sides. The sphynx on Enkomi 

PI, s/l certainly has the same anatomical characteristics as the bull 

PI, 8/2 on the opposite side, (See above group 6), To a lesser extent, 

the same is true of the sphynx and bull on Ras Shamra PI, 25/2, Fig, 3/lO. 

from group 4, notably in the leg detail of the sphynx, which is moreover 

not dissimilar to that on other bulls from the same group. Again, 

on Enkomi PI, 5/l-2 from group 4» the leg detail and fill-in of goat 

and bull is the same.

If, then, we accept as a working hypothesis that the painting 

of each vase is wholly attributable to one man, an attempt mi^t be 

made to tie in together, groups consisting of different subject matter. 

The group 4 bulls and group 7 birds as represented on each side of 

Ehkomi PI, 'p. and 9/I could then be associated, as might antithetic 
spirals and spiral triangles common to group 7 (see above p. 59 ),

To these might be added a style 3 goat or deer ie PI, I4/2, painted 

on the other side of Enkomi and Kalopsida PI, IO/I from group 7*

Finally, a drawing of a sphinx on Ras Shamra Fig, 3/lO, mi^t also 

be added here, the other side of this vase ie PI, 25/I, being identical 

to Enkomi PI, l/2 from group 4 ( Fig. 1 ),
It mi^t therefore appear that with the possible exception of 

groups 1 , 2  and 5 there are stylistic reasons to associate most of the 

groups outlined here.
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The individuality of group 1 appears unquestionable, but can it 

also be claimed that groups 2 and 6 are separate entities?
Prom the material at present available for study, this does appear to 

be the case. The discovery of new vases, could however alter this picture.

Styliste studies are not without limitations. To begin with, there 

are still many vases which cannot be fitted into any of our groups.

The most worrying examples display the characteristics of two 

otherwise dissimilar groups, two such vases are:

Kyrenia PI. 2^1-2
Anfcastina Fig. 3/7, 7/4

Kyrenia PI® 23/1-2 is decorated on the one side, with a spiral 

composition similar to those accompanying the birds of group 7 and 

on the other, with a bull whose dorsal line is similar to that of bulls 

in group 2, while its carefully drawn legs and hooves are more in line 

with bulls in groups 4 and 5*

Ankastina, Pig. 3/7, 7/4 is decorated with goats on the one side 

and a bull on the other® This bull is not altogether different from 

the bulls of group 4» However, the vertical border lines to the right 

and left of the goats, are of the type normally associated with group 2 

(see above Aradippo Pig. 3/6).

Other vases which it was not possible to fit into any of our style 

categories include;
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Enkomi Pl. 3 /3
Enkomi PL. 4/1
Enkomi Pl. 7/2
Enkomi Pl. 13/2
Kazaphani Pl. l4/3
Pyla-Verghi Pl. 21/2
Ras ohamra Pl. 25/1
Enkomi Fig. 2/6
Gezer Fig. 3 /5
Ankastina i?ig. 3/8
Enkomi Fig. 7/2

and Koukiia Pis. 26/2, 3, 4, and 27/1, 2, and 3

We cannot exclude the possibility that some of these 
unattributed draivings may belong with the vases grouped above.
The criteria used to make these groupings are baesd on the 
observation of generalities, and it is not always easy to decide 
where to draw the line delimiting any one group.

Enkomi PI. 7/2 and uozer Fig. 3/5, two nearly identical 
drawings, have stripes accross the neck resembling those of bulls in 
group 5*The same is true of the two bulls on Enkomi PI. 3/5, 
although certain parallels may be drawn between the execution of their 
hind legs and the bulls of group 2.

Pyla Verghi PI. 21/2 is decorated vjith a RS bull whose dorsal 
line and fill-in re semble groups 4 and 5.What can be seen of the 
leg detail however, makes this attribution doubtful.

(2 5 )Ras Shamra PI. 25/1, from Karageorghis* phase A, decorated
with an antithetic spiral composition on theone side and a bull on

(2 5 ) Worth, mentioning in this regard is an unprovenanced, unpublished 
bell krater ie PI. 24/2,now in the Ashmolean inuseura, decorated enti
rely vd-th a series of such stemmed spirals.
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the other, has a stemmed spiral atypioally growing out of the grow*^^ 

infront of the hull, as with Enkomi.PI, 5/1 of group 4*

Amongst the unattrihutable RS paintings we find a large proportion 
of vases from Koukiia,

With the exception of Koukiia PI, 26/1 and PI. 26/5 discussed in 

Group 1, Koukiia PI. 28/1-2 and Pig. 2/4 discussed in group 5 and 

Koukiia PI. 27/4 which is decorated with a common spiral, Koukiia 

26/2, 26/3, 26/4 , 27/1, 27/2, and 27/3, cannot be closely compared 

with the drawings of any of our groups or with each other.

Also of unique style and finish, are the compositions of Enkomi 

PI. 4 /1 and Kazaphani PI. 14/3» These like the above mentioned vases 

from Koukiia might well represent the output of different artists or 

centres of production, than the drawings which we have been able to 

group above. Unfortunately, in the absence of further examples it is 

difficult to make any generalizations about them.

It seems then, that if studies of style may raise interesting 

questions regarding the origins and chronological order of the RS vase 

paintings, they cannot always provide the answers.
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The value of a careful compilation of stylistically different 

groups should however not he underated. If studies of style alone 

are incapable of answering all the questions which they raise, they 

can help to orientate typological studies of shape and more 

importantly of fabric composition, which may themselves provide 

some answers.

In the following pages an attempt will therefore be made to 

establish

i# Whether the apparent evolution in the manner of drawing 

RS birds, is reflected in changes of Krater shape,

ii. If the apparently independent style groups 1, 2 and 5 are 

also independent as regards their shape and fabric 

composition, ©Ônversely,the shapes and fabric employed 

by groups 3, 4, 5 and 7 will be looked at, to determine 

idiether their unilyof style, is also borne out by a unity 

of shape and fabric.
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Fig. 2 .
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Fig. 2.

1. ENKOMI = Pis. 1/2, 9/1 & Figs. 4/I, 12/5; Sample 4;
See pages 53, 6 2 , 123, 133, 153*
Schaeffer Excavations 1967-

2. ENKOMI = PI. 3/2; Sample 2; See pages 33, 36, 123, 133, 1<̂  ̂n.33. 
Schaeffer Excavations (I946).

3. ENKOMI = PI. 1/1 ; Sample 3; See pages 5 6 , 123, T33, 15%>.
Schaeffer Excavations (I962),

4 . KOUKLIA; Sample 55; See pages 54, 124, 135, 16?.
Maier Excavations, (TE III I30).

5. BYBLOS; See pages 4 9 , 1 8 9,
Fouilles de Byblos I 102 PL. 157/1534.

6. ENKOMI. See page 65*
Schaeffer Excavations (I962).

7. KOUKLIA = PI. 27/3 ; Sample 61; See pages 124, 134-135, 1 6 8.
Maier Excavations (TE III 126).

8. ENKOMI; Sample 6; See pages 123, 133, 153.
Alasia I 72 FIG. I4/19.

9. ENKOMI = PI. 17/2 & Fig. 15/3; Sample 1; See pages 49, 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations (1966).

10. ARPERA CHIFLIK; Sample 32; See pages 49, 123-124.
Ashmolean Museum (1953.340)*

11. ENKOMI; Sample 7? See pages 123, 133#
Schaeffer Excavations (1965)*

12. HALA SULTAN TEKKE. Sample 79; See pages 124, I36.
Ashmolean ÎÆuseum (1953.423)*
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13. ARPERA CHIFLIK ; Sample 31; See pages 123, 134. 
Ashmolean î/iuseiim (1953*346).

14. ENKOMI = Pl. 6/2; See page $4.
BMC C427 + Schaeffer Excavations,
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I

Fig. 3
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Fig. 3.

1. KITION; See pages 48, 19?.
Nouv. Doc. 236-237 PL. XXIIl/6 .

2. ENKOMI ; See page 53.
Of A1759; Nouv. Doc. 249 FIG. 54.

3. ENKOm = Fig. 13/4; bee pages 53, I81.
C7A CM A2023 PL. I4/6.

4 . ENKOm; See pages 21, 54.
CM T 19/24; SCEI 563 PL. 91; Nouv. Doc. 243 PL. XXIV/7 FIG. 53.

5. GEZSR; See pages ̂ 5.
Gezer III PL. 159/13 Gezer II 194

6. ARADIPPO = PI. 22/2. Fig. 12/6; Sample 30.^®® pages 49, 134, 194. 
Louvre AM 679. BSA 46 (1951) 171-172 FIG. I.
Nouv. Doc. 250 N.4 .

7. ANKASTINA; See page 64.
Nicolaou, RDAC (1972) 62. FIG. 4* Tl/193.

8. ANKASTDTA;. See page 65.
Nicolaou, RDAC (1972) 77- FIG. 4 . TI/I93.

9. ENKOMI; See page' 53#
CVA CM 1958/11 - 17/5 PD. 13/4, Nouv. Doc. 242 PL. XXIV/3. FIG. 55/I

10. RAS SHAMRA = PI. 25/2; Sample 50; See pages 53,62.
Ugaritica II Fies. 56/4 6 , 60/I8 , Nouv. Doc. 241-242 PL. XXIl/3-4.
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Pig. 4.
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Fig. 4

1. S m o m .  See Fig. 2/1.

2. E1\IK0MI? = Fig. 14/5 . See page 59.
Benson, AJA 65 (1?61) 342 ff. PL. IO6/FIG. 26 (BM 1536/11-20/3)

3. BAS SRAMRA. Sample 52; See pages 59, 125, 155-13^U
îvhisee de St. Germain En Lâ fe No. 76882.

4 . ENKOMI = Fig. 14/2; See page . 59.
BMC C4 2 3, C7A BM PL. 8/3, Excav 45 FIG. 7I (931).

5. ENKOMI = PI. 10/4 . Sample 11; See pages 59, 125, 155.
Schaeffer Excavations (I966).

6. ENKOMI; Sample 10; See pages 59, 125, 15u5.
Schaeffer Excavations (I962).

7 . ENKOMI = PI. 10/2 , Fig. 15/2 ; Sample 12; See page 6 0 .
Schaeffer Excavations (l9o5).
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|N

Fig. 5
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Fig- 5
1, ENKOMI ; See page 60

CVA CM AI76O PL. 13/5-7 , Houv. Doc. 246 No. 1 PI^OVl/l, 
Benson, AJA 65 (19&1) 342 ff. PL. I06/FIG. 31.

2. ENKOMI; See page 59
Dikaios 843-844 PL. 73/28.

3, EMKOMI; See page 59
SCEI 596 PL. 8 5 , Nouv. Doc. 2 4 7. PL. XXXVl/6-7.

4 . ENKOm; See page 59.
CVA Private Collections Cyprus G Pierides No. 36 PL. 7/1-4 
Nouv. Doc. 246-2 4 7, Benson, AJA 65 (196I) 342 ff.

5. ENKOIÎI; See page 60

Dikaios 2 8 4, 843-844 PL. 8O/I8 .

6 . MYRTOU-PIGADES; See page 60

Myrtou 43-44 FIG. 20/I9I; Nouv. Doc. 255 N .5  

Benson AJA 65 (I961) 342 ff.

7. SOmOMI. See page 6 0 .
Nouv. Doc. 247 PL. XXVI/5 .
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Pig. 6



Fig. 6

1. BNKOI'/II? See page
IE 1938/11-20/2 .

2. ENKOMI = PI. 9/2 . Fig, 14/9» Sample 13; See pages 
Schaeffer Excavations (1949).

3. ENK01ÎI = PI. 10/3 ; Sample 14; See pages 
Schaeffer Excavations (I962).

4. ENKOMI; See page
Ashmolean Museum 1953. 438.

5. ENKOMI; See page
Dikaios 316 PL. 8I/3 4.

6. ENKOMI = PI. 12/1 . Sample 15; See pages 
Schaeffer Excavations (19?0).

7. MARONI = PI. 19/1 ; Sample 38; See pages
EMC C42 6.

8. ENKOMI = PI. 12/2; Sample 17; See pages
Alasia I. 109 FIG. 25/5 .

9. ENKOMI = PI. 12/3; Sample 16; See pages
Schaeffer Excavations (1969).

10. ENKOMI; Sample 18; See pages 
Alasia I Fig. 25/7 .
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C \

Fig. 7
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Fig. 7
1. MARONI = PI. 13/1; See page 49

BMC C389, Stubbings, BSA 46 (1951) 174.
Nouv. Doc. 239 PL. :axiii/7.

2. ENKOMI; See page 6 5 .
Dikaios 335 PL. I92/15.

3. RAS SHAMRA = Fig. I5/5 ; Sample 49; See pages 125, 155-13^».
Ugaritica II 216 FIG. 91/11, Nouv. Doc. 238.

4 . ANKASTINA See Fig. 3/7 .

5 . RAS SHAMRA; Sample 87; See pages 124, 1j#.
Ugaritica I I05 PIG. 96/E, Ugaritica II 224, FIGS. 94/S, 61/A-C.

6. RAS SHAMRA; Sample 8 8; See pages 124, I5 6 .
Ugaritica II 218 FIG. 9/5 , 16.
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Fig. 8 .
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Fig. 8.

1. EiKCMI; Sample 19, See pages 123, 133#
Schaeffer Excavations (I966).

2. ENKOMI; Sample 2b; See pages 123, 136).
Schaeffer Excavations (I949).

3. ENKOMI; Sample 27; See pages 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations (I969).

4. ENKOMI; Sample 24; See pages 1^3, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations (I96I).

5. ENKOm = PI. 15/3; Sample 25; See pages 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations (1949).

6. RAS SHATRA; Sample 51; See pages 123-123, 133-134, 
Musee de St. Germain En Laje No. 76883.

7 . EH'HCOMI; Sample 22; See pages 123, 1p3.
Schaeffer Excavations (I962).

6. ENKOMI = Fig. 14/4 ; See page 104.
BM 1938/11-20/5 .

9. ENKOm = PI. 15/1 ; Sample 21; See pages 123, 133. 
Schaeffer Excavations (I963).

10. ENKOm; Sample 29; See pages 123, 133.
Essai 17 PL. 2/7 .

11. ENKOMI; See pages 23, 33, 208.
Schaeffer Excavations (1967).

12. ENKOMI = Fig. 14/3; See pages 23, 104.
m  1938/ 11-20/ 15.
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CHAPTER III

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF

PICTORIAL CLASS AND

RUDE STYLE BELL lUUlTER FORJvTS
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Much Myo, III B Pictorial vase decoration and most of the RS 

compositions were painted on the sides of horizontal handled bell 

kraters.

Their popularity as grave goods in L.C. II tombs, has resulted in the 

preservation of many whole or reconwtructable examples of each group.

This provides us with a large enough sample of each type, to permit the 

undertaking of a study aimed at

i. studying closely the nature of the bell krater shape and 

comparing the RS and Pictorial Class bell kraters, and

ii. establishing whether the RS might be subdivided into more 

than one group consisting of similar shapes which may represent the 

product of different potters, or centres of production.

Profile drawings were made of RS and Pictorial Class bell kraters 

from Cyprus and the Levant, now in collections in Great Britain,

Prance and Belgium. Pigs. 9-15 some drawings were also copied from 

publications and then brought to scale with out profiles.

(l) The profile drawing of figure 9 reproduces Dikaios PL. 124/20. 
Pigs. 13/1, 3 & 4 are taken from Nouv. Doc, Pig. 5l/3 and Pig, 54 
respectively. Pig. 13/2 is from Ivbn:ton-Pygadea Pig. 20/19I and 
Pig. 15/5 is taken from Ugar i t i oa 11 Pig. 9l/l1.
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In the first part of our study., the shapes of RS and Pictorial

Class kraters are compared with each other as if they each form a

homogeneous group# This procedure has seemed valid in view of the fact

that the Pictorial Class examples considered are nearly all members of the

‘♦embroidered** class, while their shape presents us with far greater

uniformily than those of the RS^ which are thou^t to be the produce
(2)of a single workshop.  ̂ *

The shape of the RS krater, was first defined with reference to the 

shape of the Pictorial Class krater, taken as a standard by Purumark#^^^

It was noted that the profile of the RS kraters is genaoally more bioonical 

than that of the Pictorial Class#

The profile of RS kraters is indeed,frequently more angular than that 

of other kraters. Yet,it should be noted that bioonical profiles are not 

unknown amongst the vases of the Pictorial Class Pig# 10/4 and that far from 

all RS kraters are of bioonical profile (Pig# 12/4, 14/1-2).
It is unfortunately difficult to measure accurately the angularity 

of kraters* profiles# Even bioonical kraters retain their curves and it 

has been impossible to make a gystematio comparison of the ÿwo groups^ 

for angularity of profile#

(2) H.W. Catling Cypriot Bronzework In the Mycenaean World (Oxford 1964), 
. 42.
(3) & P .  465-4 6 6 ,
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GENERAL DDAENSIONS

The measurement of the vases assembled here ie. Pigs. 10-15, shows 

that the height of the krater form varies from approximately 15 to 36 cm, 
and its diameter, from 21 to 38 cm.

With only a very few exceptions (^hk# Pig. 12/4), the RS kraters are 
generally not as high and have smaller rim diameters than other bell kraters 

(TABLES 1 AND 2). This is not to say that all other kraters are bigger

than those of the RS and that there are no other kraters smaller than some
/

examples of the RS. y

I
E2IGHT u; CM.

E.S^ OTKEH.
56 Pig. 10/2.
35 Enk. Pig. 12/4 Bale, Pig. 10/1.
34
35 
32

i
30 Enk. Pig. 10/4; Eok. Pig. 10/3.
29 Enk. Pig. 11/1. \
28 Kla. Pig. 14/1; Enk. Pig. 13/1; Ha. Sha. Pig, 15/1. Enk. Pig. 11/2.
27 Enk. Pig. 12/5. Enk. Pig. 12/1; Enk. Pig. 12/2.
26 Enk. Pig. 14/2; Enk. Pig. 13/7. Arp. Pig. 11/4; »ur.Pig. 11/3.
25 Ara. Pig. 12/6; Fgrrtou Pig. 13/2; Enk. Pig. 13/6. .
24- Enk. Pig. 12/3.
23 Enk. Pig. 13/5; Enk. Pig. 13/8.
22
21 Enk. Pig. 13/9.
20 Enk. Pig. 13/4.

15 Enk. Pig. 13/3.
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/
TABLE TI

EDI D. Hi CM.
H.S. OTHER.

38 . Enk. Pig. 10/1.
37
36 Enk. Pig. 10/2.
35
34
33 . Enk. Pig. 11/2; Enk. Pig. 10/4.
32 Enk. Pig. 12/4. Enk. Pig. 11/1; kl.., Pig. 11/3.
51 Enk. Pig. 10/3; Enk. Pig. 12/1.
30
29 Enk. Fig. 12/5; Enk. Fig. 13/1. Arp. Pig. 11/4; Enk. Pig. 12/2.
28 Kla. Pig. 14/1.
27 Myrtou Pig. 13/2; Enk. Pig. 14/2. Enk. Pig. 12/3.
26 Enk. Pig. 13/6.
25 Haa Sha. Pig. 15/1.
24 Enk. Pig. 13/7; Enk. Pig. 13/9.
23 Are. Fig. 12/6; Enk. Pig. 13/5.
22 Enk. Pig. 13/3; Enk. Pig. 13/8.
21 Enk. Pig. 13/4.

There is in fact a considerable overlap in the hei^f^and rim 

diameter measurements, from RS and other kraters. However, out of 

fifteen RS kraters examined, only one was higher than 28 cm , as opposed 

to five out of eleven other kraters measured. The average height of the 

RS krater being approximately 24 cm, while that of others 29 cm . Also, 
only one of the RS kraters haS . a di»-«i«&-#- larger than 29 cm, as opposed to 

ei^t of the remaining eleven other kraters, while the average diamétor of 

the RS krater, is approximately 26 ora, as compared with 32 cm for other 

kraters.
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It seems clear then,that the RS krater is smaller than the other 

kraters of Myc III B, and as may he expected, the generally smaller RS 

krater is also of a lighter build, being thinner walled, and more fragile 

than most other kraters (TABLE III)

. .tabes mj
THICEKESS IN CM. *

E.S.

1.1 
1.0,
.9 Enk. Pig. 12/4.
.a Enk. Fig. 13/7} Enk. Fig. 13/9.
.7 Enk. Fig. 12/5; El*. Fig. 14/1.
.6 Ar«. Fig. 12/6; Enk. Fig. 13/6. i

.5 Enk. Fig. 13/5; Enk. Fig. 13/8.

.4 Enk. Fig. 14/2.

* The ■sssureaent of the Tasa*' tbicknoss has boon
taken from the upper aides of the vase, at approximately 
mid-way beWean the rim and the roots of the horiaontal 
handles. ' ° °

Indeed, there appears to be a direct relationship between the 

thickness and the height in the bell krater form (TABLE IV).

,OTHEE.
Enk. Fig. 10/1; Enk. Fig. 11/2.
'kiâJ Fig, 11/3; Arp. Fig. 11/4; Enk. Pig. 12/1.
Enk. Fig. 10/2; Enk. Fig. 10/3; Enk. Fig. 11/1.
Enk. Fig. 10/4.
Enk. Fig. 12/2; Enk. Fig. 12/3.

TABLE I T . 

FROVZKANCE

SHAPE no.
TA SE KEZOBT 
XX CK.

THXCKXESS 
XX CK.

HEIGHT -  THICKNESS.

.9 - 1.1 

.7 - .8 
«4 — ,6

Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Klo. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Kla . Enk. Arp. Enk. Ara. Enk. Elk. Enk. Enk. Enk.
10/1 10/2 12/4 10/3 10/4 11/1 14/1 11/2 12/5 12/1 12/2 11/3 13/7 11/4 14/2 12/6 13/6 12/3 13/5 15/8 13/9
36 36 35 30 50 29 26 28 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 25 25 24 23 23 21
X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X
X X X X X
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PROPORTIONAL COMPARISONS 
OF KRATER SHAPES

With, the aim of establishing other such relationships in the 

proportions of the krater, the largest diameter of each of twenty seven 

kraters was measured, ie. FC X 2 (Fig. $).The point of intersection of 

this diameter with the vertical axis of the vase ie.BD was established
at 0/and the distance between B

Fig. 9̂ ' y . .
( Djkaiôs 285 Plv“ 124/20 

SCE IV 374 )

and C measured.

The distance between the rim and 

the roots of the horizontal handles ie. AG 

was measured on each krater. The 

diameter of each base ED X 2, was also 

measured.

The height of each krater was then 

divided by each of these dimensions to 

give a simple relationship between 

itself and the height of the krater.

If, for example, the base diameter of 

krater was 10 cm, and its height 30 cm, 

the division w6uld give the number of 

units of hei^t present in the krater

for each unit of base diameter.
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Once the HEIGîlp(BASE relationship in each krater was known, it was 

possible to present this graphically, for all the kraters measured.The 

degree of variability in the whole, group could therefore be demonstrated 

more systematically, than by comparing each of the profile drawings 

individually.

TAII.S V

HEIGHT/BASS i.e., W/SDx2

H.S. OTHER.

3*0 ' Sak. Fig. 10/3.

2.9 Enk. Fig. 10/2.

2.8 Enk. Fig. 12/4; Ram Sh*. Fig. 15/1. ‘ Enk. Fig. 10/1. ,

2.7 Enk. Fig, 14/2.

2.g Arm. Fig. 12/6; Enk. Fig. 13/1; Elm. Fig. 14/1;
Myrtou. Fig. 13/2.

2.5 Enk. Fig. 13/9. Enk. Fig. 10/4.

; ::: ::: Tn\ Si: \Z z:\ -«• .
2.3 Enk. Fig. 11/2; Enk. Fig. 12/1.

j
,2.2 Enk. Fig. 13/3. Enk. Fig. 11/1;.Enk. Fig. 12/2. I

i
2.1 Enk. Fig, 13/5. Kim. Fig. 11/3.

Prom the graphic presentation of the dimensional relationships 

of the krater it was possible also, to see if the degree of variability 

in the HEICST/BASE relationship of the RS krater alone^differed from the 

variability of the krater form aft a whole ( TABLE V) •



Finally, a second graph was drav/n wherein all of the twenty six 
kraters appeared together in descending order of their hei^t TABLE 71. 

The height/base proportion of each krater was then plotted against its 

height. The object of this exercise was to establish if the HEIGKT/BASE 

relationship of the krater form would vary with a change in its height.
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VI ( height/base ) / nZIGHT. i«. ( bd/ed X  2 ) /bd.

fROYïHAKCÏ Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Raa
Sho. KXb . Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Kla . Enk. Arp. Enk. Ara. Myr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk.

1
Enk.

SHA?Ï «0. 10/1 10/2 12/4 10/3 10/4 11/1 13/1 15/1 14/1 11/2 12/5 12/1 12/2 11/3 13/7 11/4 14/2 12/6 13/2 13/6 12/3 13/5 13/8 13/9 13/4 13/3
U%t IffilOHT 
IK CKi 36 36 35 30 30 29 28 28 28 26 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 24 23 23 21 20 15

»»n 2,5 X X X X X X X X X X
BIUV 2.5 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Similar graphs were also drawn up in which the twenty six kraters 

were divided into two groups RS ̂ TABLE VIl] and OTHER (taBLE VIB^ and the 

exercise repeated^ with the aim of establishing whether a change, in height 

would produce a different HEIGH/BASE relationship in each group.

TABLE y i l , ( HEICHT/BASB )/ HEIGHT. 1««(BD/£D X  2)/ BD,

p r o v e n a n c e Enk.
Raa
Sha. £10. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Ara. Kyr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Ehk. Enk. Enk.

SHAPE no. 12/4 15/1 14/1 13/1 12/5 15/7 14/2 12/6 13/2 13/6 13/5 13/6 13/9 13/4 13/3
VASE HnCHT 
IN CH.

35 28 28 28 27 26 26 25 25 25 23 23 21 20 15

ABOVE 2,5 X X X X X X X X
BELOV 2,5 X X X X X X X
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TAEm Ylll (HIIOHT/BASl)/HKIOHT.i*.{BD/tD X 2)/BD,

PROVENANCE Eiik. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Klo.. Arp. Enk.
SHAPE rza. 10/1 10/2 10/3 10/4 11/1 1 1/2 12/1 12/2 11/3 11/4 12/3
HEIGHT 
IN CM.

36 36 30 30 29 28 27 27 26 26 24

ABOVE 2.5 X X X
BELOV 2.5 X X X X X X X X

HSIGKT-BASB RELATIONSHIP

It seems therefore^that certain conclusions may be drawn about 

the relationship which exists between the dimater of the krater’s base 

and its height.

In the twenty six kraters which were measured, the base diameter 
of all kraters varied from about half to a third of the vases’s height 

(TABLE V). Alsoy there appears to be a direct relationship between the 

diameter of the base and the height of the vases, the bases becoming 

proportionally narrower when there is an increase in height (TABLE VI),

This is particularly clear in the Pictorial Class bell kraters examined. 

Here, all vases of a height lesser than 30 cm, proved to have a HEIGHT/BASE 

ratio smaller than 2,5 (TABLE Vlll).

In the same way as for the HEIGHT/BASE ratio; i. The relationship 

of the largest diameter to the hei^t ie PC X 2/BD was calculated for each 

vase- (See Pig. 9).

ii. The vertical axis BD at C was observed and BC measured.

BD could then be compared to BC ie BD/BC,

iii. Finally, the distance between the rim AB and the roots 

of the horizontal handles at G ie AG was calculated and compared 

with the total height of the krater ie BD/aG.
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RELATIONSHIP. OF HEIGHT AND LARGEST DIAMETER

An examination of the relationship existing between the height and 

the largest diameter in twenty six bell kraters shows that there are,74-. 

\ units of height for each unit of diameter. The width of the bell krater 

is always greater than the height (TABLE IX)

Tme 1%
BD/FCx2

1.00

.95

.90

.85

.80

•75

.70

other.

Enk. Fig. 12/4; Ara. Fig. 12/6; Rea Sba. Fig. 15/1. 
Enk. Fig. 15/7; Enk. Fig. 15/8; Kla. Fig. 14/2.

Enk. Fig. 14/1.

Enk. Fig. 13/1; Enk. Pig. 13/9. 

Enk. Fig. 13/5.

Enk. Fig. 13/4; Enk. Fig. 13/6. 

Enk. Fig. 12/5; Myrtou. Fig. 13/2. 

Enk. Fig. 13/3.

Enk. Fig, 10/1; Enk. Fig. 10/2. 
Enk. Fig. 10/3.
Enk. Fig. 12/2..
Enk. Fig. 12/3.

Enk. Fig. 10/4. 
Enk. Fig. 12/1. 
Arp. Fig. 11/4.

Enk. Fig. 11/1. 
; Kla.:,Fig. 11/3.

Enk. Fig. 11/2.

It seems however certain that there is no direct relationship between 

the height of a large krater and the largness of its diameter.
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Diameters which are considerably wide? than the kraters height may 
he found on both tall and short kraters (TABLE X).

t a b l e  X ( BD/rC X  2 )/BD.

Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Rob
Sba. Klo. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Klo . Enk. Arp. Enk. Ara. Mjrr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. KnV. Enk. Enk.

10/1 10/; 12/4 10/3 10/4 11/1 13/1 15/1 14/1 11/2 12/5 12/1 12/2 11/3 13/7 11/4 14/2 12/6 13/2 1 3 /6 12/3 1 3 /5 13/8 13/9 15/4 13/3
36 36 35 30 30 29 26 28 26 26 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 24 23 23 21 20 15

X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
' X X X X X X

fROVENANCI

sMPï no,
vase m i o h t  
I* CH.
,T0 * ,85
.86 - .9*
.95 - 1,00

The RS Krater is however of a more elongated shape. Its largest 

diameter is proportionally smaller than the diameters of Pictorial Class 

vases. There are between .84 and .9 8 units of height for each unit of 

diameter in RS kraters,as compared with .74 and .9 0 on Pictorial Class 

kraters (TABLESIX, XI, and XII), the average for the RS being .94 and 
.83 for other kraters.

TABLE XI (BD/rC X  2)/BD

R.S.

PROVENANCÏ

SHAPE riG.

VASE HEIGHT 
IN CK.

.70 -..'85

.86 — .94

.95 - 1.00

Enk.
HasSh^ Kla. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Ara. Kyr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk.

12/4 15/1 14/1 13/1 12/5 15 /7 14/2 12/6 1 5 /2 1 3 /6 1 3 /5 1 3 /6 13/9 13/4 13/3

35 26 28 28 27 26 26 25 25 25 23 25 21 20 15

X
X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X

TABLE XII ( BD/rC X  2)/BD.

orajiR.
PROVENANCE
SHAPE PIG.

VASE HEIGHT 
IN CM,

.70 - .85

.86 » .94

•95 - 1.00

Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk 4 Enk. Enk. Kla .. Arp. Enk.
10/1 10/2 10/3 10/4 11/1 11/2 12/1 12/; 11/3 11/4 12/3
36 36 30 30 29 28 27 27 26 26 24

X X X X X X
X X X X X
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RELATIONSHIP OF BC AND BD

The location of the point of intersection of the largest diameter 

with the vase’s vertical axis BD at C(Fig, 9)was seen to vary from a third, 

to half of the vases’s hei^t ( TABLE XXIII ).

BD/BC

B.S.

5.0 Eak. Fig. 13/9.

2,9

2.8 Ealc. Fig. 14/2.

2.7 Arm. Fig. 12/6.

2.6 Enk. Fig. 13/3; Enk. Fig. 13/7; Kl«. Fig. 14/1.
i

2.5 Enk. Fig. 12/4; Myrtou. Fig. 13/2; Enk. Fig. 13/6
/
/

2.4 Enk. Fig. 12/5; Enk. Fig. 13/5.

2 ,3 Enk. Fig.. 13/1} Enk. Fig. 13/4; Enk. Fig. 13/8; 
Bob 8b#. Fig. 15/1.'

OTHER..

Enk. Fig. 12/1.

Enk. Fig. 10/4; El*. Fig. 11/3;
Enk. Fig. 12/3.

Enk. Fig. 10/2; Enk. Fig. 12/1.

Enk. Fig. 10/4; Enk. Fig. 11/1.

Enk. Fig. 10/1; Arp. Fig. 11/4.

Enk. Fig. 11/2.

There seems, however, to he no direct link between the situation 

of point E and the hei^t of the krater.
•ÏABIsLlIv. (bd/b c)/bd.

Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Er.k. Enk. Ron Sbo. Kla. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Kla . Enk. Arp. Enk. Ara. Myr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk.
, 10/1 10/2 12/4 10/3 10/4 11/1 13/1 15/1 14/1 11/2 12/5 12/1 12/2 11/5 15/7 11/4 14/2 12/6 13/2 13/6 lf/3 13/5 1 3 /8 15/9 13/4 13/3
36 36 35 30 30 29 28 ' 28 28 28 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 24 23 25 21 20 15

X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X

no,

=1.;. 2,;
• 1.7 

=*-«. ).o
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With, both RS and other kraters, a change of height does not appear 

to produce a similar and constant change in the position of the largest 
diameter (TABLE XIV ).

It does appear however, that the largest diameter is situated lower 
down from the rim of the RS krater than it is on other kraters.
(TABLES XV and XVI).

TABLE XV (BD/BC)/BD.
R.S.

PROVENANCE

SHAPE ric.

VASE HEIGHT 
IN CM.

2.2 - 2.4
2.5 - 2.7
2.8 - 3.0

Enk. RasSha. Kla. nnk. 2nk. Snk. Enk. Ara. Kyr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk.
12/4 15/1 14/1 13/1 12/5 15/7 14/2 12/6 15/2 13/6 13/5 13/6 13/9 13/4 13/3
35 26 26 28 27 26 26 25 25 25 23 23 21 20 15

X X X X X X
X X X X X X X

X X

TABLE XYI (BD/BC)/BD.

OTHER.
PROVENANCE

SHAPE no.
VASE HEIGHT 
IN CM,

2.2 - 2.4
2.5 - 2.7
2 ,8 • 3 .0

Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk; Enk. Enk. Kla.. Arp. Enk.
10/1 10/2 10/5 10/4 11/1 1 1/2 12/1 12/2 11/3 11/4 12/3
36 36 30 30 29 28 27 27 26 26 24

X
X X X X

X X X X X X
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RELATIONSHIP OP BD AND AG

The location of the horizontal handles (measured from the rim to the 

roots of the handles), along the vertical plane of the krater ie AG (Fig. 9) 

varies from well over a third to a tenth of the tctal hei^t of the vase 

(TABLE XVII).

i • -gABLS,XYn.

BD/AG

B.S. OTHEH.

9.G Fig. 11/3.

а.5

8.0

7.5

t 7.0 Enk. Fig. 12/4, XI». Fig. 14/1.

б.5

6.0' AT». Fig. 12/6.

5.5 Enk. Fig. 10/4.

1 5.0 Enk. Fig. 12/5; Enk. Fig. 13/1; R»a fih». Fig. 15/1. ^^8* '‘2/5*

; * g Kjrrfeou. Fig. 13/2; Enk. Fig. 13/3; Enk. Fig. 13/5; Arp. Fig. 11/4.
Enk. Fig. 13/6; Enk. Fig. 13/9; Enk. Fig. 14/2.

4.0 Enk. Fig. 13/4. . !

3.5 Enk. Fig. 13/7. ,

3.0 aik. Fig. 13/a.

There appears to be a relationship between the location of the handle 

and the height of the krater, vases which are smaller having their handles 

proportionally lower down than big vases (TABLE XVIII)•

Enk. Fig. 10/1; Enk. Fig. 10/2; Enk. Fig. 10/3; 
Enk. Fig. 11/1} Enk. Fig. 12/1; Enk. Fig. 12/2.
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T A B L E  X V T I I (DD/AC)/BD.

PBOVESAKCE 

SHAPÏ M G »

vase h e i g h t  
W CM.

S.O -  J .5

j.o •  3»0

Enk. Enk. Er.k. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Ron
Sha. Klo. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Kla . Enk. Arp. Enk. Ara. Myr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk, Enk.

10/1 10/2 12/4 10/5 10/4 11/1 13/1 15/1 14/1 11/2 12/5 12/1 12/2 11/3 13/7 11/4 14/2 12/6 13 /2 1 5 /6 12/3 13/5 13/a 1 3 /9 1 3 /4 13 /3
56 56 35 50 50 29 26 28 28 28 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 25 25 25 24 23 23 21 20 15

X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

This particularly holds true for the majority of RS hell kraters, 

which are generally smaller than those of the Pictorial Class (TABLES

I AND II), It should however, he noted that some of the bigger RS kraters

also have their handles situated proportionally lower down,than Pictorial 

Class kraters of similar or lesser height (TABLES XIX AND XX). Enkomi 

Pig. 12/^, Aradippo Pig. 12/6 and Klavdia Pig. I4/I are exceptions to this
(TABLE XIX) and are discussed below in p. 102.

TABLE X1X_ (b d /a o )/b o.
R.S.

PROVTNANCB Enk. RaaSha. Kla. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Ara. Myr. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk. Enk.
SHAPB no . 12/4 15/1 14/1 13/1 12/5 1 3 /7 14/2 1 2 /6 13/2 13/6 13/5 1 3 /6 1 3 /9 1 3 /4 15/3
ŸASS HIICHT 
IN CM. 35 26 28 28 27 26 26 25 25 25 23 23 21 20 15

9.0 - 5.5 X X X
5.0 • 3,0 X X X X X X X X X X X X

OTHER.
TABLE XX (BD/aO)/BD.

PROVENANCE 5)k. Enk. Bik. Enk. Enk. Enk; Enk. Enk. Kla.. Arp. Elk.
SHAPE n o . 10/1 10/2 10/3 10/4 n /1 11/2 12/1 12/2 11/3 11/4 12/3»
VASE RXICRT I* CM,
9.0 - 5 ,5

36 36 30 30 29 28 27 27 26 26 24

X X X X X X X X
3,0 . 3,0 X X



From the vases examined, it seems that the proportions of 

the RS bell krater differ significantly from those of corresponding 

shapes from the Pictorial Class. The RS forms are generally smaller, 

more elongated and have a lower centre of gravity. The positioning 

of the horizontal handles differs appreciably from the norms of 

Pictorial Class bell kraters. With only few exceptions, all RS vases 

have their handles affixed lower down from the rim.

Karageorghis as we have seen (see p. 3k ), suggests that the 

majority of RS kraters are of the late F.S.282 form. However,

in a recent Swedish Cyprus Expedition volume, wherein Astrom lists all 

the known F.S. 281 and F.S. 282 forms, we find that RS vases are 

classed with the earlier F.S. 281.

Of THE F.S. 282 kraters listed, there is only one bell krater 

(from Dikaios* Excavations in Enkomi), of which a profile drawing is 

available. The profile of this Cypriot close Style vase, decorated

with antithetic spirals and a central trigliph, is reproduced in Fig. 9*

(4 ) See also p. 3^ n.3^*
(5) SCEIV, i 0:3 6 7-3 7 5 •
(6) Ibid. 375, Dikaios 285 PL. 124/20.



This vase is approximately 27*5 oms hi^, and has a rim diameter of 

29 ,5 ora, As we have seen, such small dimension are nearer to the average 

obtained from RS kraters. Also, it has a BD/ PC X 2 ratio of 8.54, a 

BD/BC ratio of 2,44 and a BD/AG ratio of 4»&, figures which are generally 

typical of RS bell kraters. It moreover, has a bioonical profile and its 

angular, everted rim is similar to that of RS vases in group B iii 

(see below p. 105)

The close confirmity of the late vase with the norms of RS shapes, 

would suggest that these kraters are indeed a later version of the bell 

krater, assimilable with F.S. 282,

It must, however, be stressed that some overlapping occurs in the 

proportions defining the RS, and Pictorial Class shapes and that while it 

is possible to make valid generalisations concerning them, it is not always 

easy to attribute with certitude individual vases to any one group.

It is moreover not surprising, particularly in view of the small 

number of vases measured, that it is difficult to use the tables defining 

each group further, for a subdivision of the shapes which it includes.

Vases which are grouped together in one table can be widely scattered in all 

others and may have a different shape of rim and base.

The measurement of the proportions typical of a group of stylistically 

similar vases, such as the RS or the Pictorial Class bell kraters, may 

permit us to discover the unformulated and probably unconscious conventions 

of vase making, common to the group as a whole. It is moreover likely that 

these conventions will be different from those of any other autonomous group,
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even when it employe, the same shape. To go further and try to use the 

same statistics for the identification of the work of individual potters 

or production centres within one group, would require a far greater sample 

of whole vases from each group than it was possible to draw and measure, 

and probably more whole vases, than are at present known.

Yet, if the RS and Pictorial Class potters seem to be indifferent 

or only subconsciously and superficially consistent, with respect to 

proportions of their bell kraters, the location of the horizontal 

handles, being a more conscious deliberate act, presents us with something 

of a consistent patteisi,

TABLE XVII in which are tabulated variations in the location of

horizontal handles on RS kraters shows that vases with a similar

BD/AG relationship Pig 9 may frequently have the same type of rim, base 

or general profile (see also Pig, 25).

i. For example Enkomi Pig, I2/4 , Aradippo Pig, 12/6, and

Elavdia Pig, I4/I # all have exceptionally high BD/AG values, 

which cause them to stand out from the majority of vases, 

tightly grouped together with a BD/AG of between 4 and 5®

It is therefore interesting that they also happen to have 

amongst the most rounded, least bioonical profiles of any of 

other RS kraters drawn and measured. In the case of Enkomi 

Pig, 12/% And Klavdia I4/I the similarity extends to the shape 

of their rims and bases.
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ii. Lower down the scale, Enkomi Pig, I3/I with a BD/AG 

figure of 5> is very similar in profile and rim shape to 

Nyrtou Fig, I3/2, which has a figure of 4 ®5* Similarly,

Enkomi Pig, 13/5, with a figure of 4*5, is almost identical 

in profile rim and base shape with Enkomi Fig. I3 /4 which 

has a value of 4* It should also be noted that in TABLE XIII 

Enkomi Fig, I3/I and Enkomi I3 /2 have a similar BD/BC figure. 

Handle placement on the bell kraters examined would therefore seem 

a valid criterion for the subdivision of the RS into two groups,

GROUP A

Enkomi Pig, 12/4 
Aradippo Fig, 12/6 
Elapdia Pig. I4/1

These have a h i ^  BD/AG value and a rounded profile,

GROUP B

Enkomi Fig, 12/5 
Enkomi Fig, I3/I 
%rtou Pig, 1 3 /2  
Enkomi Fig, 13/3 
Enkomi Fig, I3/4 
Enkomi Fig, 13/5 
Enkomi Fig. I3 /6  
Enkomi Pig, I4 /2  
Ras Shamra Fig. I5/I

These have a lower BD/AG figure, and incidentally, a diameter 

which is frequently proportionally larger than the height of vases in 

Group A (TABLE IX).

There are however, some vases W # # -  not-withstanding their low set 

handles do not appear to belong with the vaeès of group B.
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These vases make up a third group C (Pig. 25).

GROUP C

Enkomi Pig. 13/7

This vase has been set aside because ofj

a. its exceptionally low handles (TABLE XTIl)

b. its thÈok section (TABLE III)

Ettid c. a less everted rim which is reminiscent of the rims of

Pictorial Class vases. It is moreover of a more elongated, 

narrower, shape than most of the vases of group B, which 

have less than .95 units of length for each unit of diameter.

In this respect, there exists a certain resemblance between 

it and Enkomi I3/8 , which also has unusually low-set 

Randles (TABLE IX),

Enkomi Pig, I3 /9 which is apparently misshaped cannot be attributed 

to any group and will henceforth be disregarded.

It is also possible to compare the shapes of the RS bell krater 

visually,by taking into account the shape of rims and where possible, 

bases. This permits the inclusion of the many RS sherds which, because 

of their fragmentary nature, could not be used in the statistical study of 

shape.

By taking into consideration both types of evidence ie measurement 

of handle position and visual comparisons of rim and base shapes, the 

following proposal may be put forward for grouping together most of the 

RS bell krater shapes included in this study (see Pig, 26)
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Ai

Enkomi Pig# I2 /4
Klairdia Pig, I4/I

and the sherds#

Enkomi Pig, I4 /8
Enkomi Pig, 15/3

These later have the same thiok rim rectilinear on the underside 

and rounding off at the end, which are found on the whole vases,

Aii

Aradippo Pig. 12/6

Despite the similarity of this vaseyproportions with other vases 

of Group ^ (see above), it differs from these considerably for rim and 

base shape,

M

Enkomi Pig. I3/I
Myrtou Pig, I3 /2

These vases have bioonical profiles with incurving undersi de a. Their

rims are long and angular,

Bii

Enkomi Pig. I3/4
Enkomi Pig, 13/5
Ras Shamra Pig. I5/I

These vases have more rounded rims and profiles with the caikmtion 

higher than in the preoeeding group.

A very small bell krater, Enkomi Fig, 13/3 shares some characteristics oi 

both Bi and Bii,
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Biii

Enkomi Pig. 14/2

and the sherds

Enkomi? Pig. 1|/5 
Enkomi? Pig, I4/3 
Ras Shamra Pig. 15/5

All these vases have a long everted rim which is generally quite
thin.

Biv

. Skikomi Pig. 13/6 

and the sherds,

Qikomit Pig. 14/4 
Enkomi Pig. 15/4

Bv

Enkomi Pig, 12/5 

and a sherd

Safcomi Pig, 14/6

These two vases have rather thick rims apparently shaved while still 

on the wheel so that they are pointed at their extremities,
C

Enkomi Pig, 13/7
and the sherds

Enkomi Pig. I5/2
Enkomi? Pig. 14/7 (possible)
Enkomi Pig. (possible)
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As with Enkomi Pig. 13/7> Enkomi Pig. 15/2 has a thick section, 

an only sli^tly everted rim, a low handle and is apparently of a very 

elongated shape with a small diameter.

Enkomi? Pig. 14/71 which is perhaps mis-shaped, has a rim which at 

first appears to he incompatible with these vases. Closer comparison 

does show however, that is is more easily assimilated here than with the 

everted rims of aby of the other groups. Its low set handle and 

elongated profile are also very similar to Enkomi Pig. 13/7 and Enkomi 

Fig. 15/2.
Enkomi Fig. 14/9 lAioh has a thiok diort rim and section may also 

belong here.
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CONCLUSIONS

Prom these few whole vases and sherds assembled here, it is difficult 

to put forward a scheme for the typological development of the RS krater 
shape.

Some of the groups outline/mi^t be produced by different workshops. 

This appears to be the case with groups A and C. The same may be true 

of some of the vases in group B,wherein exist radical differences of rim, 
base and profile shape.

Purther, the rounded profiles and high set handles of Group A, 

reminiscent of the Pictorial Class P.S. 281 bell krater, suggest that this 

group might be earlier than groups B and C. As we have seen, the bioonical 

profile and low set handles characterizing groups B and C closely resemble 

the later P.S. 282 bell krater form.

A study of shape alone however,is insufficient to permit such 

assertions, particularly as the shapes available are few and fragmentazy.It 

will therefore be more proper to leave questions of relative chronology 

and individual workshops^until our results can be considered together 

with the evidence from stylistic studies of decoration, fabric analysis 

and stratigraphy.
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cm.

Pig. 10.
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Fig. 10.

1. ENKOMj See pages 80-99*
W  C409, Excav. 49 FIG. ?6 (l26l)^ CVA PL. 9/lO

2. EHKOÎ/lI; See pages 80-99#
BMC C403, Excav. 42 FIG. 12 (I269), ÇVA PL. IO/3 .

3 . ENKOMI ; See pages 80-99#
BMC C413. Excav 48 FIG. 73 (965), GVA PL. 8/9 .

4. ENKOm; See pages 80-99.
BMC C404, Excav 48 FIG. 76, PL. 6/14.
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Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11.

1. ENKOMI; See pages 8o-99
C408; Excav 35, FIG. 63 (1038). CVA PL. 9/5-

2. ENKO^!I = PI. 36/1 ; Sample 74; See pages 80-99.
Missions 74 PL. :0C{IIl/5, FIG. 371, AÎT 2663 IMsee du Louvre

3. KLAVDIA; See pages 80-99.
™  0398.

4 . ARPERA CHIFLIK = PI. 35/l; Sample 72, See pages 80-99.
AT.! 678 in Musee du Louvre.
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RUV£ STyt-B

Pig. 12.
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Fig. 12.

1. ENKOMI = PI. 36/2; Sample 75? See pages 80-99*
Missions 74 FIG. 37, AO 18591 in l^see du Louvre.

2. SNKOI.Œ; See pages80-99»
W  C411, Excav 48 FIG. 73.

3. ENKOMI; See pages 80-99.
BMC 0397, Excav 8 , 45 FIGS I4 , 71, CVA PL. 7/I.

4 . ENKOm = PI. 8/2; See pages 80-IO7 , I80, 184-18 6 , 194-196.
BMC 0417, Excav 49 FIG. 76 (1260) PL. IO/I.

5. ENKOm = Pis.1/2, 9/1 Figs. 2/1, 4/1; Sample 4; See pages 8O-IO7 .
Schaeffer Excavations I967.

80-1 0 7, 124, 133-1 3 4.
6 . ARADIPPO = PI, 22/2 Fig. 3/6; Sample 30; See pages 'iSo, 192, 195*

Musee du Louvre AM 679, Stubbings, B5A 46 (1951) 171-172.
FIG. I, Nouv. Doc. 250 N .4



20 cm.
Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13.

1. ENICOMI = Fig. 3/4; See pages 80-10?^ l8l-1d2.
8CE I PL. 91, Nouv. Doc. 243 PL. X:(IV/7, FIG. 53-

2. Î.ÎYRTOU-PIGADES = Pig. 5/6; See pages 80-107^ 181 -182.
Myrtou 43-44 FIG. 20/19I, Nouv. Doc. 255 N.5, Benson AJA 65 (I96I) 
342 ff.

3. ENKOm? = PI. 1 5 /2 4 bee pages 8O-IO7 .
Nouv. Doc. 255 PL. XXVIII/ 4  FIG. 5I/4 .

4 . ENKOm =Fig. 3/2: See pagesSO-IO?^ 181-I8 2 .
Nouv. Doc. 249 FIG. 5 4.

5 . ENKOm = PI. 5/1-2; See pages 8O-IO7 , 181-1 8 2.
PMC C420, Excav 45 FIG. 71 (933), ÇVA PL. 7/9.

6 . ENEOm = PI. 2/1; See pages 8O-IO7 , 181- 1 8 2.
m e  C418, Excav 33 FIG. 6 (1205), ^  PL. 7/7-

7. ENKOMI = PI. 11/2; See pages80-107,182.
m e  C4 2 2, Excav 45 FIG. ?1 (931), CVA PL. 8/I.
Benson ̂  ̂  342 ff PL. IO6/FIG. 2 9.

8 . ENKOMI = PI. 7/2 . See p a g e s 80-107.18 2 .
m e  C4I9 , ^  PL. 7 /3 Stubbings PSA 46 (1951) 173 PL. 19/13.
M  4 6 6, Nouv. Doc. PL. XXVII/3 .

9. ENKOMI; See pages 8O-IO7 .
BIC C424 OVA PL. 8/2 , Excav 45 FIG. 71 (930).
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/

Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14.

1. KLAVDIA =P1. 18/1; Sample 35; ̂ee nag:es8o-1 0 7,124-,1 3 3*1 8 0.
BÆC C42I 4 6 6, Stubbings, ISA 46 (1951) 1?1,

Nouv. Doc. 239-240 PL. KCIV/O.

2. ENXOm = Fig. 4/4 ; See pages 80-107, 1 8 1-1 8 2.
BTD 0 4 2 3, Excav 45 FIO. ?1 (931), PL. 8/3 .

3. ENKOMI? = Fig. 8/12; See page 1o5.
EM 1038/11-20/5.

4. ElUCOin? =Fig. 8/8 ; See page: I05.
EM 1938/11-20/6.

5. E m m ?  = Fig. 4/2; See page. 1°^®
m  1938/11-203, Penson AJA 65 (196I) 342 ff PL. I06/FIG. 26.

6. ENKOm? =P1. 11/1; See page. 10%.
EM 1938/11-20/1, Denson, AJA 65 342 PL. 106/FIG. 2?.
Nouv. Doc. 246 PL. XKV/6.

7. ENKOm? =Fig. 6/1; See pages 105-106.
EM 1938/11-20/2.

8. ENKOMI = PI. 2/2; See page 104.
0425, Excav FIG. 62 (1235).

9. ENKOMI = PI. 9/2. & Fig. 6/2; Sample 13; See pages 10^-106:, 123, 133 
Schaeffer Excavations (1949).
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Fig. 15.
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Fig. 1 5.
1. RAS SKAMRA = Pl. 25/I; Sample 53; See pages 80-10?. 123,133.

naaritica II FIG. 6o/22-23, Nouv. Doc. 237-238 PL XXIIl/3-4.

2. ENKOm PI. 10/2 . Fig. 4/7; Sample 12; See pages IO5-IO6 , 123.
Schaeffer Excavations (I965).

3. ENKOMI = PI. 17/2 . Fig. 2/9; Sample 1; See pages 104, Icfp.
Schaeffer Excavations (I966).

4 . ENKOMI = PI 11/3; See pages 105.
CVA Brussels Cinquantenaire I25I,
Benson, AJA 65 (196I) 342 ff.
Nouv. Doc. 2 3 7, 247 FL. ]{%V/5.

5 . RAS SHATURA = Fig. 7/3; Sample 49; See pages 10^ 123.
Ugaritica II 218 FIG. 91/II, Nouv. Doc. 238.
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CHAPTER 17

SPBCTROGRAPHIC FABRIC AÏTALYSIS

OF RUDE STYLE AND RELATED WARES
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INTRODUCTION

Opinion has been divided regarding the origins of the ; fine 

Mycenaean Pictorial pottery which first appears in large quantities in 

Cyprus in Myc. Ill A:2. The relative scarcity of Pictorial pottery in 

Greece, added to the peculiarities of Mycenaean pottery in Cyprus and 

the Levant as a whole, has caused some scholars to believe that h^cenaean 

pottery was produced in Cyprus from as early as the mid-fourteenth 

century B.C. by Greeks-living there either as immigrants or as colonisers.  ̂

On the other hand, the absence of any evidence other than ceramic, 

for Mycenaean settlement in Cyprus at this early date, has brought others 

to conclude that most of the Mycenaean III A - III B patterned and
(2 )Pictorial pottery of Cyprus was imported from Greece. ^

The RS which is different and probably later than most of these 

fine Pictorial vases remained outside the controversy.. In the first

hypothesis it was attributed to Cypriot potters other than those producing

le s 
(4)

(  *5 )fine Levanto-I^ycenaeaa pottery in Cyprus,^ and in the second, to Cypriot

imitators of Mycenaean pottery imported from Greece.

(1) Problems 9, 92-97; Stubbings IÆPL 25-26.
(2) Op. Git. 5 7.
(3) Stubbings Op, Cit. 38 Also in BoA Op. Git, 173.
(4) Immerv/aiir in AJA 60 (1956) "Book Review" I4O, n. 25.
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In both Cases,the individuality of its pictorial decoration was 

viewed as the expression of a measure of Cypriot originality and autonocqy 

in the later half of the thirteenth century, when Mycenaean influence abroad 

was on the wane.

As we have seen, the case for regarding the Pictorial Class as imports, 

was vindicated by a series of Spectographic analyses conducted by Oxford’s 

Research Laboratory of Archaeology, on the fabric of Mycenaean III As 2 

and III B patterned and Pictorial potteiy (Catling and Millett, 1965).

The fabric of the vast majority was shown to conform with the composition 

of Mycenaean pottery found in the Poloponnese (Group A).

Althou^ no RS wares were analysed, two groups consisting of cruder 

non Pictorial Mycenaean pottery ie L & M thou^t to be local immi tat ions, 

were recognised at Arpera and Enkomi respectively.

Yet, the existance on the one hand of Mycenaean Pictorial fabrics
(l)deemed in. distinguishable from the RS, ' ' and on the other hand, 

individual stylistic sub groups within the RS, some technically similar 

to the better vases of the Pictorial Class, demands further explanation,

(5) Catling Richards and Blin-Stoyle Op. Cit. 94-1155 Catling and Millett, 
Op. Cit. 212-224*

(6) Ibid. 111.
(7) Stubbings Op. Cit.P. Git.
;8) Benson AJA (19^) Op . Cit. 317.
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THE PROBLEM

The technical diversity of Myoeanaean pottery in Cyprus, in Myo» III B, 

which is apparently the result of very mixed origins, makes difficult 

the classification of fabrics with the naked eye. To study the relationship 

of the RS with the pottery of the Pictorial Class, it was therefore decided 

to employ a more scientific method of fabric analysis.

Speotrographic analysis which requires very small samples of fabric 

was particularly suited for this study, which deals with pictorial vases 

which are usually of museum collection quality.

Speotrographic studies of the composition of the RS and related fabrics 

was therefore undertaken at the Oxford University Research Laboratory of 

Archaeology, with the kind permission of Dr. B. T. Hall. These studies were 

carried out against the background of the earlier Catling and Millett studies 

of Minoan and Mycenaean pottery, and we were fortunate to benefit from 

comparisons made with groups previously established from sites in Cyprus, 

Crete, Rhodes and the Greek mainland (Catling et al. 1965).

1.
To Establish first of all, if the RS of ihkomi formed one or more 

homogeneous control groups with a distinct identity, 29 whole vaseé and 

sherds from Sakomi of varied shapes and varied quality of execution and 

stylistic decorative merit ie nos 1-29> were sampled.

2.
19 other samples of RS from 10 other sites in South-Eastern and North- 

Eastern Cyprus ie Aradippo 30, Arpera 31 and 32; Hala Sultan Tekke 33;

Kition 34; KLavdia 35; Kÿrenia 36; Larnaka 37; Maroni 38; I^la Veighi 39>

40, 41) 42, 43; Phlamoudhi 44> 45) 46, 47) 48 and four samples of RS from 

Ras Shamra 49) 50) 51) 52, 53 were also analysed. The object here was to
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determine if they would confirm with the material from Ekikomi,or form 

separate groupings attributable to other workshops,or perhaps another locality,

3.
In particular, one of the finely worked kraters from Karageor^is*

Phase A, said to be the of the RS ie Kouklia 54» was sampled and

analysed.

4.
Prom the West of Cyprus, 11 RS types of good quality ie Nos. 55-6$ 

were sampled at Kouklia, with the object of establishing first, if they 

formed a separate group and second, if aqy of them could be shown to have some 

provenance as vases from the Bast.

5.
An attempt was also made to localise the origins of the RS pottery 

from Enkomi. Samples were taken from plain white and coarse late bronze 

age vases from Enkomi ie Nos 66-69> as well as from a local clay bed and 

a modern workshop ie LCP 1-6, and their composition compared with that of 

the vases excavated in Enkomi.

6.
Given the importance of group A in Catling’s and Millett’s findings 

concerning the question of import, and also as a check upon the validity of 

the conversion figures used in comparisons with group A from the Peloponaese, 

nineteen new samples of Pictorial class pottery from Cyprus and the Syrian 

coa* ie. Nos 70-88, were also examined. These include; krater shapes 52-55t 

PS. 8-9 and PS 281 ; FS 296 dishes; one conical rhyton and one small jug.
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Analytical Technique

Under the direction of Mr. P. Schweizer of the Oxford Research 

Laboratory, the sherds were analysed by standard spectrographic technique 

using a Hilger Large Quartz Spectrograph. The application of this
( 9 )technique to the analysis of pottery has been described by Richards,^ ' 

Catling et al., and more recenidyby Prag, Schweizer and Williams,

From each sherd a sample of 10 mg was taken with a tungsten carbide drill, 

finely ground and mixed with a fixed proportion of graphite, ammonium 

sulphate and lithium carbonate (internal standard) and arced under controlled 

conditions. The intensities of the selected analysis lines were measured 

from photographic plates with a Hilger non-recording microphotometer.
(ip)The method was calibrated using U.S. Geological Rock Standards.

Richards Archaeometry 39 23-24.
10) Catling, Richards and Blin-Stoyle Op.^Cit,
11) Prag, Schweizer, and Williams, in Archaeometry (forthcoming).
12) Flanagan, Geoohimica et CosmochimiciL Acta 33, '(1̂ 969')' 81-120.
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The difficulty involved in recreating the same laboratory conditions was 

overcome, by retesting some of the Greek Bronze Age sherds previously 

examined. Conversion factors were determined to convert earlier results 

published by the Oxford Research Laboratory up to I969, idiich were based on 

calibration by chemically analysed Greek Bronze Age sherds (see Catling et. al. 

1963 for details).

TABLE XXI contains the conversion factors for the different oxides©

TABLE % H  Conversion factors

Oxide Factor Oxide Factor Oxide Factor

1.4 Tipg 1.2 CaO 1.0

MgO Oo9 MnO 1.3 NSgO 1.2

1.2 ="2°3 0.5 NiO 1.3
Analyses published by the Oxford group before the re-calibration of the 

method have to be multiplied by these factors.
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\

Treatment of analytical data
The chemical composition of each sherd was compared with Aegean 

Bronze Age pottery groups previously established by the Oxford Research 
Laboratory. In addition a new group was established consisting of Rude

Style pottery found at Enkomi.
Table XXII Control Groupa

Site Composition
Type

Reference 
no. Oxford

Publication

Argolid average A 1 — Catling et al. 1965, 
p. 104

Cretan average B 10-15b do.
Poloikastro II, Crete B 1) do.
Zalcro II, Crete B 15b do.
Perati, Attica C 5 do.
Aiaarintnos I , Euboea 7a do.
Volos II, Thessaly  ̂ D 6b do.
Argyropo lis II, Thessaly^ 27b do.
Karmariani, Thessaly Z 9 do.
Zakro I, Crete P 15 do.
^liÿJjahopi.^  ̂ i ;el0S 11 I6a do.
Phylakopi III, Eelos I I6c do
lalysos I, Rhodes J 17a do.
lalysos III, Rhodes K 17c do.
Arpora Chiflik I, Cyprus L 18a do.
Enkomi I, Cyprus H 19a. do.
Zakro, Crete li 15c' Catling and Millctt, I965h 

p. 25.
Palaikastro, Crete 0 15b do.
Pylos, Peloponnese P 50 Catling and Hillett, 1967, 

p. 75.Platania, Spercheios, Valley Q 51 do.
Kouklia, Cyprus'*"
Enkomi Rude Style, Cyprus

T Catling and Miliett, u n 
published.

Per the scloctiona of chords and orclioeological details concuDt the relevant 
publications. ,

The results of this croup arrived too late to be included in the coiiputer pro- 
gronne.
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For the assignment of individual sherds to control groups, two 

different approaches were used. Firstly, composition patterns were 

drawn, as shown in fig. 16-24, and compared visually with those of the 

controls and secondly, a computer programme written by Mr J. Alldred, 

of the Oxford Research Laboratory, was applied. The assignment procedure 

involves defining a measure (in this case of type dissimilarity) between 

each group and each individual sample, and then assigning each individual 

to that group with the smallest measure. This strategy depends for its 

success on the definition of the measure.

If Yij is the concentration of the ith element in the jth group,

flTis the deviation in that value, and Xik is the conentration of the jth 

element in the kth individual, then if there are n elements processed, 

the measure qjk between individual k and group j is defined as

1 ft (Yij - Xik)2
qjk = _  -S -------------

n n-1 f 2ij

When for each individual all such measures have been calculated, 

the best fit and second-best fit groups are quoted, together with the 

correspoinding q-value s.

It is reasonable to expect, that the reliability of an assignment

being the same as the confidence level at which the values of were defined,

correspond to a q-value of approximately (or just less than) unit. It is 

thus possible to see if a sample can belong to only one group, or to more 

than one group, or to none at all, especially when q-values are always

either much less than or much more than the borderline case of unity.
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The prograinne was written in 19OO FORTRAN with upper limits of up to

5011 elements, control groups and 100 individual samples and run at the 

Oxford University Computer Laboratory.
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RESULTS

Assignment of sherds to pottery control groups.

Preliminary examination of the results showed a wide variation in 

the clay composition of the Rude Style sherds, from the different sites 

in Cyprus. In the first instance, each sherd was singly compared with 

all the previously established groups listed in TABLE XXII. After the 

first computer run,the relevant ones proved to be B, A, M and the Rude 

Style Enkomi group. The remaining control groups could be eliminated.

The assignment of Rude Style sherds to Cretan control groups seemed 

puzzling, and it became later clear that their extremely wide composition 

ranges made them unsuitable as effective controls. When, as a check, 

all Rude Style sherds found at Enkomi were processed, it was found that 

they had an almost equal chance of being allocated to Crete as to Enkomi.

It was therefore impossible to consider Crete in coneotion with the 

present investigation, and all sherds were re-processed omitting the 

Cretan groups. The new set of results indicated a preliminary subdivision 

into the following categories; Enkomi Rude Style, Enkomi M, Peloponnese A and 

a considerable number of rogues. As already pointed out above, the 

assignment of sherds to the fabric A group and its distinction from 

the local Enkomi groups was of special importance.

The local Enkomi composition type M, however, has long been a cause 

for concern. Attempts to reassess the figures first published by 

Catling and Miliett in 1965 have been reported by the same authors in I966 

and 1969. More recently in a new attempt, they extended their survey of 

Cypriot fabric to Plain White Pottery of late Cypriot date which they
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oorïààered almost certainly to be locally made (Catling and Miliett 

unpublished comm.) The different types M are illustrated in Fig. 16, 

superimposed to the Enkomi RS control. Although there is a good general 

agreement it was decided to use the Enkomi RS group only as control.

A number of randomly chosen group A sherds were re^analysed in order 

to verify the new calibration of the instrument, and their composition 

ranges are shown against the Enkomi Rude Style group in Fig. I7. It is 

clear from this diagram, that a positive assignment of an individual 

sherd to either group is not always going to be possible. For the final 

classification of the Rude Style sherds five categories were formed:

TABLE m i l  Classification of fabric compositions

Category Comments

Enkomi Rude ) 
Style )
Feloponesse A )
A - E

X

Rogues

Sherds were allocated to those two groups only if 
they conformed very closely.

This category contains sherds with composition 
similar both to Enkomi Rude Style and Croup A.

This category includes all sherds with composition 
patterns similar to Enkomi Rude Style but with one 
or two elements differing widely. They are distinctly 
different from Croup A.

This category consists of a small group of RS samples 
having a distinct composition pattern. It includes 
vases from Enkomi and other Messaorian sites.

This category contains sherds which differ their 
chemical composition pattern significantly from 
Enkomi Rude Style, Croup A and all other Bronze Age 
pottery groups so far established.
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Th<" final assignnftnt for individual sherds, except for the Enkomi 

Rude Style control, is shown graphically in TABLE XXIV. The q-values 

of the computer assignment are given in TABLES XXV and XXVI for the 

controls Enkomi Rude Style and Peloponnese average A.

\ Assignment for individual sherds (Enkomi RS excepted)

TABLE sur

nnCOHZ ( MODSRM LOC*L )

PHUiMoinmz,

ASPBBA CBXrUX

PTLA-TXROHT

PICTORIAL CLASS
PROM CTPSU8 AND NAS SBAKRA'

KOUKLIA

XNXOKI <0T8XS},

M -

I i 
'11 ■

■SnKsaL (med.m locftl} tcp a, 3, A. 6»
Plotorlal ol»»« (Xraa CTOr»») 77,' 80, 81. ^
KlnYdlm.35.
Mnronl 38.

Ran gLanra 49, so, s i ,  32, 53,
Pyla-VerKhl 39.
Holft SuLtoa TeXk* 33.
Arp.ra Chiflik 32.

Pictorial O l a » *  (from CTPrua)
71, 72, 75, 76.

(from Raa Shamra)
75, 82, 83, 84, 85, 
86, 87, 88.

Kouklia 54, 60, 62,

 PDLaaoudhl 45, 48.
mctorlal Qlttao (from .Pn>i~ug} 73, 78.

Arporm ÇhlfllX 31.
KnVoml ( Crude dacoratad ) 69» 

I 40, 43. 
mULioD.34.
Arnd^po 30.

Kouklia 55, 57, 58, 6l, 62. 
Prla-Yarghl 4l. 42.
Knkoml (ooar#*) 66, 67, 68,
Flotorlal elaaa (from CT-prual.TO,>74.

Enkomi (aodom locall. LCP 1, 5. : *

Hlloootrao-Kyrania 36.
X

Lnmakft 37.
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1.1

The 29 RS sherds from Enlcomi form one group of normal distribution 

similar to the group M patterns previously recognised in Enkomi by

Catling and Miliett (p. 122 and Pig. 16). All sherds were, as a check, 

individually processed and the computer assignments are given in TABLE XXVI. 

It can be seen that 25 sherds 8 9.7^ out of 29 have figures of merits smaller 

than 1 ; and so underline the usefulness of this group to represent Enkomi 

RS fabric. The remaining four have one or more elements outside the set 

limits.

2.1

Twelve RS sherds representing sites in South Eastern and North Eastern 

Cyprus and notably from Syria conform closely with the Enkomi RS group 

(see TABLE XXVI). A number of RS sherds, however, differed in their clay 

composition from the main group and they are discussed individually.

i) Two sherds from Phlamoudhi 45 snd 48 resemble both group A

and Enkomi RS and it is not possible to attribute them to either. 

Their figurejof merit are 0.79 and O .89 for Enkomi RS and 0,74 

and 0 .6 4 for Group A. It was therefore necessary to classify them 

separately as A - E.

ii) One sherd from Larnaka 37 and one from Milopetres-Kyrenia 36

cannot be fitted into the Enkomi gS group with certainty. Although 

their composition is similar to the RS control group 37 is 

characterised by higher and 36 by lower sodium.
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iii) Some sherds could not be compared with any of the Bronze Age

clay types so far established»

Five such sherds: Aradippo 30
Arpera 31
Kition 34
Pyla Verghi 4O and 43

are all of a very distinct composition type and form small grou Z*

They share the same characteristics with two samples from Enkomi, ie

a RS sherd 26. and a crude sherd 69, which is decorated in the RS but

in which seem to be of non RS fabric. The composition pattern of group Z

is shovm in Pig. 18 against the Enkomi RS control group.

iv) Two other sherds Pyla-Vergbi 41 and 42, very similar to

each other are unlike all other samples and are labelled as

’Rogues* they are plotted in figure I9 .

3.1
Kouklia 54 from Karageorghis* phase A, seemingly of standard 

Mycenaean technique, and decorated with a finely drawn bull eating a 

plant, was in the first instance assigned to group A. Recently, 

however, we were able to compare all our analyses with a new composition 

type, said to be local to Kouklia (type T, Catling and Miliett, 

unpublished communication). It appears now, that the clay composition of

54, and indeed of two Kouklia sherds discussed below, is as close to type

T as type A. The element plots in Fiÿ. 20 bear this clearly out,

(13) Local origins for Kouklia 54 are also suggested by a recently
published fabric analysis of this vase employing another technique 
Karageor^is, Asaro and Perlman M  (1972) Heft 2,
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Two samples from Kouklia 62 and 60 were as 54 above first assigned 

to Group A. In the light of what has been said about 2 and A, 62 

must be regarded as possible local product and in fact it is close 

to 54# 60 had been assigned to A with a figure of merit close to 

the set limit (O.9 6 against 1.0). Althou^ it is unlike T it seems wiser 

to set it in the same category with 54 and 62.

Of the remaining nine samples from Kouklia four have been placed into 

category X. Sample 5^> 64 and 63 are similar in their general 

characteristic to Enkomi ES except for the element nickel, which is much 

lower. Sample 64 differs in higher magnesium. Five samples 55) 57) 5^,

61 and 62 show widely differing compositions and they have been classified 

under E.

The clay types encountered in the ES fabrics from Kouklia differs much 

more than those from other sites. This fact is paralleled by Catling 

and Millett’s study of pottery from Late Cypriot of Kouklia (unpublished) 

comm.). Twenty samples of Plain White Wheelmade pottery produced no 

coherent group and they suspect unhomogeneities in clay beds or the use of 

clay mixtures to be the reason.

5.1

Of the six samples from modern pottery from the nei^bourhood of 

Enkomi four 2, 3j 4 and 6 show a very close agreement with the RS 

control group (see Pig. 21). Two samples, however, differ slightly in 

chromium, and element which is known to show wider variation. One clay 

sqmple (L cl^y) taken from a clsy bed near Enkomi shows the same general 

pattern as the Enkomi RS group, but differs slightly in chromium and 

aluminium. It has been drawn in Fig. 21 together with the local pottery.
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Three crude Late Bronze Age wares from Enkomi 66, 67 and 68 

differ significantly in their clay composition from Enkomi RS material 

(see Pig. 22).

The strange composition of these crude Late Bronze Age wares from 

Enkomi, which originally were thought to be useful local controls is 

difficult to explain. As they do not show a common composition we suspect 

that they were produced using different clay beds. At present, it is not 

possible to assign them to any known type in Cyprus.

6.1

Of the Pictorial Class examined from Cyprus and Has Shamra, the

majority ie 71) 72, 76, 79) 82 - 88, conformed with the

Peloponnese group A.Of some inteast is this assignment for two crudely 

finished vases 78 and 86.

i) Some notable exceptions were 77) 80 and 8l which conform 
to the RS Enkomi control group (see Pig. 23).

ii) Samples 73 and 78 cannot be attributed to either group A or to 

the Enkomi RS group,

iii) Two samples, a bell krater 74, and unFsg krater with dull slip
and painted with dark brown paint from Aradippo 70/differed in

their clay composition from all known composition types and were 

classified as ’’Rogues”. They differ from type A, and Enkomi RS 

in calcium (see Pig. 24).
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CONCLUSIONS

Speotographic fabric analysis of 29 RS speciments from Enkomi, 

representing all style and shape groups/shows that they form a fairly 

homogeneous group (CH IV 1/1.1 ). They match closely local clay and 

pottery and are almost certainly local to Enkomi (5/5*1)• This result is 

in excellent agreement with a study recently published by Perlman and Asaro, 

which was undertaken by Neutron activation analysis and involved the 

determination of more trace elements than we were able to look at©

A considerable number of RS wares from South/Eastern and North/

Eastern Cyprus and also from the Syrian coast show; a close fit to the 

Enkomi RS control group (CH IV 2/2*1)* Even without being able to compare 

their composition withlocal cl^, it seems highly likely that they were 

produced in Enkomi and traded to these sites.

A number of RS pottery conformed fairly well with the Enkomi RS 

pattern but due to the high similarity required before assigning a sherd 

to it, they could not confidently be classified. As least for the sherds 

from Kouklia in this category, it can be said that they are unlikely to 

represent local ware as their cley composition is distinctly different from 

the local type T.

Turning to the sherds which make up group Z, there is the intersting 

question whether they represent the output of a single workshop, whereas 

the chemical analyses would tend to support this interpretation, it can 

be contradicted by the stylistic argumentation (see CH V p. 1?8 ) .

None of the RS material from Cyprus or the Syrian Coast shares the 

characteristic of Peloponnese clay types to such a degree that it could 

possitively be regarded as Mycenaean import. There remains the open
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question of the sherds from Kouklia, which in their composition could he 

either, hut it would seem to us unwise to advocate RS import hgsed on the 

present results.

Most of the Pictorial Class examined was found, in excellent agreement 

with Catling and Miliett (I9 6 5) and Perlm^K and Asaro (1973)j to conform 

to Peloponnese A. Of some interst are three samples which fit very well 

the Enkomi RS pattern. Although the presence of a clay bed of identical 

clay composition to that from Enkomi in the Peloponnese can not be ruled 

out, this result suggested that fine Pictorial Class pottery was made in 

Cyprus.

On the other hand, the conformity with group A of some rather 

sub-standard Pictorial Class wares suggests that substandard wares are not 

exclusively the product of Cypriot imitators.
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Computer Assignment * Individual members of Enkomi RS control group 

TABLE XXV

SAMPLE NO ENKCMI A.(PELOPONNESE)

1 0.73
2 0.65
3 1.53
4 0.45
5 2.01
6 0.24
7 0.83
8 0.40
9 0.74
10 0.15
11 0.68
12 0.31
13 0.40
14 0.28
15 0.45
16 0.49
17 0.63
18 0.25
19 3.95
20 0.30
21 0.61
22 0.29
23 0.35
24 0.40
25 1.03
26 0.61
27 0.49
28 . 0.29
29 0.75

Here, as in TABLE XXVI below, A value or figure of merit approaching 

unity is indicative of a good fit with the group attributed (see above p. 12&.
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COMPUTER ASSIGNMENT 
RS AND OTHER
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SITE

Aradippo
Arpera

H8T
g.tion
KLavdia
kyrenia
Larkaka
Maroni
Pyla-Veighi

Ailamoudhi

SAMPLE ENKOMI A. (PELOPONNESE)

Has Shamra

Kouklia

Enkomi (Crude)

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60 
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68 
69

1.95
0.98
0 . 4 3

1 .3 5
0 .5 5
1.62
1 .7 5
1.41
0.69
3.71
2.70
1.51
1.77
0 .5 4
0.79
0.32
0.71
0.89
0.25
0.34
1.39
0.11
0.86

0 .91

1.620.60
1.22
2.07
2.96
1.39
7 .4 4
1 .9 0

1.22

0 .7 4

0.64

0.71
4 .6 9

2.00
2 .5 3
0.76
0.96
1 .3 7
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TABLE XXVI cont 

SITE

Pictorial Class 
from Cyprus

Aradippo

Arpera
Enkomi

HST
Larnaka
Pyla-Vergfai

Pictorial Class 
from HAS Shamra

SAMPLE ENKOMI A. (PELOPONNESE)

TO
71
72
73
74
75
77
78
7980 
81

82
83
84
8586
8788

0o71

0.40

0.81
0.65

1.08
0.42
0.93

1.15
0.33

0.66
0.37

0.47
0.41
0.740.82
0.35
0.42
0.56
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APPEÎIDIX I

CATALOGUE OF VASES ANALYSED

(Unpublished or badly known vases are emphasised by an asterisk)
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1*
EIUCOMI Pl. 17/2 Figs. 2/9 and 15/3, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I966)

RS BELL KRATER, rim and upper body sherds. 13 x 11 and 7 x 12 cm.

Beige clay. Thick buff slip. Reddish in parts. Lustrous bright 
red paint.

A bull in outline facing to right and eating a plant. This animal has 
a thick dorsal line, a large eye surrounded by curved lines and three 
thick curved lines across the neck. The fill-in consists of dots, 
small and comma-like at the front. Also a stemmed spiral, and two 
large oval paint brush daubs towards the rear.

cf. Nouv Doc. PL XXIV/1&6
2
EMCOICE PI. 3 /2 Fig. 2/1 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I946)

RS KRATER FS 8-9, rim and body sherd. I7 x 7 cm.

Beige clay. Buff slip. Dark brown paint.

The rear half of a bull in outline facing left. Thick dorsal line 
curve continuing thin but uninterrupted to form the underside. Part of 
the hind leg and tail are visible. Filled in with irregular patches 
of paint.

cf. Walters, BMC C4I8 

3*
EMOMI PI. 1/1 Fig. 2/3 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I962)

RS BELL KRATER, fragments. 1 1 x 9 x 1 2 x 6  cm.

Buff clay and slip. Red-brown to dark brown paint.

A bull reaching down for a plant. This bull is facing left and is 
probably one of a confronted pair, as in the 0425 fragments (Walters 
1912, 8 8, Fig. 0425), which are likely to belong to the same vase.
The lower hind quarters of the animal are missing. The upper contours 
of the bull are rendered by a comparatively thin continuous line, 
curving up from the hind quarters to the shoulders, and then down 
along an extended neck, to a square-ended muzzle. Ears, eyes, legs 
and hooves are finely drawn and attention is given to drawing the bull’s 
dewlap.Fill-in consists of a thick irregular mottle.
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4*
BNKOMI Pis. 1/2, 9/1 Figs. 2/l, 4/I, 12/5, in Enkomi-Alasia
storerooms (1967)

RS BELL KRATER, reconstructed from fragments. H.27 cm D.29 cm. 

Reddish fabric. Creamy lustrous slip. Lustrous red to brown paint. 

Side I.
A bull in outline facing to right. Head wanting. Finely drawn hind 
quarters and legs. An effort is made to render the relief of the 
inner hind leg by short horizontal strokes. Curved lines on sides 
and waist.
Side II.
A procession to right of two long beaked birds. On the rearmost, the 
tail and wing are missing. The bird in front is almost intact and has 
a fan tail and a curved wing. Unlike the former which is filled in 
with only straight lines at the neck and tail, this bird also has
curved line on the wing and breast.

cf. Nouv.Doo. PL. XXIV/5. & XXVl/6-7.
5
BMOÎCE PI. 3/1, 1959/11-26/1 in Cyprus Museum 
RS BELL KRATER, neck and upper body sherd.

Yellow clay and dark brown paint.

The front half of a bull reaching down for a plant. Vertical border
lines stylised into a spiral tree of two branches.

Nouv. Doc. 244 PL :(XIV/2.
6*
BNKOMI Fig. 2/8 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1971)
RS BELL KRATER, body sherd. 6 x 6 cm.

Yellow white clay and slip. Dark brown paint.

Hind leg of a bull?

Alasia I 72 FIG. 14/19- 
of. Nouv. Doc. PL XXIV/5.
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rEMOMI Fig. 2/11, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I965)

RS BELL KRATER Body sherds 6 x 5.5 cm 5 x 3,5 cm.

Buff clay. Reddish-buff lustrous slip and lustrous red paint.

Two legs of a goat? and the lower parts of two leaves.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXIII/7 .
8
EMOMI, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I963)

RS BELL KRATER? Body sherd 6 x 5.5 cm.

Fabric red in centre. Slip buff-red. Dark brown paint.

Mottle fill in of bull?

Alasia I PIG. 25/4 
9
ENKOIÆI Pis. 10/ 1, 14/2 , A2020 and A2021d in Cyprus Museum

RS BELL KRATER, partly reconstructed. D. 23 cm.

Pink-buff clay. Buff slip. Lustrous red to brown paint.
Side I.
Confronted birds with stylised tree between them.
Side II.
Spiral tree motif of six symetrically antithetic stemmed spirals on 
Central metope of vertical wavy lines. To the left the hind quarters 
of a goat? facing to left. On to this vase appears to join a sherd 
decorated with the forequarters of the same goat or deer (now in 
Medechavmuseet, Stockholm).

C.V.A. C.M. 16 PL.15/1-2 .

Nouv. Doc. 245, 2 4 7, 2 5 5, PLS, XXI/4 , XXV/4.
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10*
EMOMI Eig. 4/Ô, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I962)

RS BELL KRATER body sherd. 11 x 1? cm.

Buff clay and slip. Paint red-brown to dark brown.

The neck and breast of a bird in outline (facing to right). Two 
vertical borderlines.

cf. Walters, ^  8? FIG. 152 
11
EMOMI PI. 10 /4 Fig. 4/5 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1966)

RS BELL KRATER, body sherd. 15*5 % 7*5 cm.

Hard reddish fabric. Lustrous yellow - green slip (finger print 
visible). Paint is matt brown.

The speckled breast of one bird the rear and part of the wing of 
another. Both facing to right. Tlie wings of this bird are cross- 
hatched and the tail has the shape of a fish’s.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PLS. XXV/5 and XXVI/4.
12*
EMOMI PI. 10/2 , Figs. 4 /7 and 15/2, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I965)

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherds with handle. I4 x 24 cm and 
12 X 7-5 cm. Diam. 21 cm.
Soft chalky reddish fabric and lusterless reddish slip. Dull red to 
black paint.

i. Pan tail and curved wing of bird facing to right. Vertical line 
between the handle roots and a stemmed spiral as vertical borderline.
ii. Head and breast of bird facing right. A large triangular head 
with a straight beak and a mottle - filled breast.
13*
EMOMI PI. 9 /2 and Pigs. 6/2, 14/9 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1949)

RS BELL KRATER, rim fragment. 7 % 5-5 cm.

Gritty reddish—buff fabric a slightly whiter lusterless slip and 
faded red paint.

Elongated fan tail and rectilinean wing of bird facing right. Thick 
contour and fill-in lines. Wing is filled with six spots and short brush 
strokes.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXV/5.
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14*
EMOMI Pl. 10/3 Fig. 6/3, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I962)

PlS bell KRATER, rim fragment. I4 x 6 cm.

Yellow fabric. Cream-yellow slip. Dark brown peeling paint.

Pantail of bird drawn in very thick outline.
15
ENKOICE PI. 12/1 Pig. 6/6 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1970)

RS BELL KRATER, handle and rim fragments. 30 x 13 cm. Diam; 30 cm.

Red to pink fabric and lustrous cream-white slip. Dark brown paint, 
red at the rim.

Part of the head and horns of a goat facing right. Goat is reaching up 
to the leaves of a plant, whose stem runs horizontally across a cross 
hatched group of borderlines, and the handle area.
16*
EÎIKOMI PI. 12 /3 Pig. 6/9 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I969)

RS BELL KRATER? body sherd. 8 .5 x 8 cm.

Reddish white flecked clay and buff slip. Bright red paint.

A goat? Hind legs and head not preserved. Part of one long curved 
horn super-imposed on body, and forelegs visible. Body filled-in 
with short curved lines. Parts of another creature and a circle visible 
in the background.

cf. Ugaritica II PIG. 9I/II.
17
EMOMI PI. 12/2 Pig. 6/8 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I963)

RS BELL KRATER. Rim sherd. 6 x 4 cm.

Pink clay. Thick yellow slip and dark brown paint.

Neck and parts of head and horns of a goat facing right.

Alasia I 109 FIG. 25/5.
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18
EMOMI Fig. 6/10, in Enkorni-Alasia storerooms (I963)

RS BELL KEA'TER, body sherd. 6 x 25 cm.

Reddish clay. Buff slip. Paint dark red to brown.

Thick dorsal line and six curved fill-in lines of a fragmentary goat.

Alasia I FIG. 2 5 /7

19*
ENKOMI Fig. 8/ 1, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (i960)

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherds. Actual height 19 cm. Diam. 12 cm.

Yellow clay, fired hard. Thin dull slip. Dark brown paint, partly 
red at rim.

Floral spiral motif. Two small stemmed spirals antithetically 
suspended on apex of stroke-filled triangular central column. Four 
other longer stemmed spirals rising obliquely from base of same.

of. Nouv. Doc. PL XXVIII/5 .
20
BNKOMI PI, 16/1 A2020d and A2021d in Cyprus rkiseum

RS BELL KRATER, rim body and handle sherds. Actual height 16.5 cm.
Diam. 18.7 cm.

Reddish clay, cream white slip and light brown to red paint.

Two large thick spirals antithetically suspended on the apex of a 
stroke- filled triangle.

Nouv. Doc. 259 and PL. XXVIII/5 .
21*
ENKOMI PI. 15/1 Fig. 8/9 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (19&3)

RS BELL KRATER, body sherd. 11.5 x 11 cm.

Red clay. Semi lustrous, buff-red slip and bright red paint.

A spiral tree and part of a spiral triangle which contains two 
horizontal leaves, between the two spirals.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL XXVIII/4.
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22*
EMOMI Pig'. 8/7, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I962)

RS BELL KRATER, body sherd. 9-5 % 8.2 cm.

Pink clay. Thick creamy slip. Dark brown paint.

Two thick stemmed spirals from floral spiral motif, 

cf. Dikaios PL 93/23-25
23
BNKOMI PI. 15/2 Fig. 13/1 , A2034 in Cyprus Museum

RS BELL KRATER, Reconstructed H. 16.5 cm. D. 18.7 cm.

Buff clay and slip. Semi-brilliant orange paint.

Face I: two triangular floral motifs.
Face II: one spiral tree antithetic spirals.

Nouv. Doc. 255 PL. XXVIII/ 4  Fig. 5l/4-
24
ENKOMI Fig. 8 /4 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I9 6I)

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherd 12 x 5*4 cm.

Reddish clay. Thick lustrous beige slip. Dark brown to red, faded 
paint.

Part of one spiral triangle. Fill in of three thick vertical lines 
joined by many thin horizontal lines.

cf. Walters, K  87 FIG.I52

25*
ENKOM PI. 15 /3 and Fig. 8/5, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1949)

RS BELL KRATER rim fragment. 6 .4  x 4 cm.

Fine pink clay. Creamy white lustrous slip. Paint light to dark 
brown.

A hanging row (F.M. 51/23) of 4, small inverted, stemmed spirals below 
the rim of the krater.
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26*
ENKOMI Fig. 8/2, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1949)

RS BELL KRATER, rim fragment 10 x 5-5 cm.

Pink clay. Lustrous buff slip paint. Light to dark brown.

One hanging stemmed spiral at rim part of similar motif? lower 
down on the panel.
27*
ENKOMI Fig. 8/3, in Enicomi-Alasia storerooms (I969)

RS BELL KRATER? body sherd 10 x 10.7 cm.

Red clay. Yellow-green slip. Red-brown paint.

Spiral band decoration.

of. Nouv. Doc. PL.XXVIIl/8.
28*
ENKOMI PI. 16/2 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (19&3)

RS AMPHOROID KRATER, long neck and body sherds reconstructed.
Actual height 15*5 cm. Diam. 26 cm.

Red clay. Lusterless yellow slip. Pale red paint.

Running spiral band with dotted interior.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXVIII/9 .
29
ENKOLLE Pig. 8/10, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1947)

RS BELL KRATER, fragment with vertical upper sides some of rim and 
one horizontal loop handle survives. 15-4 x 11 cm.

Reddish clay. Thick lusterless reddish slip. Paint dark brown to 
black.

Mound effect (cf. Walters, BMC 87 Fig. I52), created by the super
position of joining, parallel, dot-filled semi-circles extending up 
to the rim, in four "storeys”.

Essai. 17 PI. 2/7 .
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30
AEADIPPO Pl. 22 /2 Figs. 3 /6 and 12/6, AM 679 in Louvre &fuseum,
Dept, des Antiquités Orientales.

RS BELL KRATER. H. 24 cm. D. 27 cm.

Buff-pink clay and slip. Paint in red.

RS bulls, one on each side facing right. The bulls have a very thick 
curved dorsal line and large eyes which are surrounded by curved lines. 
The fill-in consists of thick blotches and vertical lines at the waist. 
Both bulls are eating plants. One bull has three curved lines across 
the neck.

Stubbings, ^  (1951) 171-172 Fig. I 
BCH XXXI 2 3 0, Fig. 6.

31
ARPBRA CHIFLIC PI. I9/4 and Pig. 2/13, 1953. 346 in Ashmolean Museum.

RS BELL KRATER? body sherd. 6.3 x 5 cm.

Greenish buff clay. Reddish buff slip. Dark brown paint.

A bull? Drawn in outline facing to right. The breast, forelegs and 
one hind leg survive. The upper legs are drawn in a manner similar to
F.M. 5/4 .
32*
ARPERA CHIFLIC PI. 19/3 and Pig. 2/10 1953. 340 in Ashmolean Museum.

RS BELL KRATER body sherd. 7»5 x 5 cm.

Buff clay. Yellow buff slip. Paint dark red to brown.

The hind legs and rear underside of a bull moving to right. Dotted 
fill-in.

of. Nouv. Doc. PL XXIV/6.
33
HALA SULTAN TEKKE PI. 19/2 1934/1 -28/1 in Cyprus mseurn 

RS BELL KRATER body sherd 18 x I4 cm.

Buff-pink clay. Smooth cream coloured slip. Orange-red semi lustrous 
paint.

The hind quarters of a goat to right filled-in with paint (with the 
exception of the hooves).

of. Nouv. Doc. . 24 5, PL.XXV/8 PL.XXIII/7 .
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34*
KITION 1963 Pl. 16/2 in,Cyprus Iifuseura

IS EELL KRATER, rim and body sherds. Restored but largely incomplete. 

Reddish buff clay and slip. Bright red paint.

Upper parts of bull facing right with heavy dorsal line. Hind legs 
and parts of forelegs preserved. Head is missing. Filled in with 
dots at the forelegs, small comma-like curves, thick mottle and spirals 
in the body and vertical lines at the waist.
Fragments of similar bull on other side.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXIV/1
35
KLAVDIA PI. 18/1 and Fig. I4/I C421, in British Museum

RS BELL KRATER, restored from fragments. H. 28.5 cm. D. 87.9

A bull on each side facing right and eating a plant. Bulls have heavy 
dorsal lines, and large eyes surrounded by curved lines. Fill-in 
consists of dots and small comma-like curves. Vertical lines are drawn 
across the neck and waist. One of the bulls has a stemmed spiral motif 
as a fill-in element. On one panel the customary borderlines are 
replaced by plant motif.

Walters, BMC 17 
MP 466
Stubbing* B8A 46 (I95l) 1?1 
Nouv. Doc. 2 3 9 - 2 4 0  PL. XXIV/6

36
KYRENIA-MYLOPETRES PI. 23/1-2, 1746 in Cyprus Survey Collection

RS BELL KRATER H. 26 cm. D. 28 cm.

Reddish buff fabric. Buff slip. Paint red to brown.
Side i
A portly bull with a thick dorsal line, small head. Carefully drawn legs
and hooves. Faces right while reaching for a plant. Fill-in consists
of sparce heavy mottling, thin curves behind the neck and forelegs, as 
well as three large curves across the raid section.
Side ii
Two floral spiral motifs. The first consists of eight symetrical 
antithetic spirals on either side of a central column of two vertical 
lines, enclosing an undulating vertical line. The second spiral motif 
to the right consists of two pairs of asymetrically and antithetically 
stemmed spirals, on either side of a central two line column filled with 
oblique strokes. Two long hanging stemmed spirals, their stems joined
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36 (contd)
by vertical lines, hang down obliquely from the left of the column.
Two similar spirals rise obliquely from its base to the right.

BCH. (1970) 207 FIG. 21-2/no 4

37
LARNAKA PI. 17/1, 1958/VI - 20/9 in Cyprus Museum 
RS BELL KRATER fragments.

Reddish-buff clay and slip. Red paint.

One sherd is decorated with a thick dorsal line and head of a bull 
facing right and eating a plant. The bull has large eyes surrounded 
by curved lines. The fill-in consists of comma-like small curves.
The lower hind quarters and legs of another bull filled-in with a 
spiral survive on the second fragment. On the third fragment, the 
forehead and horns of a similar bull and similar plant.

cf. Nouv. Doc. 240 PL. XXI7/I 
Nouv. Doc. PL. XXIV/ 6

38*
MARONI PI, 19/ 1 , Fig. 6/7 , 0426 in British Museum 

RS BELL KRATER rim and body sherd. 13 x 9 cm.

Buff clay. Cream slip. Red to brown paint.

Heads of two long horned stags?, facing right in procession. Horns 
of a third animal visible to the left.

Walters, BMC 8

39
PYLA VERGHI PI. 2l/l in Larnaka Archeological T-Æuseum 

RS BELL KRATER reconstructed from fragments. H. 27 cm.
Buff pink clay and.slip. Orange-brown paint.

Bull with thick dorsal line, facing right towards plant. Curved lines 
across neck and around large eyes. Lines across waist. Stemmed spiral 
on hind quarters.
Similar bull on side two.
Vertical border lines enclosing thin undulating lines,

JlkaloB 917 PI. 233 /3  
of. Houv. Boo. PL. XXIV/ 6
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40
PYLA-VBRGEI Pl. 20/1 in Larnaka Archaeological Museum 

RS A BELL KRATER reconstructed from fragments H. 24 cm.

Reddish clay and slip. Paint is bright red.

Side I: A bull facing to right eating a plant. Thick dorsal line,
curved lines across neck and around large eyes. Filled in with dots 
and at the back, four curved lines. Vertical lines across the waist. 
Bull is eating a plant. Similar composition on side II.

Dikaios 917 PI. 233/1 
cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXIV/6
41
PYLA-VBRGEI in Larnaka Archaeological Museum (Pl. 20/2)

RS BELL KRATER reconstructed from fragments.

Buff-red clay, cream coloured slip, orange brown paint.

Tree motifs on both sides. On side I also a triangular mound of 
joining and superimposed semi circles. (W. 42/21)

Dikaios 917 PL.233/14 
cf. Walters BIC 87

Nouv. Doc. PL XXVIIl/7
42
PYLA-VERGHI PI. 22/1 in Larnaka Archaeological Museum,

RS BELL KRATER reconstructed from fragments H. 31 cm. Base missing. 

Reddish-pink clay. Buff slip. Red paint.

A continuous spiral band with two smaller spirals between each of the 
two horizontal handles.

Dikaios 917 PL 234/1
cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXVIIl/8
43
PYLA-VERGHI PI. 21/2 in Larnaka Museum

RS BELL KRATER reconstructed from fragments H. 30 cm.

Buff reddish clay. Buff slip. Red paint.
Side I an elongated bull drawn in outline with a comparatively thin
dorsal line. Pacing to right. Filled in with sparce dots or short
strokes. Bull is eating plant. Behind the bull a large tree. Similar 
composition on side II.
Dikaios 917 PL. 233/2
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44*
FHLAîiîOUDHI Pl. 30/1,from Columbia University Excavations 

Bell krater? Body sherd 5«5 x 8.7 cm.

Reddish clay and reddish-buff fabric. Paint dark red.

Parts of a spiral.
45*
PHLAIÆOUDHI PI. 30/2, from Columbia University Excavations 

RS BELL KRATER Body sherd. 10 x 5.5 cm.

Dark pink fabric. Buff slip. Dark brown paint.

Three horizontal, interspaced, space filling lines. Traces
of vertical parallel lines of metope.
46*
PHLAÎ/IOUDEI PI. 30/3, from Columbia University Excavations 
RS BELL KRATER body sherd 5 x 3 cm.

Reddish buff clay. Buff slip. Orange paint.

Tv/o? stemmed spirals.
47*
PHLAMOUDHI PI. 30/4» from Columbia University Excavations 

RS BELL KRATER body sherd. 4*5 x 5*3 cm.

Reddish buff clay. Buff slip. Dark brown paint.

One mycenean space filling horizontal line. Part of spiral.
48*
PHLAMOUDHI PI. 30/5, from Columbia University Excavations

RS BELL KRATER Three body sherds 
4.5 X 3 cm.
4 x 3  cm.
4 x 3  cm.

Red fabric and slip. Dark red paint spirals.
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49
RAS SHAMRA., Fig. 7/3 in Musee du Louvre, Dept, des Antiquités 
Orientales

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherd. 21 x 17*7 cm.

Reddish clay. Pink slip. Bright faded red paint.

A long horned, elongated goat facing to right (originally intact save 
for one foreleg. Now, only head survives in Louvre). Thick neck and 
dorsal line. Fill-in consists of nine curved lines across the body 
and some dots.

Ucaritica II 218 Fig. $1/11 
Nouv. Doc. 238

50
RAS SHAIvEA PI. 25/2 and Pig. 3/10, in the Reserves of Musée de 
St. Germain en Laye, France

AS BELL KRATER, largely reconstructed from fragments.

Reddish buff fabric. Thick buff slip. Paint red to brown.

Side I two confronted winged sphynxes. Between them a plant motif.
Sph.ynx facing to left is fragmentary only part of the head, breast 
and forelegs surviving. The other sphynx, also drawn in outline, is 
filled in with irregular strokes, with the exception of the breast 
which is painted-in. The wings are thickly cross hatched.
Side II a bull facing right. Head is not preserved. Dorsal contour 
line varying in thickness. Finely drawn legs and hooves. Fill in 
consists of short strokes at the shoulder and neck, and three curves 
across the neck.

Nouv. Doc. 239-240 PL. XXIV/4 , 5 
cf. Ucaritica II FIG. 59/46, 60/I8

51*
HAS SHAîvffiA PI. 8/5 , No. 76833 in the Musee de St. Germain en Laye, France 

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherd. 7*5 x 11*5 cm.
Reddish buff clay and slip. Paint dark brown- red.

A large carelessly drawn stemmed spiral.
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52
RAS SHAMRA Pig. 4/3, No. 76882 in Musee de St. Germain En Laye, France 

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherd.

Reddish clay. Buff brown slip. Red-brown faded paint.

The head, breast and vertical wing of a long beaked bird facing to ri^t. 
Drawn in outline, and filled in with oblique and vertical brush strokes 
in the body, and horizontal strokes in the wing. Behind the bird, super
imposed on the wing; there survive two leaves of a tree. The bird 
representation is therefore likely to belong to a heraldic composition 
of jucsta posed animals.
Two vertical border lines visible in front of bird.

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL XXVl/9
53
RAS SHAMRA PI. 25/l and Fig. 1$/l, No. 76721 in Musee de St. Germain En 
Laye, France

RS BELL KRATER, reconstructed from fragments H. 27.8 cm. D. 27.5 cm. 

Pink paint, cream slip. Bright red paint.

Side I: A bull drawn in outline while reaching up for a plant. Thin 
dorsal line doubled at the shoulder. Small head. Fill-in consists of 
sparce mottle and four vertical curves at the narrow waist. A stemmed 
spiral in the foreground and below the bull, five semi-circles joined 
together side by side.
Side II. An antithetic spiral motif, A central narrow vertical column, 
filled with oblique strokes.
Two long stemmed spirals hang obliquely on either side of column. Two 
others also oblique, rise up from the sides to touch the column near its 
centre. On each side of the column the stems of the two spirals are 
joined by strokes.

ÏÏG,II FIG. 60/22, 23 
Nouv. Doc. 2 3 7. 238 
Benson, AJA (I967) 316

54
KOUKLIA PI. 26/5 , KD. 202 in Kouklia Archaeological Museum 

RS BELL KRATER, rim and body sherd.

Reddish buff clay. Thick white slip. Lustrous dark brown paint.

The head, breast and foreleg of a bull finely drawn in contour, facing 
right, and eating from a three branched plant, which is thickly covered 
with leaves. A large triangular eye and ear. The fill-in consists of 
curved lines used to express the third dimention.
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54(contd)

Nouv. Doc. 236 4 & 5 PL XXIIl/5AJA. (196^ 317
AA (J972j HEFT 2/188-197 

55*
KOUKLIA Fig. 2/4 , TE III I30 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms 

JUG, neck and body sherd. 5.8 x 4 cm.

Reddish fabric. Buff slip. Red-brown paint.

Part of the back of a bull in outline facing to right. Thin dorsal 
line, traces of three curved lines across neck. Ear filled with 
oblique strokes. Traces of curved horns. Fill-in of irregular dots 
and strokes.
56
KOUKLIA PI. 26/1, TE III 35 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms 

RS BELL KRATER, upper body sherd. 9.8 x 10 cm.

Reddish clay and slip. Red paint.

The side, breast, neck and part of forelegs and head of a lion? facing 
to right.
Thin dorsal line rising sharply to form the neck. One tooth visible in 
lower jaw. Filled in with vertical curves across the body and along 
the neck. One large paint splotch on shoulder. Legs contain circular 
curves and straight lines.
Although drawn in contour, an effort is made by fill-in, to express 
relief,

RDAC (1969) 42 PL IV. 2 (number wrongly given as TE III 39)
57*
KOUKLIA PI. 29/2 , TE III 39 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms 

RS BELL KRATER, rim and upper body sherd. Rim is long and oblique. 

Gritty, yellow clay. Buff slip. Dark brown paint.

Three horizontal mycenean filling lines, unusually situated immediately 
below rim. Plant motives. Two plants made up of vertical branches with 
oblique strokes on each side. To the left of these, a tree with long 
branches rising obliquely from the vertical trunk, three on each side. 
These branches then curve round and then down again parallel to the 
trunk. The top-most of these have similar small oblique strokes as 
on the proceeding two plants.
On either side of these, traces of two verticallines, similar to the 
more customary RS borderlines, but many times wider, with oblique cross- 
hatching.
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58*
KOUKLIA Pl. 27/2, TE III 126 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms 
KRATER ERAGmNT? 3.2 x 3 cm.
Chalky buff clay. White slip. Red-brown paint.
Plant motif on possibly legs of a quadruped.
59*
KOUKLIA PI. 27/1 , TE III 132 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms

A BELL KRATER? body sherd. 5.3 x 3.5 cm.

Reddish clay. Buff red slip. Red-brown fabric.
Fish-like creature? Also, two vertical lines containing five 
horizontal concentric curves.
60
KOUKLIA PI. 26/3 , TE III 36A in Kouklia Excavation storerooms
JUG neck and body sherds. Reconstructed di .mentions: 12.4 x 12 cm.

Yellow fabric and slip. Dark brown paint.

A bird with up curved beak and large round eye facing right. Drawn 
with thick contour lines and filled in with cross-hatching. Wing 
painted brown, part of the wing' and tail of a similar bird to the 
right.
Neck of jug painted with series of parallel wavy curves.

RDAC 1969: 4 0 , 4 2, PL III 6 
BOM 1969; 535 FIG. 173
61*
KOUKLIA PI. 2 7 /3 and Fig. 2/7, TE III 128 in Kouklia Excavation 
storerooms

KRATER? Body sherd with carination 5*4 x 2 .4  cm.
Reddish buff clay. Thick white slip. Dark brown paint.
The underside of a bull facing left?
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62
KOUKLIA PI, 26/4, TE VIII 9 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms,

BOWL Rim and body sherd. 11.8 x 8.3 cm.

Buff fabric. V/hite slip. Dark brown paint.
The front half of a long necked bird with an upward curving beak.
Drawn in contour and facing left. Fill-in consists of dots on the
breast and back, and curved lines across the S curving neck.

RDAC 1969: 4 0, 42 PL. 4/3
of. Tarsus II PL. 335/1323, 1324
63
KOUKLIA PI. 27/4 , TE III 33 in Kouklia Excavation storerooms

BELL KRATER Rim and body sherd. 14*9 % 14*5 cm.
Greenish buff fabric and slip and dark brown paint.

Parts of two stemmed spirals from a spiral band.

RDAC 40 n 3, 42 PL. IV/ 4  

cf. Nouv. Doc. PL. XXVIIl/8
64
KOUKLIA PI. 26/2, TE III 34 in Kouklia Excavation storeroom 
BELL KRATER? body sherd.

Reddish buff fabric white slip and red paint.

A fish moving to right. The tail is not preserved. Head is drawn 
in contour, body and fins are painted in. In the foreground 
the tail of another fish?

p A C  4 0 , 42 PL. IV/1
(publication gives number as TË III 38)
65
KOUKLIA PI. 28/1-2 and PI. 29/1, KATI 33 in Kouklia Archaeological 
Museum

SIDE-SPOUTED JUG. JB. 43 reconstructed from fragments. H. 22.2 cm 
circular splaying lip. Concave - sided neck one vertical handle 
extending from lip to shoulder. Body globular in shape. Immediately 
above the broadest part of body, and vertically opposed to handle (but 
rather off centre towards the handle), there are traces of an open 
spout of circular section. Inside this spout the body is pierced by 
twenty small holes, which presumably served to act as a strainer for 
the contents. Base is ringed.
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65 (contd)
Reddish buff clay and slip. Paint is orange. The outer face of the 
handle is painted and the paint extends up on to the lip, which was 
painted inside and out with a band of about 1 era’s thickness. A 
similar band of paint is situated at the base of the neck.

At the broadest part of the body there are three horizontal space 
filling lines of type. Above these, the pictorial decoration
of a procession (to right) headed by a bird preceding two bulls. On 
the back of the hindmost bull sits a second bird, a third bird stands 
behind this bull.
This composition extends from the left side of the spout, to the 
vicinity of the vertical handles root and covers nearly three quarters 
of the upper half of the vase.
Drawn from the base of the neck to the horizontal lines below, two 
vertical borderlines delimit its horizontal extent.
One is situated to the left of the spout. The other is beside the 
handle, A third group of borderlines is symmebrically situated on the 
other side of the handle to the right of the spout.
Each of the borderlines consists of four vertical lines, the inner two 
being filled by another widely zig-zagging line.
Between the borderlines on either side of the handle a thin stemmed 
spiral rising from the base of the lines to the right.
Above the spout, a triangle of parallel lines extending to the neck’s 
base. Triangle filled in with dense, oblique cross hatching.
The birds which resemble goats are drawn in outline and have large oval 
bodies with miniscule fan tails and long thick necks.
The fill in consists of horizontal strokes across the neck.
Their bodies are divided in two equal parts by a group of vertical lines, 
The foremost bird is filled-in with groups of five concentric semi
circles, based on the contour and waist lines.
Both halves of the hindmost two birds, whose necks and are turned to 
look behind, are filled in with oblique cross hatching.
The two bulls, also in outline, have thick long bodies, their dorsal 
line is thinner than is customary in the RS, and curves up to emphasise 
the back at the shoulders, before curving down to the head which has an 
oval shaped eye.
Unusually an effort is also made to render the upper calves of the 
forelegs.
The relief of the inner hind leg is moreover expressed by thin 
horizontal lines.
Each bull’s body is divided into three parts, by two sets of vertical 
lines, behind the forelegs and in front of the hind legs respectively. 
The central section so formed is in each case filled with an S shaped 
curve.
Aside from the upper part of the forelegs, and the ears which are filled 
in by oblique strokes, sections of the bulls bodies are filled in with 
an irregular mottle of small dots. There are also curved lines across 
the neck.

of. Dikaios 847, PL 75/18 
HDAC 1967: 30, PL. VIl/3
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66*
ENKOMI Pl. 31/1, in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (I967)

BOWL sherd with a spreading rim and globular body. Thin section.
8 .9  X 9*9 cm. D. 10 cm.

Reduced buff-grey clay with white grits. Burned on outside.
67
ENKCHŒ PI. 31/2 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1967)

BOWL, rim and body sherd with one vertical handle. Rim is spreading 
and body globular. Handle is of flattened ridged section. 11.7 x 23.2 
cm. Max. internal diameter 28 cm.

Soft yellow fabric and yellow slip.
68
ENKOMI PI. 31/3 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms

BOWL? sherd with spreading rim and globular body. One short vertical 
loop handle of flattened, rectangular, but slightly concave section 
immediately below rim.

Reduced buff-grey clay. The outside is pitted and burned black.
69*
ENKOMI PI. 31/4 , in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms

KRATER? Body sherd 6.9 x 4-9 cm. Thick gritty section.

Yellow clay and slip, dark brown paint.

Part of one spiral and apex of a horizontal spiral triangle, 

cf. Walters M  FIG.152
70*
ARADIPPO PI. 34/1, AM. 677 in léxsee du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales

KRATER FS 8

Light pink clay, beige slip and dark red-brown paint.

Pictorial panels
Side I: Chequers in the centre occupying approximately one third of
the panel. On each side of chequers a pucranium FM 4/2 .
Side II; Similar composition.

II
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71 ,
ARADIPPO PI, 34 /2 AM, 676 in îiÆusee du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales

KRATER FS 8
Reddish clay. Dull reddish slip. Red-brown paint.

Side I Two processions.
A. L-R Two men of. W  I/ 4  and one IM I/2 5 man, armed with spear,
advancing to the right towards an M  I/ 4  man seated on a throne facing
left (a bird sitting on back of seat).
B, Three other armed gY I/2 5 warriors facing right towards another 
seated figure facing left. Background of isolated circles of sea 
anemone type.
Side II which is fragmentary is divided into four small panels, by three 
thick parallel chevron bands 58/IO.
Panel A: Two men cf. |M 1/25 facing right.
B and C: legs of similar man.
D; lower half of a robed figure.
Isolated sea anemone fill-in, isolated pairs of quirks.
Myc III A: 2 - Myc III B.

Greece in the Bronze Age 206 PIG. 36

72
ARPERA PI. 35/1 Fig. II/4 , Aï? 676 in Musée du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales.

BELL KRATER H. 26 cm D. 28.4 cm.

Buff fabric. Lustrous buff slip. Dark brown paint.

Three rings on inner walls and another near rim.

Pictorial decoration
Side I; A bull in outline facing left. Bull in profile save head which 
is painted in, and is drawn full face. cf. FM 3/4 .
Bull is divided into three sections. The forelegs and neck are filled 
in with dotted circles containing small circles. Along the insides of 
the centre body contour lines, two rows of superimposed small circles and 
semi-circles forming a scale or net pattern. Two parallel rows of 
joining circles along the middle of the centre body. On the bulls 
circular run^; five groups of parallel radii made up of short dashes 
having a wheel-spoke effect. The inside of the upper hindleg is filled 
with short horizontal strokes. Two palm trees behind bull in the 
background. Pore and aft of bull, a lozence.
Side II; Similar bull facing to right. Fore and aft of bull, background 
motifs of concentric circles, in place of Lozences.
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73
ENKOMI Pl. 35/2 , AM 2089 in Musée du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales

AMPHOROID KRATER, fully reconstructed from fragments H. 36

Yellow fabric. Lustrous yellow slip. Dark brown to black paint.

Side I; Antithetic long legged bulls cf. ^  3/l, in a heraldic scene 
of confrontation. The bulls are back to back with heads turned back 
facing each other. Between the bulls a rosette. One rosette also in 
front of each bull and two others under the bull to the right. Above 
and below bull to the left mycenaeaw) rock work. Rock work also on the 
ground between the bulls. Background also filled in with one papyrus 
plant ÎTÆ 4V9j and isolated potted circles.
Side II; Similar bulls in procession to the right. Background filled 
with papyrus tufts. One rosette and isolated circles of sea anemone 
type and curved stripes.

Enkomi-Alasia PLs. XVII and XVIII 
74*
ENKOMI? PI. 36/1 Fig. 11/2 , AI'I 2663 Cyprus in Musee du Louvre. Département 
des Antiquités Orientales

BELL KRATER reconstructed from sherds. T&ich restored. H. 29 cm D. 32 cm. 

Reddish fabric and beige-red slip. Paint red to dark brown.

Pictorial decoration
Side I; A procession of three long legged goats cf. FM 6/2 to right, 
except for face which is in outline. The contours are filled in with 
paint. Background decorated with isolated circles PM 41/13 and larger 
circles containing a quatre-foils and rosettes.
Side II; Similar composition Myc III B.

Missions 74 PL. XXXIII/ 5  Fig. 371 
75 ^
ENKOMI PI. 36 /2 Fig. 12/1 , AO 18591 in Musee du Louvre. Département 
des Antiquités Orientales
BELL KRATER, reconstructed from fragments. H. 27 cm D. 30 cm.
Reddish fabric and reddish buff slip. Paint dull red-brown.
Pictorial decoration.
Side I; At the centre of panel a large scale pattern, contained by a 
pair of four vertical parallel lines. On each side, bull protomes FM 
3 /1 7 facing to right. Two sea anemone |M 27/16 motifs fore and aft of 
bull to left. Similarly situated, two rosettes with bull to right.
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75 (contd)
Unusually, this pictorial class-composition has six borderlines near one 
of the handles at left. These are wider apart than in the RS and the 
inner two lines are joined by eight groups of short parallel horizontal 
strokes, rather than oblique strokes as in the RS.
Side II; A procession to right of four similar protomes (head missing 
on bull to right).
In front of each bull a sea anemone or a rosette,
Myc III B.

Missions 79 FIG, 37
76
EMKOm PI. 37/1, A 20231 in Cyprus Ifaseum

AÎÆPHOROID KRATER, neck and upper body sherd, 12 x 19 cm.

Pink fabric. Oream slip. Orange paint.

The hind quarters and part of the tail and one leg of a mycen&/4.'*\ III B 
bull, in outline facing to right. Mottle fill-in of mycenA<*.^lozenges.
77*
EMOMI PI, 37 /2 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (1948)

KRATER Body sherd. 7 cm x 5 cm.

Reddish clay and reddish buff slip. Red-brown paint.

Tentacles of a Pictorial Class -^^c.III B cuttlefish,
78*
ENKOMI 1949 in Enkomi-Alasia storerooms (Pl, 37/3)

AMPHOROID ERATER? body sherd, 4 % 3.8 cm.
Yellow clay. Yellowish slip. Bark brown paint.

Part of the head and body of an PM 1/5-6 man. Breast of similar man 
to the left,
79
HALA SULTAN TEKKE Pig. 2/12, 1953. 423 in Ashmolean mseurn, Oxford 
JUG, neck and upper body sherd 7*5 % 4*5 cm.

Pink clay. Buff slip. Red-brown paint.

Thick paint stripe on body and neck at their junction. Pictorial 
composition of two confronted bulls. Bull to right only horns remain. 
Bull to left in outline has similar upward curving horns, A triangular 
head with large round eye, bent downwards. Fill-in consists of thin 
lines in the shape of the accent circumflex.
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80
LAMAKA Pl. 37/4 1958 VI-20/7 in Cyprus Museum 
AMPHOROID KRATER, neck and upper body sherd. I4 x 8.6 cm.

Pink clay. Cream slip. Orange paint.

Breast, neck and head of a ZM 3/2 bull drawn in outline facing
to right. Filled in with patches of trefoil outline. Bull is bending 
down and has lines across the neck in a manner reminiscent of the RS.
In front and bending down over bull, a stylised papyrus tuft.

CVA CM: 4-5 PL 5 
BCH 1959: 339 FIG 3
81
PYLA-VERGHI PI. 38/1, in Larnaka Archaeological kluseum 

BELL KRATER, reconstructed from fragments. H. 32 cm.

Buff clay and slip. Lustrous orange paint.

Side I; Bull with very elongated body facing to right. Bull is drawn 
in outline and is divided into three sections by vertical lines aft of 
the forelegs and before the hind legs.
Central section filled-in with dotted single or double circles enclosing 
ring. Fore and aft sections filled in with right angled U shapes.
Behind the bull a man filled in with paint, touches bull with left hand.
In the right hand a staff.
Side II: Similar bull facing right.

Dikaios PL. 234/3 
cf. CVA CM PL. 11/1-6

82
RAS SHAMRA pi. 38/2 , AO 20376 Musee du Louvre Département des 
Antiquités Orientales.

AMPHOROID KRATER.
Light coloured clay beige-red slip. Paint, red to dark brown. White 
paint used to render detail on horses.

Side I: A chariot composition facing right. Three FM I/I8 men on a
chariot with FM 2/4 horses. In the foreground, facing left and confronting 
chariot, an ÎM 7/25 bird. Below horses, a palmette motif. Behind chariot 
two FM palm II motifs and whorl shells. Lozenges and quatre foil
outlines in background.
Side II; Similar with the exception that the chariot carries only two men, 
and that instead of bird, there is an I/2 5 man facir^ right. Mycenean 
III A : 2 - III B.

Ugaritica II 214, 216 FIGS. 89-90 PL. XXXV
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83
RAS SHAÎi'IRA Pl. 39/1, AT'Æ 625 from Mus^ du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales.

AMPHOROID KRATER, restored from fragments. H. 32.5 cm.

Pink fabric. Beige slip. Red-brown paint.

Side I: A chariot (FM 39/20), drawn by 2/24 horses and carrying
three l/20 men. One M  1/25-26 man fore and aft of chariot (facing 
to right).
Side II; Similar composition except for second FM 1/25-6 man, aft of 
chariot.

Syrie XXXIV (1957) 81-92
84RAS SHAMRA PI. 39/2, AO 13143 in Musee du Louvre, Département des 
Antiquités Orientales,

AI.CPHOROID KRATER, neck and body sherd. 20 x 18 cm.

Light beige clay. Beige red matt slip. Dark red-brown paint.

Two FM 1/3 warriors in procession facing to left. Behind the second 
warrior, the hind quarters, tail and legs of a dot-filled quadruped. 
Fore and aft of warriors parallel, chevrons |M 58/22. Background fill- 
in of small circles with dot in the centre.

Syrie XII (1931) PL. IH/2 
Ugaritica II FIG. I2 4 /9

85
RAS SHAMRA PI. 40/I, AO I864I in Musee du Louvre. Département des 
Antiquités Orientales.

SHALLOW BOWL with convey sides and two symmetrically opposed handles 
H. 6 cm D. 24 cm.

Reddish fabric. Slip, beige outside and reddish inside. Paint red- 
brown outside, bright red inside.

Two dof^phins to right, painted-in. Thin curved tails. Small curves 
and stemmed spirals on rim.

Ugaritica II I50 FIG. 57/8
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86
RAS SHAÎvlEA Pl. 40/2, A 0 \81A^ in TÆusée du Louvre, Département des
Antiquités Orientales.

MYCEÎTAEAN PLATE, two s.ynmetrically opposed handles at rim, convey sides. 
H. 6.7 cm D. 2.3 cm.

Reddish clay. Beige red slip. Bright red paint.

Circular lines inside and out. On the inside, below the rim, a 
procession to right of five bulls. Protomes separated by dotted circles. 
Four bulls 3/20 
One bull FM 3/1?
Myc III B

(1933) PL. X (bottom left)
Uaaritica II 154 FIGS. 59/34, 61/A
87
RAS SHAÎ.®A Fig. 7/6, 76714 in Musee de St. Germain en Laye

BELL KRATER Rim and upper body sherds. Rim is thick and sides are 
globular. The horizontal handle is unusually long and pointed at the 
centre.

Buff fabric. Creamy slip. Red-brown paint.

A fragmentary composition in handle zone depicting a procession to right 
of men mounted on |M 2/5 stallions. Painted-in with brown paint, save 
for riders head and the horses neck and face, which are left in outline.
One of the men is armed with a sword.
In the background, lozences and a dotted circle.

Ugaritica I 105 FIG. 96/E 
ïïgaritica II 224 FIGS 94/E 61/A,C
88
RAS SHAMRA Fig. 4/5, 76695 in ÏÆusée Nat.de St. Germain en Laye 

RHYTON incomplete. Actual height 27 cm.

Reddish clay. Beige slip. Red paint on upper half of the vase.

A horse (head wanting) drawn in outline and facing to right. Fill-in
consists of dots with thin curves at the rump. Back to back with this 
mare? A foal (back and head wanting), tearing up. Similar fill-in.

Ugaritica II 218 FIG. 9/5, 16-
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CHAPrm 7

HISTORICAL CONCLUSIONS: TEE COLLATING

OF RUDE STYLE SHAPE. STYLE AND FABRIC 

GROUPS AND THEIR CHRONOLOGY
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This chapter begins with an attempt to compare and correlate the 

style groups drawn up in Chapter II with the shape groups of Chapter 

III.

Coherent Style/Shape groups which emerge, are then compared to 

examples of RS found stratified in excavations in Cyprus and the 

Levant. The object here is to discover the relative chronology of 

the RS vases examined.

These archaelogical conclusions are then compared with the 

guidance from the physical examination of RS’s fabric composition, 

described in Chapter IV.

Finally, the question of the RS’s absolute chronology will be 

considered and an attempt be made to evoke the political and economic 

factors which gave birth to the RS in LC IIC and then brought about 

its demise in LC III.
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STYLE X SHAPE

There is considerable agreement between the Style Groups of 

Chapter II and the Shape Groups of Chapter III. On the whole, 

vases which have a family likeness of style are also alike in shape.

I
The vases of Style Groups 2 and 6 are an example of this. We

have seen that these two groups appeared to be independent of all

others (and of each other), and it is interesting that they again

stand out on the basis of their shape. The only whole bell krater of

Style 6 ie. Enkomi PI. 8/1-2, Fig. 12/4, and the only two bell kraters
(1 )from Group 2 available for drawing in Europe ie. Klav/dia PI. 18/1. 

Fig. 14/1 and Aradippo PI. 22/2, Pig. 12/6, all have the shape of 

Group A (see Fig. 26).

II

Another group of corresponding style and shape consists of Style

Groups 3, 4 and 7, which appear to include the works of a single painter
( 2 )(see Pig. l) and Style 5, which is apparently related to Style 4 

These four groups all use the proportionally lower handled and often 

more biconical B shape bell krater (see Fig. 26),

(1) It has not been possible to obtain profile drawings of other
whole bell kraters decorated in Style 2. An examination of these 
vases does however, make it clear that they have a curved profile 
and horizontal handles, which are situated high on the outer face 
of the vase.
See above p. 54.



An examination of the shapes used by Groups 3,4, 5 and 7, 

moreover confirms the suppositions arrived at by an examination of 

their style. Thus the association of the Style 3 goats with the style 7 

birds and spiral motifs, (see above p.6 2 ) is confirmed by the similar 

rims of;Ras Shamra Fig. 7/3, Fig. 15/5Î Enkomi? Pig. 8/12, Fig. 14/3,' 

Enkomi? Fig. 4/2 , Fig. 14/5;in Shape Group B iii (Fig, 26). The same 

is true for the association of Group 5 with groups 3, 4 and 7, Enkomi 

Fig. 3/4 , Fig. 13/1 from Group 5, having the same B i Shape as Myrtou 

Fig. 5/6 , Fig. 13/2 from Style 7 (Fig. 26). Moreover/drawings which 

appear to be by the samb hand, ie. Enkomi Fig. 3 /2 and Enkomi P I .  5/1*2 
from Group 4 (see above p.lO^Jand Fig. 26), can sometimes be shown to 

have an identical shape, cf. Figs. 13/4 and 13/5 respectively.

Does this mean that the painters of the vases were also the 

potters who fashioned them? This does not appear to be the case.

With only few exceptions^ it is difficult to attribute with 

confidence vases to one painter^even when these come from the same 

group. Yet, even granting that Style Groups could represent the work 

of individuals, the fact that vases of Style 7 can for example use two 

or more different shapes of Group B (Pig. 26), suggests that each 

painter made indiscriminate use of all the Shape B variants. Within 

the limits of stylistic studies,it certainly is impossible to subdivide 

Style Groups further in accordance with peculiarities of the shapes used.
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Also, as was shown above ( l), the birds of Style 7 are

frequently associated with the bulls of Style 4» That the Style 7 

bird of Myrtou Fig. 5/6, Fig. 13/2 should use an identical Bi shape 

as the Style 5 bull on Enkomi Fig. 3/4, Fig. I3/I (Fig. 25), would 

certainly suggest that two different painters used the same shape, 

which presumably,was made by a third individual.

It might also be argued that these links existing between Style 

Groups 3, 4 7 and 8, and the shapes of Groun B, are que to their being: 

the product of one workshop.

Ill

Less clear cut is the correspondence of Shape C with the bird 

drawings of Styles P and 9*

The difficulty of drawing: a line between the birds of Styles 7, 8 

and 9 will be recalled (see above p.5#/,while Group C which consists of 

only one whole vase is less well defined than any of the other shape 

groups.

If all the Group C vases are in fact decorated with birds of Styles 

6 and 9;it must be mentioned that Enkomi PI. II/3 , Fig. 15/4 of Style 8 

appears to be of Shape B (see Fig. 26). V/e have seen that Shape C is 

unlikely to be made by the same man or men as Shape E. However, in view 

of the fact that both shape groups may be decorated in Style 8, it might 

be plausibly argued that the two shapes are related.
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Given the possibility that the birds of Styles 8 and 9 are 

evolved from those of Style 7 the vases of Group 8 and 9/C might 

perhaps be later than Group 3,4, 7 and 5/B.

There is, however, insufficient evidence available on which to 

base such assertions, and the questions posed by the correspondence 

of Styles 8 and 9 and Shape C must remain unanswered, until the 

stratigraphical evidence has been considered.

(3) See above p. 61.
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RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY 

The rarity of stratified sequences of RS sherds adds to the difference 

involved for proposing a relative chronology of these three groups. It 

is only the excavations of Dikaios in Enkomi, which provide such a
(4)sequence,  ̂'

If the archaeological short period of the RS's currency maker it 

difficult to diseen* typological differences, the introduction of 

Myc III Cîi pottery into Cyprus during this period makes it possible 

to draw a line between the vases found before this time in Dikaios*

Level III Df' ' and the RS vases from later levels.

Of the four vases from Level II B, three bell krater sherds are 

decorated with thick spiral designs similar to those of another fragment 

(unpublished), from Schaeffers excavations in Enkomi (Fig. 8 /?)* Unlike 

the palmette, which is frequently associated with the birds of Style 7i (7) 

these sherds cannot be associated with any of the Pictorial vases 

considered in Chapter II, The bright paint and creamy lustrous slip 

of these vases prompted Dikaios to attribute them to Karageorg^is* 

phase A.

4) Dikaios 843-844 
5̂) Ibid.
7) '.See above p. 5 9 , 
fa) Ibid,
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The only Pictorial RS sherd from Level II B, is the bell 

krater sherd (see PI, 4/3)» This is decorated with a finely 

drawn bull filled-in with speckles, which as the excavator remarked 

appear to imitate those of bulls from the earlier Myc. Ill A:2 style, 

This vase also is compared to the vases of Karageorghis* phase A,

The finkomi sherd, bears by far a closer resemblence to the bull on Enkomi 

PI, 8//iaPig. 12/4 and to two other drawings,with which it makes a
(12)stylistically homogeneous group 6, ^

Of these four Style 6 vases, only Enkomi PI. s/l-2 Pig, I2/4 of 

Shape Ai is whole. Group A, as was demonstrated above ( p, 1o2 ) ,

stands out from the great majority of RS bell kraters by virtue of its 

rounded, elongated profile and the markedly h i ^  location of its 

horizontal handles comparable with F,S. 281 of the Pictorial Class,

\3) Ibid. 249 Hi. 67/26 
1̂0) Ibid. 
,11) Ibid, 843-844
.12) sée above p. 56.
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Enkomi Pl. 8/1 is moreover decorated with confronted sphinxes having
distinctly Mycenaean head dress.

Of the remaining RS sherds, from Dikaios* later levels assimilable
( 1with the groups drawn up in Chapter II, ^  Enkomi Pig. 5/^ is decorated 

with a Style 7 bird; Enkomi PI. 15/4 with a palmete of style 7 type; 

and Enkomi Pig. 5/5 bears a Style 8 bird. The former two ie Enkomi Pig. 

5/̂  and Enkomi PI. 15/4/ were discovered in Level III A and Enkomi Pig. 5/5

was found in Level III B.

The proceeding study would lead us to suspect that these three vases 

should have type B or C profiles. Indeed,as far as can be gauged from 

Dikaios* photographs of Enkomi Pig. 5/^ and Enkomi PI. 15/4,^^^^ these

two vases have the long, rather horizontal rim of Shape B iii, typical of

Style 7 vases (see Pig. 26). Shape B as we have seen ( p... 100 ), is
reconcilable with the later PS 2u2 krater form.

(13) Ibid. 266-267 PLS. 73/18, 28 and 8O/18.
Pour other RS sherds from Levels III A and III B pp. 266, 284, 311,
PLS 75/25, 80/17, 23 and 91/26, are either non pictorial, too 
fragmentary, or simply not assimilable with the vases grouped together 
in Chapter IV.

(14) - Ibid. PLS 80/18, 73/19.
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Prom Level III B, Enkomi Pig, 5/5 decorated in Style 8, suggests 

that shape C which is often associated with this Style Group (p182-183 ), 

may in turn be later than Style 7 and Shape B from Level III A, In this 

regardait is interesting to note that Style 8 birds seem to be derived 

from the birds of Style 7*

It is likely ̂however, that RS vases found in Level III B mi^t be 

strays , although it seems significant that EnkonrL Pig, 5/5> in the

destruction layer of Level III B,is separated from Enkomi Pig. 5 /2 by all 

of Level III B,

It would therefore appear that thereis a measure of agreement between 

the internal evidence of the RS‘s style and shape and the only chronological 

sequence at present available, Enkomi PL, 4/3,the only representative of 

Style 6 and the early-looking A Shape Group (similar to P,S. 281), is 

stratified below Enkomi Pig. 5/? and îkikomi PI, 15 /4 which represent 

•Style 7 and associated Styles 3, 4 and 5 with B shapes, (Similar to P.S. 282^ 

These two sherds are themselved stratified below Enkomi Pig, 5/5 which 

represents the birds of Style 8 and 9, (perhaps evolved from those 

Style 7); and Shape C,

Yet, the speculative nature of these suggestions, which are based only 

on the evidence of one stratified sequence, cannot be overstressed.

There do however, exist isolated examples of stratified RS vases 

from tombs and settlement sites. These present us with the difficulty 

of having to equate them chronologically with the vases of the sequence,

(15) Ibid. 843-844
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One important dated sherd is Kition Pig. 3/I of Style 1. Like Enkomi 

PI. 4 /3  from Style 6 above, it too has been found in layers earlier than 

Myc III C:i. Unfortunately,we haven't been able to obtain a profile

drawing of Kition Fig. 3/l » which is in any case too fragmentary to be 

diagnostic. It is interesting, however, that Karageorghis in describing 

the shape of Kouklia PI. 26/5, a near identical vase from our Style 1, 

finds that "its sharply angular out-turned rim, is characteristic of the
(1 7)rude style and its initial stages". ' ''

Later, in Myc III 0:1 layers, we have Myrtou Pig. 5 /6  of Style 7 

and Shape B; found in room 23 in the layers of Periods VI-VII of the 

Late Cypriot sanctuary of Ifyrtou-Pi^ades. Myc III Cti pottery
(19 )was found in the courtyard'of this building at Period Y1  ̂  ̂* and it seems

clear that Period VI could be assigned a Myo III C;i date and that

this vase mi^t therefore be later than 1250-1240 BO attributed to it
( 21 )"very approximately". ' *

16) Nouv.Doo. 2 5 8,
,1 7) AA (1972) Heft 2 189.
18) MLrrtoa-Pigadea 42-44 T1&- 20/191.
19) Ibid. 22-23.
(20) Du Hat-Taylor in PB& (1956) 37.
(21) Myrtour-Pigades Op. Cit,
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Another interesting sherd is Enkomi PI. 4/2, a Mycenaean III C; 11

(22)jug from Level III A of Dikaios* excavations. ̂ ' This and a whole

vase of similar type from Kouklia ie PI, 28/1-2 decorated with hulls 

(but also with Myc III G:i birds), appears to be related to group 5,
(21)thus suggesting a Myc III C:i date for the group.' ^

If these vases appear to confirm that Styles 7 and 5 of Shape B 

are later than Shape A and Styles 1, 2 and 6, the evidence of the 

tombs is equivocal.When we examine the contents of Dikaios' tomb 1 at 

Pyla Ver^ii, which includes two Style 2 vases ie"'. Pis 20/l and 2l/l,
(25)and which is no later than Level II B, ' ' the contemporaneity of Groups

2/Ai and A ii and Group 6/A, in A pre Mycenaean III 0:1 period, appears 

to hold good. This early date is also indicated for Byblos FLg, 2/5, 

again of Style 2, from Levée 2, Niveau which translates into

Schaeffer * s Ugarit Recent III,

[22) Dikaios 267 PL 75/B.
,23) above p. 54-55#
,24) Dikaios 9I8 , The only other pictorial vase in this tomb PL 233/2 

is not assimilable with any of the bulls from the other groups.We 
Pyla Vergbi PI. 2l/2 p.6 5 .

.25) Ibid.
,26) Fouilles de Byblos 102 PL. 157/1543.
,27) Stratigraphie Comparée. Synoptic Tables I and 711.
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On the other hand, Has Shamra Fig. 7/3 of Style 3 and Ras Shamra PI. 25/2 

of Style 4 from Minet El Beida tomb VI are also dated to this period. 

Again, tombs 13 and 19 of the Swedish Cyprus Excavations in Enkomi, 

which respectively include Enkomi Fig, 5/3 of Style 7 and Enkomi Pig. 3/4 

of Style 5 are known to contain no Myc III C%i pottery,

It might however be felt, since Mycenaean III C:i pottery is 

virtually non existent in Ras Shamra, and Mycenaean III C:i burials 

rare in Cyprus, that the evidence of tombs in this instance, is of lesser 

value than that of finds stratified in settlements. Clearly then, with 

the dated material at present available, our proposal for the 

chronological order of RS Style/Shape groups can only be tentative. 

Without confirmation from other excavations^the agreement existing 

between the Enkomi sequence and our subdivision of the RS might easily 

be fortuitous.

This mi^t well appear to be the case when we consider all the vases 

of shape A, If it seems reasonable to suggest that finely painted vases 

of group 6, with group A profiles, reminiscent of Pictorial Class F.S. 

281 krater shapes, can be earlier than other equally fine drawings 

from Styles 4 and 7* with Shape B profiles, the same is not true of all 

the kraters of Shape A,

Of the remaining two whole kraters of Shape A reproduced here;

'28) Schaeffer in Syria XIT (1933) 105 ff- 
29) S Œ  I 529, 563.
JO) Problem# 122,
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Aradippo PI, 22/2, Pig. 12/6 has the same high handles and elongated, 

narrow form as Enkomi PI, 0/1-2 Fig, 12/4 of group 6, Klavdia PI, 18/l, 

Fig, 14/1 bears an even closer resemblance to Enkomi PI, 8/1-2 Pig, I2/4 , 

having an identical BD/AG figure (see TABLE XVII), as well as a very- 

similar base and rim shape.

Both these vases are decorated in Style 2, (see Pig, 26) To suggest 

that Style 2 bulls, too are earlier than some of the relatively fine 

Style 4 bulls seems inadmissible, particularly in terms of the work 

of Karageorghis’, who proposes a scheme for the relative dating of the 

RS compositions, wherein fine drawings are earlier than crude ones.

Yet, despite appesirances to the contrary there are stylistic reasons 

also for suggesting that the association of Groups 6/a on the one hand, 

and 2/A on the other, might after all be valid. The only set of vertical 

border lines visible on a Style 6 vase ie Enkomi PI, S/l-2 Pig, I4/I, are 

of a type generally found only on vases of Group 2 (see above P# 57) , 

and are present both on Klavdia PI, I8/I, Fig, I4/I and Aradippo PI, 22/2 

Fig. 12/6.
A possible explanation for the apparently early date attributable 

to Group 2/a mi^t be that Shape A represents the work of a different 

centre of production. This explanation moreover, accords well with the 

fact that with only one exception, all of the bell kraters from Group 2, 

were found on sites other than Enkomi, Indeed, a large percentage of all 

Messaorian RS examined here, from sites other than Enkomi, belongs in 

Style 2, It might therefore be surmised that Style 2 represents an early 

imitation by outsiders of Enkomi*s Style 6 which is exclusively found in 

Enkomi,
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If however we confront the evidence of archaeological study with 

the results of a physical spectrographic fabric analysis of chosen 

RS vases, a considerably more complex picture emerges.
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PHYSICAL FABRIC ANALYSES

(31 )As has already been pointed out ' ' the large majority of RS vases

found in Eastern Cyprus and RAS Shamra, conform with the Enkomi RS 

Fabric Control Group and are likely to have been made in Enkomi.

Amongst the few exceptions to this, are the seven vases which make
(32)up group Z ' ' while two of the five figurative paintings, in the group,

Arpera Chiflik 31 PI. 19/4 and Pyla-Verghi 43, PI, 2l/2 cannot be 

attributed to any Style Group ly-la-Vergbi 40 PI. 20/l, Kition 34

PI, I8 /2 and Aradippo 30 PI, 22/2 are all of Style 2, Also, the

shape of this later vase, for which we have a profile drawing ie 

Aradippo Fig, 12/6 is of the high handled type A, (Fig, 25).

If this appears to confirm the separate identity of Group 2/A vases, 

the fact that other vases with the same characteristics of,

EnkomilPl, I7/2 , Arpera 32 PI, 19/3, Klav dia 35 PI. I8/I, Pyla-Vergbi 39 

PI, 21/1 and one sherd from Larnaka 37 PI. I7/I (described in Chapter IV 

2/2-I ii) are recognised to be of similar clay as the Enkomi RS Fabric 

Control Group, presents serious problems of interpretation.

>81} See above pages 155-134#,32) - Tl •• 134.,33) " •• 65.
„34) » ” 4 9 .
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V/ith some of Style 2 having Enkomi type fabric, it becomes difficult 

to maintain that Group 2/A constitutes an imitation by outsiders of the 

earlier Group 6/A, particularly as it appears that the vases of Style 6
(35)have the fabric of Enkomi,' The question is therefore raised again, 

that at least some of Group 2/A might be earlier than vases from Groups 

3, 4» 7/b> which are frequently more finely decorated*

The A shapes of Style 2 are however divisible into Groups A and 

Ail.In Group Ai apart from Enkomi PI, S/l-2, Fig, I2 /4 of Style 2 , 

there is Klavdia 35 FI. 18/1, Fig, I4/I of Style 2. (Pig. 26),As 

pointed out above (^ée P* 9? TABLE KVIl), both these vases have their handles 

situated exceptionally high, while a visual examination of their rims, 

bases and general profile shows these to be very similar indeed.

In Shape Group Aii the only vase is Aradippo 30 PI. 22/2, Fig, 12/6 

its handles are not as high as those of the former two (36) and despite 

a similar profile, its base and rim are unlike those of Enkomi PI, 8/l-2,

Pig, 12 /4 and Klavdia 35 FI* I8/I Fig I4/I (Pig 26),

(35) Enkomi 3* FI, I/I from Style 6 is not a very good fit for the RS 
control group, to which it is attributed, having a figure of merit 
which is greater than unit. On the other hand, Enkomi 2, PI, 3/2, 
also of Style 6, has a small figure of merit and fits well into the 
Enkomi RS control group(cf, TABLE XXV)

(36) TABLE XVII
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The fabric of Klavdia 35 FI. 18/, Pig. I4/I of Shape A, and 

Style 2 conforms, as we have seen, with the Enkomi control group, 
and thus with Enkomi 3 PI. 2/2 Pig. I4/8 of Style 6 and Shape Ai .
On the other hand, Aradippo 30 PI. 22/2, Pig, 12/6^admitedly the unique 
example of Shape Aii,belongs with Group Z.

Yet it should be repeated that similarities between the decorative border 
lines of Enkomi PI. S/l-2, Pig. I2/4 from Group 6/A£ and Klavdia 35 
PI, 13/1, Pig. 14/1 from Group 2/Ai apply to all the Style 2 vases, 
including those which like Aradippo 30 PI. 22/2, Pig, 12/6 have 
the fabric of Group Z,

It seems dangerous to take the evidence of such secondary features 
as border lines too far. The possibility however, remains that Group 6/Ai, 
2/Ai and 2/Ail are related,even if Fabric Group Z does represent the 
output of another workshop.

This could in turn imply that Groups 6/Ai and 2/Ai were made in the 
same workshop, and raise again the problem of having to defend the 
contempraneity of the Style 6, and Style 2 artists.

It should however,be remembered that an early date is only indicated 
for Enkomi PI, 4/3 of Style 6 and that Style 2 might be a later
product of the same atelier using Shapes Ai,with Group 2/Aii as a satellite.

see additional drawing of this vase Fig, 3/6, 
ee above, p. I85-I86,
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To conclude then, if several concurrent productions of the RS are 

envisaged, the stylistic discountinuity of the RS might be explained.

Groups 6/Ai, 2/Ai and 2/Aii (an outside imitation?) might represent 

one tendency perhaps begining earlier than Groups 3» 4,5, 7/® sind 8, 9/c, 
which could represent one or perhaps two other workshops.

Amongst other fabrics, which like Group Z are of a composition 

distinct from that of the Enkomi RS, is Kouklia 54 PI. 26/5 of Style 1,

This vase, together with an almost identical sherd. Pig, 3/l from Kition 

also constitutes the finest vases from Karageor^is' phase A,

The Kition fragment is closely dated by Karageorghis to the period 

immediately before the Myc III G;i layers of Kition. In view of the

significance which is attached to these vases with respect to the RS 

origins, the suggestion,at first, that Kouklia 54 PI. 26/5 and two other

fine vases ie Kouklia 59 PI. 2?/l and Kouklia $0 PI, 26/3, decorated 

in the RS, might have the same fabric as the Peloponnese Pictorial 

Class group was of considerable interest.

The similarity of these Kouklia sherds with fabric group"T of 

Kouklia, makes such an attribution seem doubtful,

,39) See above p. 21r.n»l6 & n. 17*
.40) p: 188:
.41) p . 21
4̂2) See p. 155 Tbe fabric of Kouklia 54, PI, 26/5 has recently been

tested, using another method, and found to conform with the fabric 
of îfyc, C;i wares, held to be local to Kouklia (AA (1972) Heft 2, 
188-197)
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The fact however^remains that fine RS vases such as Kouklia 54 PI. 26/5, 

which are held to be precurssors of the RS, are of a fabric other than 

that of Enkomi.

The date of the Kition sherd corresponds well with that of Enkomi PI, 

4 /3 of group 6, the earliest of Dikaios' pictorial RS finds. Both vases 

are earlier than the Myc III C:i layers, The bulls of Style 1 are

moreover, rather similar to those of Style 6, notably in the shape and 

fill in of the muzzle. Given their contemporaneity and stylistic 

similarity, their apparent relationship is of some interest.

We have seen that Enkomi 3 PI. 1 /l,Fig. 2/3 and also Enkomi 2 

PI, 3 /2 of Style 6 were made in Enkomi, while two independent 

fabric studies suggest that Kouklia 54 PI. 24/5 'was made in Kouklia.

If as it seems certain, the RS was produced both in Eastern and in 

Western Cyprus before Myc III C:i where did the RS originate?

This is a difficult question to emswer. On the o^e hand, the fact

that Kition Pig. 3/I% an identical vase to Kouklia 54 PI. 2$/5
was found in Eastern Cyprus st^gests that these vases were traded

throughout the island and were perhaps known in Enkomi. On the other hand,

the remmhiug Kouklia vases sampled, proved to be of a very complex

oompositionJ^iOst of the sherds sampled had a fabric unlike that of any
(44)

other and were classed as «rogues* .

See above p.1 8 5, 
See above p.135'
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There are however, four RS types from Kouklia, which while conforming

well with the Enkomi RS fabric pattern for most of the elements examined,
(45)

varied sharply in one element (Chapter IV 4/4-1)*^f these, Kouklia 56 

PI, 26/1 is decorated with a lion which is a ratity in the RS, although

the fill-in of the neck here, is reminiscent of Kouklia 54 PI. 26/5

of group 1 also rare, is the fish decorating Kouklia 64 PI. 26/2,

while Kouklia 63 PI, 27/4 , is also difficult to compare with the 

Enkomi as compositions, being decorated with a common spiral band.

Only Kouklia 65 PI. 28/1-2, a Myc III C:i side spouted jug decorated 

with birds and RS bulls, has its counterpart in Enkomi PI, 4 /2 of Style s,

ja jug from Myc III C;i layers in Enkomi This is decorated with bull

protomes so similar to the bulls of Kouklia 65 PI. 28/1-2, that the two 

vases are almost certainly painted by the same man.

It therefore seems possible that despite its higher magnesium content, 

Kouklia PI, 28/1-2, might indeed belong with the Enkomi RS Fabric Group and 

might represent export from Enkomi to Kouklia, albeit at a later 

date than the vases of Style 1,

When we come to examine the Pictorial Class pottery tested, it is 

interesting to note that while the majority of vases was shown to have 

Peloponnese f'abric, three such vases conformed with the fabric of the 
Enkomi RS. ^8)

(45) See p. 135.
(46) See above p#48
47) Dikaios 267, 847 PL. 75/l8 
48; See above p. 15&.
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Two of these Pyla-?erghi 81 ?1. 3S/l and Snkomi 77 PI. 37/2, 
bear T.̂ o III B decoration. The first, is a bell krater painted with 

elongated bulls and a man. The second, is a sherd of a krater? Decorated 

with the tentacles of a cuttlefish, A thircd vase, Larfeaka 80 PI. 37/4? 
decorated with a I'lyc III A:2 bull, suggests that Cyprus was manufacturing 

such vases at this early date.

The attribution of Lamàkà 80 PI, 37/4 to the Enkomi Ro fabric 
group, is also interesting on a second count. The bull shown here, is bending 

downwards and has stripes drawn across the neck, in the manner of RS bulls, 

Dikaios-, as we have seen, remarked that Enkomi PI, 4/3 the earliest 

figurative RS vase from Enkomi, of Style 6, was in some respects 
comparable with Myc III A:? Pictorial Class paintings, Style 6

is moreover, associated with the high handed shape A RS bell krater which 
resembles F.S. 281 of the Pictorial Class

It might then be argued that a workshop in Enkomi, which began 

by imitating imported Pictorial Class pottery, went on to produce the 

local RS,

This not to say that RS decoration originated in Enkomi.indeed, 

this would imply that Kition Fig. 3/l and Kouklia 54 PI. 26/5 of Style 1, 

made outside of Enkomi are imitations.This, given the high quality and 

finish of these vases which have been compared to Pictorial vases, oflstand- 
ard teohniau,, seen, unwise.

(49) See above, p.. 185 n.lo.
(50) " " p. 180,187.
(51) " " 122 n.8.
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However, that a transition from Pictorial Class krater shapes, 

style and fabric is discernable in Group 6/A of Enkomi, would seem 

to us not to be at odds with the possiblity that the RS*s decoration 

was developed outside. Enkomi potters who began at imitating Pictorial 

Class pottery and who went on to produce RS vases, could reasonably 

be expected to display Pictorial Class influence in their earlier works.

To conclude, there seems to be a measure of agreement between out 

subdivision of the RS on the basis of style shape and fabric 

respectively.

The association of Style 6 and Style 2, on the basis of similarities 

in shape is confirmed by fabric analysis, which shows them both to have 

been made with Enkomi clay.

On the other hand, Style/Shape Groups 3? 4» 5» 7> 8/B and 8/C share 

this same fabric.Two explanations may be offered for the distinct identity 

of Groups 2/A and 6/A. These vases may be earlier than Groups 3» 4» 5»

7, S/b and 9/C, as the stratigraphical evidence would suggest. 

Alternatively, they may represent the output of a second workshop in 

Enkomi using the seune clay,

Prom the material at present analysed, the relationship of Style 2 

vases of Fabric Group Z, with other Style 2 vases having the fabric of 

Enkomi remains unclear. Thetwo groups do appear to differ, however, 

in shape. Shapes Ai and Aii having the Enkomi and Z group fabric 

respectively.
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Also unclear, is the relationship of the RS vases of Kouklia, 

with those of Enkomi .With the possible exception of vases in Fabric 

Group X, no Kouklia pottery could be definitely shown to have the 

fabric characteristics of the Enkomi,

The stylistic similarity of Kouklia 65 PI, 28/1-2 from Fabric 

Group X with the vases of Style 5 and notably Enkomi PI, 4 /2 does 

suggest however, that exchanges may have occured between these two 
sites.
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ABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY

AND HISTORICAL CONCLUSICNS

We have seen that the only complete stratified sequence of RS
pottery at present available for study, comes from Dikaios*s

publication of his excavations in Enkomi. Here, the RS first appears

in Level II P, and is represented in the progressively later Levels

III A and III B (see above p.l8^.

Together with the RS, Level IIB also produced the first Mycenaean

IIIB pottery found by Dikaios in Enkomi, Indeed, Mycenaean IIIB

pottery is the predominant Aegean ware throughout this level which in
(52 ;Cypriot terms, represents the LC IIC period ,

However, the erection of a wall of fortification, just prior to the

town's violent destruction, divides Level IIBinto two phases. The RS
(53')which does not appear until the second phase, ' is clearly later.

In Level III A when the site is again rebuilt, the percentage of 

Myc, IIIB and even of local pottery diminishes, displaced by Myc. IIIC:1 b 
pottery. The RS however, continues to be found. Indeed, most of the 

RS vases discovered by Dikaios come from this and later levels

(52) Dikaios, 843-844»
(53) Ibid. 8 4 0.
(54) Ibid. 843-8 4 4.
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In accordance with the Mycenaean pottery which it contains,

Dikaios dated the beginning of Level H E  at approximately I3OO 

A re-examination of Myc. IIIB chronology however, shows that Myc IIIB 

pottery was made from as early as 1340 and it is likely that

Dikaios date of I3OO EC is excessively late.

The violent end of Level IIB, coincides with the destruction of 

Kition^^^) and Sinda^^^^ in Cyprus and seems to be cart of a widespread

catastrophe towards the end of Myc. IIIB, but prior to Myc, IIIC: i

: des
(60)

(Ras Shamra and other Syrian and Palestinian sites are destroyed, as

are Mycenae, Tiryns and Midea on the Creek mainland

The archaeological evidence, and also the mythological tradition, 

suggests that the catastrophe was initiated by new peoples who through 

invading Greece and Anatolia from the north, caused a series of 

population movements into the Mediterranean basin^^^^.

The date proposed by Purumark for the end of Myc. IIIB and the 

beginning of the LC III A period is 1230 a date which is also

accepted by Dikaios for the end of Enkomi's Level II New evidence

would now suggest a date of around 1200 BC to be more accurate.

Level IIB thus appears to have began earlier, and to have continued for 

a longer time, than Dikaios estimated.

(55) Ibid. 847.
(56) Vvace in BSA (1957) 220; Hankey in International Simposium Nicosia 

in 1972; SCE IV 761.
(57) Karageorghis in RDAC (19&3) 8.
(58) Op.Ath. VI (1965) 101, 109 ff.
(5 9) œ  221 ff.
(6 0) Ibid. 207-208.
(61) ^  lva776-777.
(6 2) Purumark in Op.Arch. Ill 262.
(63) Dikaios 4 8 7.
(64) ivi, d: ,7 6 1 .
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The second phase of Level IIB appears to have been very short, 
because the detritus of the fortification in all lies on its construction 
l a y e r . D i k a i o s  accorded twenty years to it, and suggested a date 
of 1250 BC for the erection of the walls.

This date would however, be too early, if we take account of post- 
Furumark studies in Mycenaean IIIB chronology With the end of Myc. IIIB, 
and hence Level H E ,  now dated at around 1200 BC, Level II B/Phase 2 
cannot have begun, until 1220 BC. Cn the other hand, as the whole of 
Level IIB seems to cover a longer period of time than Dikaios had 
anticipated, it is possible that Level JÜCB/Phase 2 might have lasted 

longer than the tv/enty years attributed to it. The RS in Phase 2 might 
therefore have appeared rather earlier than 1220-1210 BC.

In Greece these closing years of the thirteenth century, seem to 
announce the widespread destruction which is to follow. The improvement 
of military works in numerous Mycenaean towns, and the destruction or 
abandonment of some others, shows that these were troubled times.

These conditions . result in a recession of trade between Greece 
and her neighbours. In Cyprus, there is a worsening in the quality and 
a reduction in the number of Mycenaean shapes f o u n d . I t  has been
suggested that these cruder wares were made by Cypriots to fill the
vacuum created by a recession in foreign t r a d e , a n d  this certai 
would appear to be the case with the majority of RS bell kraters.

(65) Dikaios. 4 8 6.
(66) Ibid. 487.
(67) Nouv. Doc. 233.
(68) MPL 37-44.
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Other shapes which gain in popularity late in Myc. IIIB include 

various shapes of dish or howl. Like much of the HS, many of these 

vases ai*e of inferior quality and it is thought that they too may he 
of local manufacture.

In Enkomi, these shallow bowls are found together with other 

Mycenaean IIIB pottery in Level II B/Phase 2, which proceeds the town's 

d e s t r u c t i o n . L i k e  the ES, these dishes continue to be found in Level 

III A of the LC III A period when Mycenaean III B pottery becomes very 

scarce. Similar dishes or bowls, of apparently local manufacture, are 

also found in the latest LC IIC levels of Kition, Myrtou, Apliki and 

Kouklia-Mantissa.

Changes in popularity of shape at the close of Myc. Ill B are not 

however, restricted to Cyprus. A change of emphasis is also apparent 

in the pottery of the Peloponnese. The LH III B: 2 pottery from the 

destruction layers of III E TTycenae consists of large numbers of bowls, 

kraters and other open forms, and a similar pattern is recorded in 

Tiryns.

To the extent that the RS and the £ec<jL dishes on the one hand,

and IH III B: 2 pottery on the other, are the last manifestations of Myc. 

Ill B in Cyprus and the Peloponnese respectively, these two groups may 

be said to be analogous. Both are a phenomenon of a break up of the 

Mycenaean Koine.

(69) Dikaios. 249-250.
(70) Ibid.
(71) Nouv. Doc. I8O-I8 4.
(72) French in ̂  (19&9) 71-93.
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However, while shallow howls or dishes are a feature of LH III B:2

mainland pottery, the large numbers of deep bowls which characterise

this mainland group, are absent in Enkomi, until the appearance of Myc.
(73')IIIC : 1b pottery and the arrival of Greek colonists. ^

This suggests that during IH III B : 2, Cyprus was indeed cut off, to 

some extent, from developments in Greece. It might moreover exrlain 

the continued use of pictorial pottery and the production of substitutes 

like the RS, at a time when such nottery is no longer found in Greece.

The oriental origins of some of the RS's decoration might then be 

indicative of direct borrowings from the east at this time of Tlycenaean 

recession. Indeed, Purumark has suggested that the RS's "Bull-eating 

plant" theme itself may originate as an abbreviation of the orient 

inspired "Tree of Life" t h e m e . I n  this regard, it is interesting to 

note that single animals eating; a plant occur on palestinien vase
(75)paintings

Karageorghis has also remarked that the bull and plant theme is 

much in evidence on thirteenth century ivory carving from the Levant. 

Furthermore, as he notes, rightly, that there is a stylistic connection
(77)between the better RS drawings and the technique of ivory carving.

(73) Dikaios 260-262.
(74) 269.
(7 5) Ibid. n.1.
(76) Nouv. Doc. 236 n.2.
(77) Ibid. 234-236.
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Oriental influence is also apparent on some of the RS vertical 

border lines, which are similar to the Palestinian Triglioh. These 

lines, drawn vertically from the rim to the uppermost waist line of

the bell krater, are usually a feature of Style Group 2 and also Style

Group 6 (see above p . 56 )•

On the other hand, bell kraters of Style Groups 2 and 6 (probably 

the earliest RS vases in eastern Cyprus) are of Shape Group A, and thus

more closely comparable with the earlier ̂  281 bell krater of the

Pictorial Class (see above p.1 8 5).

A Style 6 sherd appears in the second phase of Level II E, together 

v/ith Mycenaean III B pottery of standard fabric. Also, Mycenaean pottery 

is known to have been imitated by local potters and some Mycenaean
(78)pictorial pottery has been shown to have been imitated in Enkomi.  ̂

Style Groups 2 and 6 might therefore represent an attempt to capture some 

of the market for imported Mycenaean pottery, which was perhaps becoming 

scarcer. This phenomenon need not be restricted to Enkomi. There is 

good reason to suspect that RS vases were also produced in Kouklia prior 

to Myc. IIIC i.

With the arrival of the achaeans, at approximately 1200-1190 BC in 

Level III A RS pottery and local shallow bowls are found in increasing 

numbers while Myc. Ill B pottery is replaced by Myc. Ill C: 1b. This 

may constitute as much as 909  ̂of all pottery found.

(78) gee above p. I5 6 .
(79) Dikaios. 518.
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The RS vases of Level III A consist of Style 7 birds, showing 

Cretan influences. These, as we have seen, are related to Styles 3»

4, 5» 8 and 9» The foregoing study moreover, suggests that the 

Shape B kraters of these style groups have evolved to the biconical 

FS 282 krater of Myc. Ill C: i.

By this time, the RS must have become a substitute for the 

pictorial vases of Myc. Ill B. Indeed, if væ judge from the numerous 

Myc. Ill C:i b shapes bearing RS decoration ie. Enkomi P I .  4 / 2  and 
Enkomi Fig. 6/l1, it would appear that RS decoration had become a 

part of the Cypriot pictorial ceramic tradition and that it 

influenced the makers of Myc. Ill C; ib pottery.

Level III A, the first Level of the LC III period is itself 

brought to a close by a violent destruction which has been attributed 

to the Sea Peoples, Other Cypriot settlements are also destroyed at 

this time.^^^^ The defeat of the Sea Peoples by Ramses III at 1190 BC, 

suggests that Level III A was itself a. very short period. It should, 

however, be mentioned that a date of 1174 BC has also been proposed for 
this event.

(80) Ibid. 522-5 2 3.
(81) SCE rVi d 7 6 2 .
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The town is soon rebuilt in Level III B, the second phase of 

the LC III A period, and Mycenaean civilization persists into Level 

III C when Lnkoni is abandoned. Isolated examples of fine RS

pottery are found in Level III B cf. Enkomi Fig. 5/5,' as are
(Pi)some late Myc. Ill B bowls of local fabric. These however, may be

accidentals.

By far the most frequent pictorial vases at this time are 

bell kraters decorated with birds and other naturalistic motifs cf. 

Figs, 6/4 ^̂ '̂' which first appear late in Level III A. The style of 

these birds is part of the Myc III Crib rerertory, and Dikaios 

believed that they have been used to fill panels left vacant on
(6 5)geometrically decorated vases. ^

Their outline and fill-in is unlike that of the RS birds. The 

contours are generally filled with dots or speckles. Alternatively, 

some have their body contours divided into sections, which are either 

painted-in or filled with wavy lines or concentric semi-circles. Also, 

they usually have one smaller wing raised and may be shown to be 

attacking a fish.

(8 2) See also Dikaios 284.
(63) Dikaios 288.
(8 4) See also Dikaios. 286-28? PLS. 81/26, 2?, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36.
(85) Ibid. 286.
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This theme is known from earlier Syro-Palestinian pottery.

Other oriental elements of decoration within this group include the

"Tree of Life" scheme _cf. Enkomi Fig. 6/5, and birds with heads turned
(Pi)back as in Philistine pottery. On the other hand, the "Bird-

attacKing-fish" theme is also known on the Greek mainland ' ^ and on

Minoan pottery of the fourteenth century. D i kaios,moreover,

discerned a stylistic connection between some of these Myc. Ill : ib
fqn)vases and the vases of the earlier Pictorial Class. ^

It would seem safe to say that by this second phase of the LC III A 

period, these vases have replaced the RS pictorial kraters of Cyprus. 

Yet, if vases of the RS are scarce in Level III B, RS decoration
(91 )persists on some crude pictorial kraters of this period. ^

An interesting sherd here, is Enkomi PI. 13/3, from Dikaios

excavations which is decorated with a rudimentary goat of RS type. On

closer examination this sherd was seen to belong to the same vase as

Enkomi Fig. 6/5 , decorated with a bird of Myc. Ill C: ib type in

"Tree of Life composition".

However, the most frequent bell krater forms are decorated with

Close Style spirals of mainland inspiration which underline the strong
(92)connection existing between Greece and Cyprus.

(86) Ibid.
(8 7) Ibid. 287 PL. 81/35
(88) Ibid. 286.
(8 9) Higgins Minoan and Mycenaean Ant (London 19&7) 8L. />7
(90) Dikaios. 286.
(91) Ibid. 281 PL. 78/7 , 311 PL. 91/26, 323. PL. 101/28.
(92) Ibid. 5 2 8.
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The Level III B town is destroyed, perhaps by natural causes 

during LC. Ill B. Later in this period v/hen the town is rebuilt, 

Mycenaean III C: ib open kraters have degenerated in quality and RS 

decoration is totally absent. The most characteristic ware now, is 

mainland-inspired Myc. Ill C ; i c of Granary type pictorial pottery 

such as the RS, inspired by mainland Myc. Ill B proto types, have been 

displaced by later developments in the mainland.

(93) I M d . 530
(94) Ibid. 532
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Pl. 1.

1. EI'TKOMI = Fig. 2/3.
Sample 3.
See pages 24, 56-57, 125, 155, 194n.55.
Schaeffer Excavations (I962).

2. BNEOm = PI. 9/1, Figs 2/1 , 4 /1 and I2/5 .
Sample 4«
See pages 53, 6 2-6 3 . 125, 135#
Schaeffer Excavations (1967).

PI. 2.
1. ENKOm = Fig. 13/6 .

See pages 27, 54-55©
m C C  4 1 8; CVA BM PL. 7/7; Excav 33 FIG. 6 (1205)

2. ENKOMI = Fig. I4/8 .
See pages 30, 56-57.
BMC 0425; Excav FIG. 62 (1235).

PI. 3 .
1. ENKOMI 

Sample 5*
See pages 2 6 , 54-55, 125, 153#
CM 1959/ 1 1 -26/1 
Nouv. Doc. 244 FL. XXI7/2

2. ENKOMI = Fig. 2/2.
Sample 2.
See pages 55, 56, 123, 155, 194 n.55#
Schaeffer Excavations.

3# ENKOMI?
See pages 21, 6 5 .
CM AI7 5 8.
CVA CM PL. 14/1-2; Nouv. Doc. 250 PL. XXVIl/5-6
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Pl. 4.
1. ENKOMI

See pages 21, 6 5-6 6 ,
gu T. 19/6 6.
Problems. FIG. 21/3; W  2 4 6; 
Nouv. Doc. 238 PL. XXIIl/1-2.

2. ENKOMI
See pages 24-56, 1 8 9, 1 9 8. 
Dikaios. 845, 847 PL. 75/18

3. ENKOMI
See pages 56-57, I8 5 ,
Dikaios. 249 PL. 67/2 6.

4 . ENKOMI
See pages 23, 33#
Dikaios. 318-319 PL. 99/30.

PI. 5 .
1-2. ENKOMI = Fig. I3 /5

See pages 2 6 , 53-54, 56 n,l8. 
m e  0 4 2 0; CVA m  PL. 7/9;
Excav. 45 FIG. 71 (933);
Nouv. Doc. 249 PL. XXVIl/1-2.

PI. 6.
1. ENKOMI

See PI. 5/1 & 2.
2. ENKOMI = Fig. 2/1 4.

See pages 5 0 , 5 4 ,
Schaeffer Excavations + BMC C4 2 7. 
Nouv. Doc. 252 PL. XXVIIl/1
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Pl. 7.
1. fÆARONI

See page' 50.
miC C405; CVA PM PL. 11/11;
Nouv. Doc. 244-245.

2. ENKOMI
See pages 2 8 , 6 5 ,
EMC C419; CVA BM PI. 7/3; Stubbings,
EGA 46 (1951) 173 PL. 19/B

4 6 6; Nouv. Doc. PL. XKVIl/3.

Pl. 8 .
1&2 BNKOm = Fig. 12/4.

See pages 5 0, 8 0 , 10?, I8 0 , 184, 1 8 6, 194-196 

BMC. C417; CVA BM PL. IO/I;
Excav. 49 FIG. 76 (1260);
StubMngs, BSA 46 (1951) 171;
Nouv. Doc. 240-241 N2 PL. XXV/l.

Pl. 9.
1. ENKOMI. See above Pl. 1/2.
2. ENKOMI = Figs. 6/2 and I4/9 .

Sample 13.
See pages 6 0 , 125, 155#
Schaeffer Excavations (1949).
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Pl. 10.
1. ENKOm & KAL0P8IDA = Pl. 14/2

Sample 9»
See pages 50, 52, 125, 153#
CM A2020 & A2021 & Medelhavsrauseet.
Nouv. Doc. 245, 247, 255 PIS. XXl/4, XXV/4, 
XXV/7; m .  466

2. W K O m  = Figs. 4/7 & 15/2.
Sample 12.
See pages 59, 125, 153,
Schaeffer Excavations (1965).

3. ENKOm = Fig. 6/3.
Sample I4 .
See pages 6 0 , 125, 133#
Schaeffer Excavations (I965).

4 . ENKOMI = Fig. 4/5.
Sample 11.
See pages 59, 125, 133#
Schaeffer Excavations (I966).

Pl. 11.
1. ENKOMI? = Fig. 14/6.

See page 59# 
m  1938.11.20.1

Benson, AJA 65 (1961) 342 ff
PL. 106/FIG. 27; Nouv. Doc. 246 PL XX7/6.

2. ENKOMI = Fig. 13/7.
See page 6 0 .
BMC C422; CVA BM PL. 8/I ;
Excav 45 FIG. 7I (931).

3. ENKOMI = Fig. 15/4.
See page 6 0 .
CVA Brussels FS. 3 11C PL 3:12,
Cinquantenaire I2 5I; Benson, AJA 
65 (1961) 342 ff; Nouv. Doc. PL XKV/5.
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Pl. 12.
1. EDïEOm = Fig. 6/6.

Sample 15-
See pages ^2, 123, D ) .
Schaeffer Excavations (1970).

2. E m o m  = Pig. 6/8.
Sample 17.
See pages 5 2 , 1^5, 133.
Alasia I , 109 FIG. 25/5 .

3 . ENKOMI = Fig. 6/9 .
Sample 16.
See pages 5 2 , 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations (1969).

PI. 13.
1. mRONI = Fig. 7/1.

See pages 4-9.
IvCBC 0389; Stuhbings,
BSA 46 (1951) 174; Nouv. Doc. 239 PL XXIII/7 .

2. BNKOm
@ee pagë' 6 5 .
CM A2020(l
OVA CM PL. 14/4 ; Nouv. Doc. 245 PL. XX?/3.

3. ENKOMI
See page 210*
Likaios 284 PL. 8O/I7

PI. 14.
1. ENKOMI

See page ^9*
Pteblems PL. 3&/7, FIG. 2l/4; SCE I PL. 118/?;
MP. 4 6 6; Stubbing*, BSA 46 (1951) 174 
FIG. 2; Nouv. Doc. 238

2. ENKOMI KAL0P8IDA. See above PI. IO/I
3 . KAZAPÎÎANI. ^See pages 30, bp-bb,

Karageorghis BCH CXVI (1972) PL. IO/I.
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Pl. 15.
1. Eracoin: = Pig. 8/9 .

Sample 21.
See pages 30, 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations.

2. B m o m ?  = Fig. 13/3 .
Sample 23. 153.
CM A2034.

3. ENKOm = Fig. 8/5.
Sample 2 5.
See pages 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations.

4 . ENKOMI
See page l8 6 .
Likaios. 266 PL. 73/19.

Pl. 16.
1. ENKOMI.

Sample 20
See pages 123, 133.
CM A2020L.
CVA CM PL. 15/4 ; Nouv. Doc. 2 5 4.

2. ENKOMI.
Sample 26.
See pages 33# 123, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations.

Pl. 17.
1. LAENAKA.

Sample 37.
See pages. 49,123-123, 133. 
iCM I958/VI - 2O/9 .
Nouv. Doc. 240 PL. XXiy/1.

2. ENKOMI = Figs. 2/9 & 15/3.
Sample 1.
See pages 4l, 1^3, 133.
Schaeffer Excavations
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Pl. 18.
1. iCUVDIA = Fig. I4/I.

Sample 35»
See pages 49, 123, 133, 193-196.
BMC C421; W  4 6 6; Stubbings,
BSA 46 (1951) 171 ; Nouv. Doc. 239-240 PL. XXTV/6

2. KITION
Sample 34.
See pages 4 9 , 123, 193,
Karageor^hi s Excavati ons.

PI. 19.
1. ÎVÎAHONI = Pig. 6/7 .

Sample 3 8.
See pages 32, 123, 133.
B M C 4 2 6.

2. HALA SULTAN TEKEE.
Sample 33.
See pages 32, 123, 133, 193.
CM 1934/1 - 28/1 .
Nouv. Doc. 245 PL. XXV/8.

3. ARPERA CHIPLIK = Fig. 2/10.
Sample 32.
See pages 52, 123, 133, 193.
Ash Mus 1933, 340.

4 . ARPERA CHIFLIK = Fig. 2/I3 .
Sample 31.
See pages 123, 133, 193.
Ash Ifas 1933, 346.
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Pl. 20.
1. PYLA-VERGHI.

Sample 4 0.
See pagesi23, 134, 193, 32.
Dikaios. 91? PL. 233/1.

2. PYLA-7BRGEI.
Sample 4I•
See pages 1 2 3, 1 3 3 .
Likaios. 917 PL. 233/4-

PI. 21.
1. PYLA-VERGHI.

Sample 39-
See pages §2; 123, 135.
Blkalos. 917 PL. 233/3 .

2. PYLA-VEEGHI.
Sample 4 3,
See pages 2 6 , 6 5 , 125, 133, 1SC>. 
Likaios. 917 PL. 233/1.

PI. 22.
1. PYLA-VERGHI.

Sample 4 2.
See pages 2 3 , 125, 133#
Blkalos. 917 PL. 234/1.

2. AEJffilPPO = Figs. 3/6, 12/6.
Sample 30.
See pages 49, 123, 134, 194.
Louvre AM 679*
Stubbings, BSA 46 (1931) 171-172, PIG. I
Nouv. Doc. 230 N4.
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Pl. 23.
1&2 KYRENIA-MTLOPETRES.

Sample 36.
See pages 25, 64, 125, 155.
Cyprus Survey 1746.
AELDA (1969) 19 PLS. 56-57; BCH I97O 207. 
No. 4 PIG. 21-22.

PI. 2 4.
1. BYBLOS.

See pages 55.
Fouilles De Byblos I 94 PL. 157/1444.

2. ?
Ash Mus i960. 646.

See page 65 a.25,

PI. 2 5.
1. BAS SBAMRA = Fig. I5/I.

Sample 53.
See pages 6 5-6 6 , 125, 155.
Ugaritica II FIG. 60/22-23; Nouv. Doc. 
237-238 PL. XXIIl/3-4.

2. HAS SHAÎÆHA = Fig. 3/10.
Sample 50*
See pages 55, 62, 125, 155#
ïïgaritica II FIGS. 56/4 6, 60/I8 ; Nouv. Doc.
241-242 PL. XXIl/3-4.
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Pl. 26.
1. KOUKLIA

Sample 5 6.
See pages 124, I5 5, 1 9 8.
Maier, RDAC (I969) 4 0, 42 PL. IV/2.

2. KOUKLIA 
Sample 6 4.
See pages 124, I3 5, 1 9 8.
Maier, RDAC (I969) 40, 42 PL. IV/2.

3 . ■ KOUKLIA
Sample 6 0.
See pages 2 5 , 124, 155.
Maier, RDAC (I969) 40-42 PL. III/6 ; 
Karageorphis, BCH 93 (1969) 535 FIG. 173.

4 . KOULÎŒA 
Sample 62.
See pages 25, 124, I5 5 .
Maier, RDAC (I969) 40-42 PL. IV/3 .

5 . KOUKLIA 
Sample 54*
See pages 2 1 , 48, 124, 154-155* 197.
Nouv. Doc. 236 N.4 PL. XXIIl/5; Benson, AJA 71 
(1967) 317, Karageorohi8, Perlman, Asaro,
M  (1972) Heft 188 ff.
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Pl. 27.
1. KOUKLIA 

Sample 59.
See pages 124, 135*
Maier Excavations.

2. KOUKLIA 
Sample 5 6.
See pages 124, 135.
Maier Excavations.

3 . KOUKLIA = Fig. 2/7 .
Sample 61.
See pages 124, 135.
Maier Excavations (TE III 128).

4 . KOUKLIA 
Sample 6 3.
See pages 124, 135» 198.
Maier, RDAC (I969) 40 N.3, 42 PL. IV/4 ,

Pl. 28.
1&2 KOUKLIA 

Sample 6 5.
See pages 23, 54-55, 124, 135, 198. 
Maier, EDAC (1967) 30 PL. 7II/3.

Pl. 2 9.
1. KOUKLIA. See PL. 28/1-2.
2. KOUKLIA 

Sample 57•
See pages 1 2 4, I3 5 .
Maier Excavations.
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Pl. 30.
1. PHLMIOUDHI

Sample 44»
See pages 123,133#
Columbia University Excavations.

2. PEIAMOUDHI 
Sample 45.
See pages 123,133.
Columbia University Excavations,

3. PHLAMODDHI 
Sample 4 6.
See pages 123,133.
Columbia University Excavations.

4. PKIAMOUDEI 
Sample 47.
See pages 123,133.
Columbia University Excavations.

5. PRLMDUDHI.
Sample 48.
See pages 123, I33.
Columbia University Excavations.
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Pl. 31.
1. K Œ O m

Sample 66.
See pages 124, 135-136.
Schaeffer Excavations.

2. ENKOm 
Sample 6 7.
See pages 124, 135-136.
Schaeffer Excavations.

3 . ENKOMI 
Sample 68.
See pages 124, 135-136.
Schaeffer Excavations.

4 . ENKOMI 
Sample 6 9.
See pages 124, 135-136.
Schaeffer Excavations.

PI. 3 2.
1&2 ENKOMI

See page ,3 5 .
BMC C6 9 7; ^  466-4 6 7; Nouv. Doc. 237. N.2.

PI. 33.
1. BERBATI

See pages 17, 23.
Acts of the Archaeological Symposium NICOSIA 1973 
"The Myceneans in the Eastern Mediterranean" Stubbings, 
209 PL. XKVII/3.

2-3 SALAMIS
See page;,2 3 .
Vermeule, CJ 59 (I964) 194-195; Benson; AJA
(1967) 317.
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Pl. 34.
1. ABADIPPO

Sample JO.
See pages 124, I3 6 .
Louvre. AÎÆ 677 •

2. ABADIPPO 
Sample 7I.
See pages 124, I3 6 #
Louvre. Ml 676.
Greece in the Bronze Age 206 PIG. 3 6, 

PI. 3 5.
1. ABPEBA CHIFLIK = Fig. 11/2.

Sample 72.
See pages 124, 1 3 6.
Louvre. AM 6 7 8.

2. ENKOMI 
Sample 73.
See pages 124, 1 3 6#
Enkomi-Alasia 134 PLS. XVII-XVIII.

PI. 36.
1. ENKOMI = Pig. 11/2.

Sample 74»
See pages 1 ̂ 4, I3 6.
Missions 74 PL. XXXIIl/5 FIG. 371.

2. ENKOMI = Pig. 12/1.
Sample 75.
See pages 24-26, 124, I3 6 ,
Missions 74 FIG. 37.
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Pl. 37.
1. EMOICE 

Sample J6.
See pages 124,136.
CM A2023C.

2. EmOMI 
Sample 77.
See pages 124,136, 198-19 9.
Schaeffer Excavations,

3. EMOICE 
Sample
See pages 124,136.
Schaeffer Excavations.

4. LARNAKA 
Sample 8 0,
See pages 124,136, 19 8-1 9 9.
CVA CM PL. 5/2: Karageorchis, BCH (1959)
339 FIG. 3.

Pl. 38.
1. PYIaA VERGHI 

Sample 81.
See pages 24,28, 124, I3 6 , 198-199.
Likaios 917 PL. 234/3

2. BAS SHÂI-ffîA 
Sample 82,
See pages 124, 1 3 6.
ïïgaritica II 2I4 , 216 FIGS. 89-9O PL. XXXV.
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Pl. 39.
1. RAS SRAMEA 

Sample 83.
See pages 124, I3 6 #
Schaeffer, SYRIE XXXIV (1957) 81-92.

2. RAS SHAIvîRA 
Sample 8 4.
See pages 124, 1 3 6#
Schaeffer, SYRIE XII (1931) PL. IH/2; 
ïïgaritica II FIG. I24/9.

Pl. 4 0.
1. RAS SHAMRA 

Sample 8 5,
See pages 124, 136. 
ïïgaritica II I50 FIG. 57/8.

2. RAS SHAMRA 
Sample 86,
See pages 124, 1 3 6 #
ïïgaritica II 154 FIGS. 59/34, 6I/A.

Corrigendum: Pl. 36/1: Photograph laterally inverted.
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